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SUI-TI'1ARY OF DISSER'l'ATION 
ICENNETH KING NUN YEANG 
WOLFSON COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF CAriffiRIDGE 
"A THEORETICAL FRArlIEvlORK FOR'INCORPORATING ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
. IN THE DESIGN AND PLANNING OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT" 
In an contemporary discussionontheundersirable effects of architecture upon 
the natural landscape, our attention often centers around a speculated form 
of architecture which we tend to describe tentatively as an 'ecological 
architecture' or as one that is totally benign in its relations Hith nature. 
We might ask Hhat is an ecological architecture? The dissertation sets out 
to define these terms and to develop a theoretical frameHork for design. 
Our research objectives are as follows 
1. Our initial objectives . are to derive a set of fundamental premises • 
. The intention is to provide ourselves \vith a context with "1hich a 
concept of ecolo ::r,;.cal arc1J.i tectu~ t, can L.J based. Because of the 
conflicting opinions that exist on the subject matter, only by 
agreeing upon a common set of fundamental premises can a concerted 
approach be possible. (This is examined in Chapters 2 and 3). 
2. Secondly, our objectives are to derive a frameHork for approaching 
d~Ei~gn. This shouJrl. not only cohesively unify all the pertinent 
ang.' related areas of study, but also provide the designer with a 
firm theoretical standpoint from "Thich to approach the design of 
the built environment. Such a framework should be able to be l1sed 
to analyse the impact that a proposed design might have before it 
is built. (The framework is described in detail in Chapter 4). 
Each of the frame\·iork' s structural components is discussed and examined in 
greater detail in Chapters 5 to 8. 
In Chapter 9 is our conclusion and discussion on the theoretical implications 
of our research work as a Hhole and what it might mean in design implementation. 
Included is an Appendix which contains a review of li terature~ Li terature is 
derived from a number of sources that we have found to be pertinent to this 
. area of research. It is hmvever not exhaustive nor can it be exhaustive since 
the sources are diverse. The appendix serves as an indicator of the sources 
of literature for further development of this study. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
1. GENERAL INTRODUCT ION TO -THE AREAS OF STUDY AND -
DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
1/01 Introduction 
.. I i 
-" 
'! 
rn - a_ny contemporary discussion on the undesirable 
effects ~f architecture upon the natural landscape, our attention 
often centlr~s around a speculated -form "of architecture wiLi ch 
we describe tentatively as an 'ecological architecture' or as one 
that is totally benign in its relations with nature. We might ask 
ourselves ,what is an ecological architecture? Indeed there are 
many conflicting and diverse opinions as to what the term 'ecological' 
means. For instance -, there are some who contend emphatically that 
it is the use of solar-energy heating devices coupled with the 
recycl i ng of sewerage and household wast~- . There are those \'lho 
hold that it is the use of recycled waste-material as building 
elements or for some others it is the result of the use of landscape 
sieve-mapping techniques for the siting of buildings (e.g. see 
Appendix I). Without doubt, many of these are relevant experiments 
towards what could eventually be an ecological architecture, but most 
certainly we can conclude that none at present appea r5 to be totally 
. t 11 - . !O-o h . d i:ke~ 1 b . enVlronmen a y responslvett at we can conS1 er~r1gorous y as elng 
ecological in characteristic. If we take for example, the use of 
solar-energy collectors, we will find that the amount of energy and 
material resources used to manufacture an efficient solar-energy 
system for a building can be illogically disproportionate to the 
amount of energy that is conserved during its period of use in its 
life- cycle (e.g. in Kasabov,G., 1979). 
What is immediately apparent and more important is that there is at 
. _ J . #. ~ 1. ':-
present no central theory nor commonly acceptable concept as to what ' 
constitutes ecological archi t ecture. If we consider -the already extensive 
and devastating influences that our building or our urbanisation 
processes have on the natural envi ronment " t hen': the need 
for such a theory and approach to the design and planning of the 
built environment becomes even more vital . Furthermore , it becomes 
imperative that such a theory be available not only to ensure our 
\ . 
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conservation of what is left of the remaining natural environment, 
but perhaps also to ensure the long-term survi~al of the biosphere 
as a whole. 
It is from this starting point that We ~Gve ~mbarked upon these re-
search studies. Our intention here in this dissertation is to span 
and to fill this void that exists in ourcurre~nt architectural 
thinking and theory. 
1/02 Some Definitions of Architecture, Environmental 
Problems, .Ecology and Ecological Design 
, ' , 
' " 
. ~.I 
We can say that architecture and the accompanying urban systems 
(of roads, drains, infrastructures) constitute man1s built 
environmentl • This built environment is a physical reflection of 
some of man1s basic needs which are the need for shelter and for 
comfort. Unfortunately, the very process of providing for these 
results in considerable changes to the natural environment. 
Some of these as we have mentioned, include the extensive destruction 
of much of the biosphere's vegetation and its faunal life and the 
rapid depletion of many of its natural resources. 
1. When we use the term 'built environment ' it includes not only 
architecture and buildings but also other man-made artifacts such as 
roads, bridges, drains, dams, cars, etc. The creation of all these 
involves some form of design activity. Besides architects, those 
concerned with the built environment include town-planners, designers 
and engineers. In place of the term 'architect' we may use the term 
~designer' as a m~re inclusive description of those concerned with 
the creation of the built environment. 
We can term the product of design activity as the 'designed system l • 
This becomes part of the built environment when it is realised: The 
location upon which the designed system .is to be erected is termed 
.here as the Iproject site
'
• 
, ' , 
, ' t , 
' l,1 
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It is very likely that these changes will continue to become even 
greater in view of the present increasing growth of human population. 
Many of these have presented ecological problems to the environment 
which are serious locally and in some instances regionally. Already, 
there are some that threaten on a wider scale (in Soco10w, 1970; 
Detwyler, 1971; SMIC, 1971; Fraser Darling and Milton, 1966; et all. 
Regardless of how difficult it may be to establish precisely the 
full extent of the ~nvironmental damage that has been inflicted 
(e. g. in Kahn, 1977), it is not necessary for us to demand evidence 
of a marked impairment to the biosphere before we can agree that 
there exist large scale environmental problems that require solutions. 
A large number have been the consequence of our being late in 
identifying and remedying them (e.g. in Cain, 1972). In some 
instances, ecologists have found that by the time an ecosystem begins 
to show any visible sign of deterioration, irrevocable damage would 
have been inflicted (e.g. in Wi11ard and Marr, 1970). With this 
present state of progressive environmental degradation, there is no 
clear point whereupon human life in the biosphere becomes impossible. 
However, it is likely that an earth which is biologically degraded 
will support a smaller human population than a well managed one. 
We can define these environmerital problems as the changes in ecosystem 
condition which arise from the stresses caused by a human action or 
activity (after White, 1972). These changes in ecosystem condit.ion 
usually occur with regard to either one or all of the: three following 
impacts: the depletion, and/or the alteration and/or the addition to 
the ~arth's ecosystems and resources. We can therefore consider any 
, action or activity which will result in such changes as having an 
ecological impact . . An ecological architecture would therefore 
~e one which serves to minimise such changes to the earth's 
ecology. Any subsequent design effort tmvards remedying these 
impacts would obviously require a close understanding of the 
science of ecology and of its fundamental concepts. Such an 
understanding is at present lacking in our current approach to 
design. 
We can define ecology here as the study of the interaction of 
organisms, populations and biological species (including human) with 
their living and non-living environments; the composi~ion, change and 
" 
I , 
" , 
-'- - --
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stability of geographically localised groups of species; and the flo\'/ 
of energy and matter within such groupsof species (ecosystem). 
For the ecologist, it is an essential environmental 
objective to maintain the physical, chemical and the biotic integrity 
and viability of ecosystems at all levels (local, regional, continental 
and global) in as far as possible2• However, we find that archi-
tecture and our other related building activities involve the 
construction and imposition of a physical structure upon an ecosystem 
and therefore conflict with the ecologist's objectives. In effect, 
building is a deliberate human intervention into the functioning and 
structure of an ecosystem. If we accept the fact that the built 
environment will continue to be needed and to b~ constructed to provide 
man with shelter and comfort, then it follows tnat at the outset we should 
2. Some of the biological reasons for preserving diversity and 
stability in the ecosystem include the following (after Hasler, 1972): 
.Many pest species can be brought under biological control only if 
their original parasites and predators, or a large number of potential 
(though not co-adapted) parasites and predators remain in existence 
in the ecosystem; . 
.Locally diverse ecological assemblages harbour the controlling species 
whose interspecies relations check the growth of many potential pest 
species. The problems of pest control will be increased in most areas . 
_of the biosphere if local species diversity is reduced; 
.PartiallY managed ecosystems require much of the structure of a p're-
existing ecosystem to sustain popul~tions of exploited species. 4-hus 
it is necessary that some ecosystems which have been least modified 
by man, be preserved. It is not only the biological species vlhich 
are irreplaceable, but also the quantitive framework of exchanges, 
interactions and organisations which must be preserved and which 
underlie the stabjlity of ecosystems . 
• Genetic variations in wild populatio~of trop species and · ·~elated 
species serve as long-term resources for future development of 
desirable properties in crop species. Disease and pest resistance, 
adaption to various physical and chemical conditions of husbandry 
and higher yields are examples of properties for which such genetic 
resources serve as raw materials; 
.Present wild species may in the future be used by man as crop species 
or for other uses. The loss of wild species would thus reduce future 
opportunities for the development by human societies. Even if a 
species does not become completely extinct, a substantial reduction 
of its global population may serve to eliminate much of its genetic 
variation and thus much of its value as a natural resource. 
, 
I 
I 
i t 
.' " 
... I': 
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have a more critical and ecologically responsive approach to 
its design. 
Broadly stated, a design strategy that is anticipatory is 
needed because any design decision that a designer makes in 
the present time might not only have an immediate effect on 
·Ithe existing ecosystems and human society, but these decisions 
could also influence future systems and the quality of life 
for subsequent generations (e.g . many of the biological and 
physical components of an ecosystem once destroyed are found to 
be irreplaceable as a resource for future use by human society). 
We can state that all design efforts will have an unavoidable 
ecological consequence because any design activity that is 
implemented will result in an environmental c~ange even ihough 
in some instances that particular change might be superficial, 
indirect or negligible. 
We can describe our ecological approach to design as one that is 
critical of its influences over the earth's ecosystems and 
resources and one that is responsive to their inherent constraints. 
We can further define ecological design as the design process in 
which the designer comprehensively takes into account the anticipated 
adverse effects that the product of that design process has upon 
the earth's ecosystems and resources, and which simultaneously 
gives priority to the elimination and minimisation of these 
. adverse effects. If we assume that a symbiotic relationship with 
the ecosystems is achievable through design invention, then the 
objective of ecological design can be said to be to attain a 
steady-rate relationship between the designed system and the 
- 6 
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environment3. Perhaps a more appropriate description of an 
ecological architecture would be as a 'biono mic architecture ' • 
'-" 
Ecological architecture is architecture which not only minimises 
its efforts on th'e earth I s ecosystems and resources but also 
exists and operates integrally with the earth's ecology. 
1/03 Sources of Research 
_, I ,· 
It is apparent that even though many architects agree that the 
construction of the built environment has . destructive ecological 
impacts, many continue not to exam~ne their designs in the light of 
their effects on the ecosystems (e.g. Cain, OPt cit.; Vale, 1972; 
Wells, OPt cit.; Ortega et al, 1972; Thring, 1973; Beckman & Weidt, 
1973; et a1). Many may claim competence in designing buildings to 
meet the spatial, the comfort and the material requirements of the 
people \'/ho use it; but it is doubtful \'/hether they possess a similar 
competence or understanding of the ecological consequences of their 
design. For i~~tance, we will find few architects to be sufficiently 
knowledgeable in ecology to be able to appreciate and to respond by 
means of design to the biophysical disruptions that can take place in 
. the ecosystem and natural landscape of a building-site during the 
process of building construction. Furthermore, ecology and environmental 
biology are not,at present, taught in most schools of architecture. 
At the sametime, we might contend that it should be the ecologist 
who could advise designers on the ecological consideratioffi for design. 
However, we find that although many ecologists themselves have been 
aware of the ill effects of industrialisation and urbanisation (e.g. 
Carson 1962) and have expressed the need for such an approach, they 
3. At the same time, we should take care to note that this concept 
of stability does not mean constancy or stagnation because ecological 
changes for example, can take place over much longer time spans than 
the month-to-month or year-to-year time scales of fluctuations and 
stabilities (in Holden and Erlich, 1974).. Ecologists contend that 
stability in the ecosystems can be conceived as a state of equilibrium 
which ;s based on self-regulating mechanisms that operate at steady 
rates (Institute of Ecology, 1972). 
,' .. I" 
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are however, not sufficiently knm'/ledgeable in al~chitectural 
design and planning nor in construction technology to be able to 
propose for us a comprehensive basis for biono, mic design (e.g. in 
\../ . 
Arvill, 1967; McHarg, 1969 b; Nicholson, 1970; Davol1, 1971; 
Commoner, 1971; Goldsmith, 1973; Simonds, 1978; et a1). We can , 
conclude that an interdisciplinary approach encompassing the fields 
of ecology and architecture is needed and an examination of their 
COnInon linkages ,:is ,; essential in order to derive a basis for 
ecological design. 
Since at present · . , no commonly accepted and comprehensive theory 
nor conceptual model exists from which design can be carried out and from 
which such a study can be initiated tthen any new research studies 
would need to take into account not only the existing studies done 
by the fe\'1 architects and ecologists, but must also include sources 
from other pertinent disciplines that share similar concerns for the 
problems of environmental protection and conservation. Our areas 
of study include for instance such diverse sources of research as 
, pollution-engineering, biological and resource conservation, 
resource-based land-use planning, recycling technology, low-energy 
consumption, and others (n.b. see Appendix I for de~cription). The 
sources of research material may at first appear to us to be ex-
tensivebut are not unmanageable because many of these tend to approach 
the subject of environmental protection either in isolation of other 
ecosystem considerations, or in a piecemeal manner without sufficient 
reference to their interaction with each other nor to any unifying 
and common ecological frame of reference (e.g. in Lovins, 1977). 
At the same time, ther~ " is also a large qlJal'\ti· {'~ ' of 
research material containing unrelated and partial approaches to 
particular and specific problems in environmental protection and 
conservation which further nee~to be sieved through. Stnce the 
ecosystem approach is essentially an holistic approach, those which 
are partial or piecemeal in nature could nbviously be rejected as 
being inadequate. 
The bulk of our initial research task lies in the collation, 
review, analysis and assimilation of the diverse sources of 
material with the purpose of extrapolating that which is relevant 
to design. The. crux of our research task is in the synthesis of 
these factors into an holistic concept. 
- 8 -
1/04 Dissertation Objectives and Structure 
: ... I ,' 
We can state that our dissertation sets out to meet the following 
objectives: 
1. The first objective is to arrive at a set of fundamental 
premises. The main purpose ~f this is to provide ourselves 
~~ 
with a context with{which a concept of ecological architecture 
can be based. " In view of the conflicting opinions on 
the subject matter, only by our agreeing upon a set of 
fundamental premises can a common and concerted approach be 
possible. This is examined and discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. 
2~ Secondly, our objectives are to derive a fr~mework for 
approaching design. 
With any design task, it is generally true that a number of 
alternative solutions to built form and technical sUb-systems 
appear possible. Therefore, it follows that it would be 
deterministic for us to fix a particular form and technology for 
an ecological architecture. The most that we should offer is to 
describe the preferred properties that such an architecture 
should have, and further suggest the possible alternatives 
for design adaptation. In this dissertation, we propose that this 
description can take th~ form of a conceptual framework. The framework 
can demonstrate the interactions that a built environment h~ 
with the surrounding natural environment. Then through the 
examination of such interactions we can begin to identify design 
implications 1since a proper understanding of the undesirable 
ecological interactions of building will give the designer an 
indication of the impacts to be anticipated and avoided by means 
of design invention. 
Such a conceptual framework as is proposed here, might also be 
useful in cohesively unifying all those areas of study that have 
been similarly concerned with environmental protection and 
r.---._--- -
i~ 
, ' , 
:.t!' 
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conservation. The advantage of this is that by bringing all 
these together, we would be in a better position to evaluate : 
and to use those aspects that we found bionomic and compre-
hensive, and simultaneously reject those which we find will 
result in further environmental disruption. 
In addition to this, the framework could also be useful in 
ana lys i ng the impact. of our already completed des i gns. Thi s 
would ensure that if further environmental disruptions are 
to be avoided, then certain r-emedial measures couI& be 'It:f e Vlti~l4?&l '-'V1'-~ 
acted upon. More importaDt, the framework should stimulate 
design invention and should be used by the designer ·a-S 
a tool for design through the process ,of }ntic~pation and 
prediction of the probable impact of ,'hi :. 'proposed designed system ' prior 
to its physical implementation. 
We can conclude therefore, that our overall intention in this 
dissertation is to arrive at a theoretical conceptual framework. 
This should not only be able to~ all the 
pertinent and related areas of study, but also to provide the 
designer with a firm theoretical standpoint from which .tc. 
approach the ecological design of the built environment. ~uch 
a framework should be able to be used to analyse the impact 
of a ~ompleted design and to predict the possible impact that 
a proposed design might have before it is built. The framework 
is described in detail in Chap. 4. 
In order to further identify the design implications of the 
framework, each of the structural component~of the framework is 
discussed in gre~ter detail in Chapters 5 to 8. 
In Chapter 9 is our conclusion and discussion on the design 
implications of the research work as a whole. 
In Appendix I is our review of literature . Literature is derived 
from a number of sources that we have found to be pertinent to this 
area of research. It is however not exhaustive nor can it be exhaustive 
since the sources are diverse. The appendix serves as an indicator 
of the source' of literature for further development of this study. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
2. NOTES ON ECOLOGY AND ON ECOLOGICAL CONCEPTS 
WHICH HAVE DESIGN IMPLICATIONS 
2/01 Introductiort 
The purpose of this chapter is to review some of the basic concepts 
of ecology including the structure and function of ecosystems 
specifically from the point of view of the designer. Our intention 
here, is to seek out those aspects which influence· our design 
process, our design decisions or our designed system itself. 
Previously, ecology and environmental biology have been little 
understood by designers and in many cases, such a lack of 
understanding has led to extensive environmental damage that could 
have been a, verted had the proper preventive measures been carried 
u . 
out initially . .. 
Our objective here is to arrive at a set of premises that underlie an 
~. ; ecological approach to design. This set of premis~s is intended to provide 
the designer with a broad context of the environmental constraints that 
limit and restrict the range of his design activities. 
2/02 The Designer's Concept of the Environment and 
the Ecologist's Concept of the Environment 
An immediately apparent discrepancy lies in the difference between 
the designer's understanding of th~ environment and the ecologist's. 
We can distinguish the end-product of our design process as a 
designed system,which is our primary object of study, from its 
environment being those parts of the external world which interact 
with it. We can contend that the validity of any model of a system 
and of the description of the system that the model provides will 
depend not only upon the character of the model,but also upon the 
assumptions that \lJe make about the system1s environment and about 
the environment's interaction with the system. It follows that if 
the designer should make erroneous initial assumptions regarding the 
_, I,' 
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environment to his designed system, it would eventually result in 
some dissonance 2lt.. the interface between his designed system 
and its environment. The importance of the environment to the 
system that lies within it, is readily apparent. For instance with 
living systems, their environment and its stability play a vital 
role in their survival (Sears, 1956). Except for those special cases 
of systems which are completely isolated from the external world 
(e.g. in classical thermodynamics), every living system on earth ;s 
affected in some way by the state and stability of its environment. 
- -
At present, many designers tend to conceive wrongly the environment 
and its state as simply a physical and spatial zone or as a site and 
geographical location over which his designed system is erected. 
Many are not fully aware of (or some prefer to negate) the existing 
ecology of their project sites. Whereas we find that in the 
ecological approach, the concept of the environment is a much more 
inclusive concept in that it is conceived as encompassing not only 
thephysica1 (the inorganic) milieu but also the biological (the 
organic) milieu as well (in Rowe, 1961, see Fig. 1). In most 
building projects, we often find that the designer has completely 
omitted any consideration for the biological component of the project 
site. 
Ecosystem 
... I r' 
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Plant Connnunity 
(Plant Connnunity= 
Vegetation) 
Connnunity of ~--------Animal Connnunity Plants & Animals 
Physical Environment 
or Site of a given 
Connnunity 
Figure 1 
Ecosystem 
Connnunity of Plant 
& Animal Microbes 
Site Characterised 
by given Climate 
Features 
Site Characterised 
by give Edaphic 
Features 
Biological 
Constituents 
Physical 
Constituents 
This figure shows the breakdown of the ecosystem into its 
biological constituents and its physical constituents. 
(adapted Rowe, 1961). 
, ' , 
.'.l! ' 
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To enable ourselves to appreciate the ecologist's concept of the 
environment, we would need to understand the ecologist's concept 
of the ecosystem which is central to the . study of ecology. We can 
define ecology (after Haeckel, 1869) here as the study of the 
interactions of organisms, population~ and biological species 
(including humans) with their living and non-living environment; 
the composition, change and sta~lity of geographically localised 
groups of species and the flowAenergy and matter within such groups 
of species (ecosystem) (after Istock, 1973) (ibid. Chap.l). 
Ecologists contend that the interaction of both the biological and 
physical constituents of .the environment together form a spatial 
unit which is termed an ecosystem (Tansley, 1935). This ecological 
system or ecosystem is defined as a unit that includes all of the 
organisms (i.e. the community) in a given area interacting with the 
physical environment so that a flow of energy leads to a clearly 
defined trophic structure, biotic diversity, and material cycles 
(i.e. exchanges of materials between living and non-living parts) 
within the system (after Odum, E.P., 1971, p.8). In ecology, the 
term ecosystem is both a unit of study as well as a term used to 
describe a concept or an approach (in Mackintosh, 1963). For 
instance, as a unit of study the ecosystem can be· applied to a unit 
of landscape or seascape for a definite segment of space and time 
(in Van Dyne, 1971, p. 112). As an approach, the ecosystem concept 
provides a basis for examining environmental systems and their 
funct ion i ng . . -
The functions in the ecosystem include the transformation, circulation, 
and accumulation of matter and the flow of energy through the medium 
of living organisms and their activities and through the natural 
processes (in Van Dyne, 1969, p.330 see fig. 2). The ecosystem1s other 
functions include photosynthesis, herbivory, carnivory, symbiosis, 
(in Van Dyne, 1966). 
The main components that comprise an ecosystem are (after Odum, 
E.P. 1972): 
*Inorganic substances (carbon, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, water, etc.) 
- These substances are included in material cycles within the 
ecosystem. 
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*Organic compounds (proteins, carbohydrates etc.) - These compounds 
link biotic anaabiotic substances. 
*Climate regime (temperature, rainfall, sunshine level etc.) - The 
cl imate \vfTTllave an effect on \vhich organisms can prosper in a 
given ecosystem. . 
*Autotrophic organisms (producers) - These components are largely 
green plants which are able to manufacture food from simple substances. 
Autotrophic means 'self-feeding'. 
*Heterotrophic organis~s (consumers) - These are largely animals · 
which ingest other organisms. Heterotrophic means 'other feeding'. 
There are three types of heterotrophic organisms:-
herbivores (primary consumer or 'plant eaters') - herbivores 
get their energy directly from plants; 
carnivores (secondary consumer or 'meat eaters') - carnivores 
get their energy from green plants by consuming herbivores; 
tertiary consumers - carnivores that feed on other carnivores. 
*Decomposers - Organisms like bacteria and fungi that break down 
complex substances into more elemental substances. 
. . 
All these factors serve to indicate the ccimplexities .of our environment 
which many designers 'tend t6 conveniently forget. 
Our close understanding of this ecosystem concept is vital 
before we can relate a design to its environment. This means that 
the ecosystem of the project site and its components must first be 
analysed and studied holistically so that we can understand 
.... comprehensively its components and processes (e.g. the energy 
" ; 
I~ ' transforfllations, the other elements) and its susceptibility to 
change (see Chap. 5) and design intervention. 
Simultaneously in the ecological ap~roach2, our designect system itself 
must also reciprocally be analysed. This can be in the form of an 
intentional intrusion into the project site's ecosystem in order 
to understand and to anticipate the accompanying changes to its 
structure and functioning caused by imposing a man-made system upon 
the ecosystem. However, the extent of the impact of this intrusion 
will vary depending upon other factors such as the biological 
diversity and stability of the project site, the geographical 
location, the development history of the site and the action inflicted 
(in para. 5/03). For example, a rural site will tend to be more 
ecologically diverse and complex (and thus more susceptible) than 
say, an already cleared lot in an existing · urban area (in para . 
. 2/06) . 
2. See paragraph 1/01 for our definition of the ecological approach. 
i ... I ,· 
I . :I.!' 
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This figure shows the circulation of energy • 
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In many instances , it has been found that it is due to our simplistic 
understanding of the ecology of our environment that has resulted in 
many of the present ~nvironmentally insensitive urban land-use 
patterns and in the present state of progressive degradation of the 
environment. In effect, we must emphasise that an acceptance and 
understanding of the ecologist's concept of the environment is vital 
to any approach to the problems of environment impairment and 
pollution (e.g. in Tukey, et a1, 1965). 
Such an approach to design differs from the designer's traditional 
approach in that the site will now have to be seen to be more than 
just a spatial zone. It is also a living and functioning ecosyst em 
whose complexity and components need to be considered holistically 
along with the interactions of all its processes 3 
2/03 Finite Limitation to the use of the 
Earth's Ecosystems and Resources 
Ecosystems operate in the portion of the earth called the biosphere 
which consist of the totality of all the milieus on the earth's 
mantle. We might describe this as the largest and the most nearly 
, , self-contained biological system on earth that includes all the . ~ .' 
... I , • ( ... 
'I;' earth's living systems to maintain a steady-state system inteImediate 
in the flow of energy between the high energy inputs of the sun and 
the thermal sink of space (in Odum, E.P., 1969; p. 5). 
In the biosphere, the flow of materials tends to be 
cyclic (in Sjors, 1953). The fact that this flow has a cyclic 
pattern has broad design implications with regards to the use of 
materials in the built environment . An analogy can be drawn in which 
the use of materials in the built environment should ideally be 
cycl ic as well (see Chap. 6). 
The biogeochemica1 cycles in the biosphere include the circulation 
of chemical elements (e.g. carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, 
phosphorous) from the physical environment (e . g. in Hasler et al , 
1972). Also included in these cycles are .the circulation of water 
3. See Chapter 5 for a description of a method for analysis and a 
description of the external ecological interdependencies of the 
built environment. 
" , 
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(the hydrologic cycle), the very slow erosion and uplift of continents 
(the geologic cycle), the complementary processes of photosynthesis 
and respiration (the 'ecological I cycle). 
More important, the earth with the biosphere can be considered as a 
closed materials system with a finite mass where the processes and 
phenomena acting upon it are in a continuous patterned motion. 
Ecologically we can conceive the earth as a unit (Dice, 1952). This 
finiteness defines the limit to which man1s use of the earth's 
resources (the organic and inorganic) are restricted. Therefore~ 
the totality of the interactions between the biotic and abiotic 
constituents of all the ecosystems within the biosphere (or the 
ecosphere, after Cole, 1958) and the finite quantities of the earth's 
energy and material resources is our ecological context and as such 
can be considered as the final limiting factor to all design activity. 
It follows that a rational use of these resources would be prudent 
since all design inevitably takes place within their confines. The 
designer would need to optimise and conserve .his use of these resources 
as part of his design objectives if we are to ensure their continued 
availability for future generations4. 
2/0~ ! Natural and Man -made Environment 
We should point out that a difficulty occurs when examining the 
relation between the man-made and the natural environment which is 
in making a clear distinction between what are the 'man-made' elements 
and what are the 'natural I elements in the environment. An example 
of this might be the case where derelict building land has been 
recolonised by vegetation and animal life without any human intervention 
and management. In this example, the land has been influenced both 
by man and by nature. This difficulty in drawing a clear distinction 
is also reflected in the many terms used to describe the forms of 
vegetation succession encountered in terrestial ecosystem (in 
elements, 1916; Philips, 1935; Tansley, op.cit.; Philips, 1968; et a1). 
4. The rational use of resourceS in the built environment is 
discussed in greater netail in Chaps. 6 & 7. 
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Neither the word ' na tura1 I nor the word 'man-made' are entirely 
satisfactory since man is part of nature as a biotic component and 
all communities whether strongly influenced by man or not are also 
part of nature. However, because of man1s pervasive influence, no 
area can be completely isolated from his direct or indirect 
effects. No part of the earth could be termed to be completely 
natural in that some human modification of the environment has 
occurred, if no more than a minor change caused by chemical fall-out 
from air-pollution. 
Some ecologists refer to the natural biological communities as 
consisting of naturally occurring species of flora and fauna that are 
able to maintain themselves with their abiotic environment in the 
absence of man. The man-made communities are seen as those characterised 
by species introduced by man or favoured by human modifications which 
are unable to exist without continued human assistance or interference 
e.g. gardens and agricultural systems (in Duffey and ~att, 1970). Both 
categories though useful to distinguish for some purposes, always exist 
as part of the biosphere. Simultaneously it is helpful to conceive 
of the situation in such a way which visualises the interactive sub-
parts and individual components (in Angyal, 1941). Our distinction 
" ::here between man-made and natural is synthetic and primarily intended 
~} ........ 
for analytical purposes. 
Man is therefore considered to be part of a closed system and the 
processes of the natural environment being unitary must be considered 
as an important factor in influencing and limiting man1s activities 
upon the earth. 
2/05 The Spatial Interaction' between Ecosystems 
~any~esigners tend to delineate their project sites as discrete areas 
which are isolated from other areas by fences, walls and boundary 
lines. However, in the biosphere, ecosystems are not isolated systems 
but have a spatial interlocking property which is characterised by 
their parts and by the interactions among the parts (in Dasman, 1972). 
The interactions between ecosystems extend across 
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artificial man-made boundaries 5. Ecosystems in the biosphere must 
be seen holistically as interdependents. One of the most important 
element of ecological thought is this emphasis on a1holistic approach 
(in Egler, 1951; Billings, 1952; Mclntosh, 1963; Boughey, 1971; et 
al) which is incorporated in the ecosystem concept (Tansley, 1953). 
It i~ held that there is a web of interdependencies and relationships 
within and between ecosystems where changes to anyone part of the 
system will affect the operation of the whole (in the immediate or 
long-term sense) even though the precise degree of interdependence 
may seem remote (in Arvill, 1970; Williams and House, 1974; et a'l). 
In his design process, the designer must conceive his project site in 
its larger geographical context to exist as part of its ecosystem 
unit that is defined by natural boundaries. Because of the complexity 
and the inseparability of the interactions between and within the 
ecosystem, the designer must not take a fragmented view of an ecosystem, 
that is, to look at only one isolated spatial segment or component of the 
ecosystem. For instance, by concentrating on one fragment 
and trying to optimise the performance of that fragment, it 
is likely that the rest of the system would respond in unsuspecting 
ways (Holling and Golberg, 1971). Furthermore, any human action on 
, ' , 
I}' one ecosystem might not only influence its immediate environment but 
also the systems surrounding it and others within the biosphere. The 
ecological approach is therefore an environmentally holistic one. 
Its importance for design is readily apparent. For instance, many of 
the existing methods of pollution-control claim to eliminate the 
contaminants but merely alter the contaminants from one form to 
another form that is more expedient (e.g. financially expedient). 
There are cases where protective legislation relating to water-
pollution usually sa~nothing about air pollution or about the 
disposal of solid-waste (land-pollution). Whereupon the Local 
Authority that is responsible for the protection of water-courses 
5. We should note that even though physical structureEcan obstruct 
migration routes, other ecosystem interactions take place. 
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is obliged by the legislation and by economic expediency to transfer 
the contamination problems from one environmental zone to another 
zone irregard1ess of, their effects. 
The holistic approach requires a proper understanding of the spatial 
interactions of ecosystems. In some cases the environment has been 
wrongly conceived by the designer as consisting of isolated and 
discrete environme~ta1 zones such as 'land ' , 'air', Iwater l , etc. 
{, see Fig. 3). Such a model of the environment is simplistic and 
any such fragmented approach could result in the imposition of 
unanticipated and undesirable effects (Spofford, 1973). Although it 
may be sometimes convenient to consider the environment horizontally 
in terms of 'layers' (i.e. 1ithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, 
atmosphere), we should be aware that they are not mutually exclusive 
but are spatially interfused by the various ecological processes and 
interdependencies (in para 5/03). In order for us to anticipate the 
effect of any action on an ecosystem, a synoptic understanding of 
. the interaction among its components is needed (e.g. Van Dyne, 1969) 
, , 
,!' (Fi g. 4) ~ 
In the site planning of the built environment, the designer must 
therefore be aware that any structure which he locates upon a project 
site will inevitably affect\by . virtue of its physical presenc~ and 
its functioning, not only that site's ecosystem but also others 
elsewhere (e.g. the air-pollution discharged from the building's 
. mechanical systems can be transferred regionally by the biosphere's 
atmospheric process). The possible influences that may be generated 
and which geographically may extend to its surrounding ecosystems and 
to other ecosystems in the biosphere must be included as part of the 
set of design considerations. 
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Figure 3 
ENVIRONMENTAL ZONES 
Some environmentalists wrongly conceive the environment in 
terms of discrete zones which do not interact with each other. 
... I ,: 
Human 
- -- - -- --. - -
. .. . 
Animals 
Figure 4 
INTERACTION OF BIOTIC FACTORS 
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- .. .. 
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The figure shows the three 'layers' of · air, water and land 
and the interaction of the biotic factors. 
. ! 
.! 
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2/06 The dynamic state of the ecosystems and their changing 
interactions with the built environment over time 
Having described the ecosystem concept and the components, we must 
now consid~r the interaction of these over time. 
Ecologists contend that the environment is in a dynamic state and 
is therefore in a continuous state of flux. The biosphere and the 
ecosystems within must not be regarded as being in a static, timeless 
or primeval condition (La Porte, 1972) since environmental processes 
such as the normal geologic actions of erosion and sedimentation, or 
the shifting of climates and habitats, have kept the whole biospheric 
system in a state of flux throughout q~oloaical time (in Flawn, 
\j ..; • 
1970). This being the case , then all the systems that are within it 
are dynamic systems and their relationships are therefore continuously 
changing and modifying over time (e.g . seasonal change within 
ecosystems). It follows that with al I built environments there exists 
a continuously changing and dynamic state of interaction: that takes 
place between people and the buil t systems; betv/een the bui 1t systems 
and their infrastructures; between these and the ecosystems of the 
. project siteiand .bebveen them and other ecosystems in the biosphere. 
" , 
~' In design terms, we cannot regard the built environment as being a 
static and an immutable system which has negligible or unchanging 
interactions with the ecological systems. After a built system has 
been located, constructed and put into operation, it will continue 
to interact with the environment over its entire physical life-span. 
In the ecological approach, the designer would need to predict and 
to monitor the range of environmental interactions and consequences 
of his design not only prior to its construction but also during its 
operation and use. The present scope of the designer1s responsibilities 
would now need to extend to include such responsibilities as ~he 
problem of the disposal of the components of the built system at the 
end of their useful life, especially in many instances , the ecological 
consequences of a built system during its period of use and operation 
exceed by far the consequences incurred in its initial realisation 
(e.g. through its high consumption of energy~ emissions of \vaste and 
other discharges). tcological design should therefore involve a 
., 
" , 
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total and holistic approach to energy and material resources 
management of built elements. In order to do so, it is useful 
to consider every built system conceptually as a designed system 
that has its own pattern of life-cycle of use6. 
In his present traditional role, the architect has been responsible 
for the assembly of materials in the site, the construction of the 
building, and often he is responsible for the maintenance and 
renovation of the building after it has been completed. However, 
an ecological design approach would require the designer to be 
further concerned not only with the traditional range of 
responsibilities but also with the ecological interactions that 
his designed system has with its environment over its entire physical 
life-cycle7. This would, in effect, entail an examination and 
anticipation of the projected flow of materials and energy used in 
the life-cycle of the built environment and the possible routes that 
they might take from their source to their 'sink', along with a 
system of monitoring by the designer of the changes that take ~ place 
in ecosystems over that period7. 
In this way, we might even redefine and reconceive our process of 
architectura 1 des i gn as a form of energy and materi a 1 s management \'/here-
4' upon th~ - earth's energy and material resources are managed and assembled 
by the designer into a temporary form (viz -. during period of use) and then 
demolished at the end of the period of its intended use to be either 
recycled \'Jithin the built environment or assimilated into the 
natural environment. 
2/07 The Spati a 1 Heterogeneity of Ecosystems 
Ecosystems possess a spatial heterogeneity which includes differences 
in biological and physical properties in space and time. This means 
that the extent of impact and the risk of permanent degradation to 
the ecology of any locality posed by a human action or activity varies 
6. - Our life-cycle concept is discussed in greater detail later on 
in Chapter 6. 
7. While this cannot be absolutely done in practice, the principle 
of total responsibility is a necessary objective. 
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depending on the geographical locality and on the type of human action 
and activity imposed on it. 
Spatial heterogeneity represents a mosaic of patches either temporally 
out of phase with each other or quantitively different in biological 
composition. For instance, the various flora and fauna in the 
ecosystems are not 10cated haphazardly over the surface of the earth. 
Each species has a geographical range (Ehrenfield, 1970, p.40) where 
the primary determinants of the distribution of species are generally 
geology (bedrock and drift) and climate. These factors account for 
other variables such as the patternand distribution of soils, topography, 
water regimen, yearly temperature profile and rainfall, and the 
distribution of other species. To these variables a~e added the 
extent of human action and activity already inflicted on that locality. 
In the same way that no biological species are exactly the same, no 
two 10calit.!I.') can be deemed totally similar in ecosystem properties. 
Previously, designers have approached the ecosystems as being merely 
physical sites on which their acts of transformation take place 
(see para. 2/02) and ecosystems have been viewed as elements to be 
modified and shaped to suit the design. In the ecological approach, 
' :." a, location or project site must not be regarded by the designer as 
1.,1 .... • 
being uniform even though superficially it may appear similar to 
others. Each project site needs to be individually evaluated with 
consideration given to the ecosystem's own natural values, its 
processes, its constraints and its inherent array of natural 
opportunities all of which differ with different locations (McHarg, 
1968). 
2/08 ~patial displacement of the ecosystems 
by the built environment 
The presence of any man-made structure' (particularly buildings) on 
the ecosystems creates conflicts with the ecosystems. For instance, 
their presence may increase soil ,erosion, alter the run-off of rain-
water, modify the speed and direction of air-flow, change the way in 
which the sun's heat is absorbed and reflected. We do not mean that 
all of man's actions : I have destructive consequences on the 
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ecosystems. Nevertheless, the built environment tak~place over a 
specific segment of space and time. The built environment no 
matter how well designed will intrude, displace spatially, and alter 
the ecology of the ecosystem on which it is located by its physical 
presence. 
In addition to this spatial displacement in the ecosystem, most 
man-made structures and buildings usually result'in a substantial 
physical introduction of energy and materia -~to the ecosystem of the 
project site. This is because all building activity involves a 
redistribution and a concentration of some portions of the earth's 
energy and material resources from usually distant locations to a 
specific locality (the project site) with the end result of changing 
the composition of that part of the earth's biosphere as well as 
adding to the composition of that ecosystem (see Chap. 7). 
We can conceive an ecosystem prior to such human intrusion as an 
energy web in some relative state of stability (Odum H.T., 1972). 
Then,as the result of man's building activity where excessive amounts 
of energy and matter ~esources are brought from different sources to 
' ., ,new locations, the balance between the ecosystem's inputs and outputs 
~' of materials and energy in that location is upset with the consequence 
that its environmental web becomes warped and the biological structure 
of the ecosystem becomes modified (e.g. see Fig. 5 & 6, adapted 
Boughey, 1971). 
For example, the construction of a building on a greenfield site 
involves the intentional and direct destruction of the physical and 
biotic substrata of the site. Usually the ground cover, shrubs, stumps, 
and trees within the ,building area are removed completely up to some 
distance outside the building-line. Then excavation takes place to 
the required depth and size for the foundations and piling. In the 
process of excavation, rainfall may increase the erosion of the top-
soil and increase the sedimentation of nearby water bodies. Surrounding 
the built system, the biota and soil are often stripped ,away and 
replaced usually by an impermeable (concreted, paved or asphalted) 
surface. These surfaces decrease the percolation of rain-water and 
increase the run-off which may cause degradation to ecosystems 
elsewhere. The entire structure and functioning of the location's 
, I /-
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Figure 5 
CYCLING OF MATERIALS 
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Figure 5 shows the cycling of materials within an ecosystem. 
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HUMAN INTERVENTION INTO ECOSYSTEM 
Figure 6 sh~s the range of possible dislocations to the 
ecosystem through human intervention. 
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ecosystems are often both affected (e.g. in Yeang, 1976). 
The ecosystem itself may offer certain --natural opportunities that 
could be made use of. Vegetation cover can help to reduce temperature 
extremes, filter dust, break- up winds, maintain a desirable level of 
- -
humidity in the local environment.--Ho\'lever, in some intensely 
_  ~Tb_~nised areas, only the climate--~ompo-nentof the original ecosystem 
remains an~ eveDj:his is Jurther modified locally by the different 
heat-budgets of building materials (e.g. concrete and brick); the 
exhaust heat from heating and cooling __ systems; the greatly increased 
run-off from roofs and paved areas; the smoke and fumes from the 
indus_trial , __ domestic and automobi -le sources. Other dependent cycle~ __ _ _ 
in the ecosystems which maintain the global oxygen/carbon dioxide -- --
ratio may be affected by the discharge of contaminants into the 
atmosphere or hydrosphere. These activities not only interfere with 
the ecosystems, they also give rise to secondary conflicts by their 
spatial juxtaposition with other human activities which subsequently 
may impair their operation. By introducing additional physical and -
biotic elements into the locality, the composition of the ecosystem 
-is further -modified. 
Broa91y stated, the common pattern in the deterioration of organic 
life as a result of building intrusion (both in the terrestial and 
in the aquatic ecosystems) includes a decline in the biomass (the 
-mass of living matter); a decline in productivity (the amount of 
_ material produced by a given species present in a given area);and the 
~ __ malfunctioning of the natural controls (in Woodwell, 1971). 
Because the reproductive capacity of most plants and animals is 
relatively high,_ there can be a certain amount of recovery of 
vegetation and faunal life in most ecosystems if the damage has not 
been severe or if the total displacement of the ecosystem by the 
built system has been confined to relatively small areas. Usually 
however, a removal of the biota will result in somewhat different 
floral and faunal popul ati on5' because there may be local exti nct ion 
of certain species or genotype (in Billings, 1964). In addition, 
fluctuations - in climatic cycles (e.g. temperature increase) cause 
unfavourable growing conditions for some kinds of organisms that 
- - -
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ecosystems are often both affected (e.g. in Yeang, 1976). 
The ecosystem itself may offer certain ·natural opportunities that 
could be made use of. Vegetation cover can help to reduce temperature 
extremes, filter dust, break-up winds, maintain a desirable level of 
.-. 
humidity in the local environment. · --Ho\'/ever, in some intensely 
~rb_anised areas, only the climate ·~ompo·nent of the original ecosystem 
remains an~ eveD . ~his is further modified locally by the different 
heat-budgets of building materials (e.g. concrete and brick); the 
exhaust heat from heating and cQoling . ~ystems; the greatly increased 
run-off from robfs and paved areas; the smoke and fumes from the 
indus.tri al , . domesti c and automobi.1e sources. Other dependent cyel e~ _ .. __ 
in the ecosystems which maintain the global oxygen/carbon dioxide 
ratio may be affected by the discharge of contaminants into the 
atmosphere or hydrosphere. These activities not only interfere with 
the ecosystems, they also give rise to secondary conflicts by their 
spatial juxtaposition with other human activities which subsequently 
may impair their operation. By introducing additional physical and-
biotic elements into the locality, the composition of the ecosystem 
. . is further · modifi ed. 
Broaq1y stated, the common pattern in the deterioration of organic 
life as a result of bui1din~ intrusion (both in the terrestial and 
in the aquatic ecosystems) includes a decline in the biomass (the 
- mass of living matter); a decline in productivity (the amount of 
_ material produced by a given species present in a given area); and the 
~_ . malfunctioning of the natural controls (in Woodwe11, 1971). 
Because the reproductive capacity of most plants and animals is 
relatively high,_ there can be a certain amount of recovery of 
vegetation and faunal life in most ecosystems if the damage has not 
been severe or if the total displacement of the ecosystem by the 
built system has been confined to relatively small areas. Usually 
however, a removal of the biota will result in somewhat different 
floral and faunal populations because there may be local extinction 
of certain species or genotype (in Billings, 1964). In addition, 
fluctuations - in climatic cycles (e.g. temperature increase) cause 
unfavourable growing conditions for some kinds of organisms that 
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were part of the pre-existing eoosystem (prior 
and modification). Species of flora and fauna 
(heritable) properties over their geographical 
to human intervention 
vary in thei r geneti'c 
range (Krebs, 1972; 
Ch. 8). These genetic variations are the basis for the local 
adaption of species to varying environments. However, a continued 
removal of 'natural ' or 'semi-natural ' communities, say, over a 
c~ntinent (e.g. as a result of .urban expansion) will eventually 
eliminate this resource and make effective rehabilitation with 
native species assemblages increasingly difficult. Particularly 
the act of clearing land for building purposes contributes to the 
!oss of such resource (Istock 1973). It might be said generally 
that land after it has been urbanised has the least potential for 
revegetation -even though afterwards some recolonisation by hardier 
species or some rehabilitation with buman help could be established 
(e.g. Dunn and Hingston, 1970). However, in most cases, the ecosystem 
~ill suffer some deterioration and loss (Hutchinson, 1974). 
This broad description of the effects of construction activity and 
human action on the ecosystems is representative of the type of 
impairment that could take place in the project site's ecosystem. 
Any built environment, no matter how well designed will have an 
," impact (to a greater or lesser extent) on the locality on which it 
l} ' 1S sited by virtue of its spatial displacement of and its addition to 
the ecosystem. In the ecological approach, it is essential to ensure 
by means of siting and layout of the built system in relation to the 
~iotic and abiotic constituents of the ecosystems of that location, 
thatihe negative impacts caused by the spatial displacement of the 
ecosystem are kept to a minimum. In addition to this consideration, 
the designer must also be aware that the built system1s own structure 
and mechanical systems constitute a substantial addition of materials, 
energy, and other biotic elements as well as human population to that 
~cosystem. In the ecological approach, the designer would need to 
~nsure that these additions will not interact detrimentally with the 
-ecosystem. In some instances, it might be necessary in the first 
place to exclude such built systems from the ecosystems entirely in 
order to avoid excessive environmental degradation. For instance, it 
may be that as a .result of his ecological analyses, the designer may 
conclude that an alternative site 
that is proposed. 
be selected instead of the one 
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2/09 Complexity of Impacts: Modifications to the Ecosystem result in 
multiple effects 
A basic difficulty in the construction (arfv\ refutation) of ecological 
hypotheses is that the effetts of human modifications inflicted on 
the ecosystems do not take place serially but in close interdependence. 
This is similarly true of attem~ts to seek solutions to single 
environmental problems, (e.g. crises caused by the accidental 
contamination of ecosystemsby industrial effluents or oil-spills) . 
In pollution control~ it often / if not alwaysj emerges that the 
corrective measures that are taken to control one critical factor 
- lead to another getting out of control (see para. 2/05). It 
is a characteristic of ecosystems that they operate as non-linear 
systems and cannot be characterised by a single direct cause-and-
effect relationship (Marga1ef, 1963). In the ecological approach, 
the designer would need to be aware that the interactions between 
ecosyste~are complex functions and that ecosystems are fragile 
systems. 
The actual interaction relationship might be more correctly described 
as a 'cause-condition-effect' network (after Sorenson, 1972; Sorenson 
." and Moss, 1973). This means that a given action could cause one or 
more changes in the condition which in turn can produce one or more 
subsequent condition changes before resulting in other orders of 
effects acting like a network (See Fig. 7). For example in building 
construction, the earth-works cut-and-fi11 and the road- formation 
works on a site can cause erosion of soil-slopes into the adjoining 
water-streams. This will subsequently increase the stream turbidity, 
shoaling of water- courses or the alteration of the stream channel 
regimes. These in turn would increase the stream flood potential, 
block up the passage of the aquatic biota (e.g. by siltation). The 
entire set of components of the ecosystem are therefore physically 
and functionally interdependent . In some cases, the secondary and 
other orders of induced effects maybe more damaging than the primary 
effects. In other cases , t he sum of the effects may act synergistica1ly 
to produce effects which are different quantitively from the effects 
expected separately (Ray, 1970). 
I 
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Initial 
action 
Terminal effects 
Figure 7 
ESCALATING AND MULTIPLE CHANGES 
changes in 
conditions 
" The figure diagramatically shows the escalating and multiple 
'/.j' 
changes to the existing conditions that could take place 
as a result· of a single action. 
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In the ecological approach, there is no single 'technological fix' 
or universal design approach which will solve all environmental 
problems or all negative effects. It is not always possible to 
do just one action in the ecosystems because the effects of one 
activity designed to accomplish a single purpose are in fact 
multiple. 
While it is not always possible to predict all the multiple effects 
that could take place, the designer's responsibility is to be aware 
and to anticipate the consequences as far as possible early on at 
the designed stage. The ecological approach to design cannot be 
a simplistic single-purpose approach. The extent of design 
anticipation of the impacts on the ecosystems will depend on the 
complexity of the individual project and the ecological value of 
the ecosystem in question. 
In order to minimise the undesirable impacts, the designer must 
comprehend and inventory the complex processes of the components 
of the ecosystem before the implementation of the designed system, 
and then attempt to predict at the design stage in as far as 
possible the effects of each individual activity related to the 
construction of his designed system on the ecosystem~ An anticipa-
tory design approach is again emphasised. Ideally, this must 
extend to the design anticipation of the effects of the range of 
activities in the operation of the designed system after it has 
been constructed and even after it ·s useful life (i.e. throughout 
'-../ 
the designed system's entire life-cycle) (N.B. This is discussed 
in greater detail in Chap. 6). 
2/10 Self Regulation and Assimilative ability 
of the Ecosystems 
Historically the man-made environment has changed as a result of 
8. The impacts on the ecosystems incurred in the life-cycle of a 
designed system are it's internal interdependencies. This is discussed 
in greater detail in Chap. 6). 
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continued and extensive urbanisation and land-use; from being the 
'contained-system ' to the 'containing-one ' (see Fig. 8) (after 
Chermayeff and Tzonis', 1971). In effect, the ecosystems in the 
biosphere are becoming increasingly saturated with man-made systems. 
This proces~ of saturation has the overall effect of reducing 
regionally and globally the self-regulative and the assimilative 
ability of the ecosystems. 
Broadly stated, man1s impacts on the ecosystem usually result in 
some degree of simp1f~ation that is, from a diversified state to 
' fI 
a less complex state. Often this results in reducing the flexi-
bility of the relationship between the man-made and the ecological 
systems , whilst simultaneously increasing the ecosystems' constraints 
on the man-made environments. The overall effect is that man and 
his built systems have now become not less dependent upon the 
functioning of the ecosystems within the biosphere but on the 
contrary, more dependent (see para. 1/01). 
Since every designed system inevitably interacts with the environment, 
, therefore each will have a role in the earth's ecological systems 
' ,, ( whether it is to a greater or lesser extent. However, over a period 
" . . 
If 
of time, ' as the ecosystems' constraints continue to become greater, so 
will this role of the designed system become even more critical. The 
significance of this has not been fully realised by many designers, There 
are some designers who maintain to the contrary that the ecosystem's 
capacity for absorption of impacts is tenacious enough that as man 
alters the ecosystems, man would be able to maintain and to create 
artificial sub-systems to replace the naiural ones on which he has 
previously depended~ Itis further held that in this way, technology 
could 'keep ahead' of nature until eventually man could become 
completely independent of the natural order by technological means 
(e.g. Landers, 1966). For example, this mechanistic approach is 
reflected in some of the designs for the built environment's 1ife-
- - support systems which have 'artifi cial controls I (or commonly tenned 
as ·control1ed environments') where all the ' existing self-regulating 
mechanisms of the ecosystems become ' substituted by the externally-
regulating man-made mechanisms e.g. in the mechanical systems for 
, ' 
, 
li 
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Figure 8 
BIOSPHERE SATURATION 
STAGE 2 
man-made 
environment 
The Biosphere 
environment 
The figure shows diagrarnatically how the present man-made 
environment has changed from being a contained-system to .the 
containing-system where the biosphere becomes increasingly 
saturated with man-made elements. 
11, 
I 
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heating, cooling, ventil~tion, illumination, waste-disposal etc. 
However, such a systemic . control has the disadvantage of 
rendering the interaction between man-made systems and the natural 
systems to be totally dependent upon human efforts alone (Goldsmith 
1970) . In instances when man-made systems replace the natural 
ones, they generally involve groSSsimpl{i ation of the complex 
natural systems and ' consequently are particularly vulnerable to 
breakdown and failure. 
As the assimilative ability of the ecosystems continu~ to become 
reduced, then there must be an obvious limit to the ex~ent to which 
external man-made controls may be permitted to replace the complex 
ecologically self- regulatory ones. There is therefore a limit to 
which the man-made environment can be allowed to replace and simplify the 
ecosystems. With the present built environment, man has created a situation 
where he must now either return to th~ natural ecological controls, 
or develop new ones, or design some new combination. At present, 
it . seems unlikely that man is able to construct adequate artificial 
control systems out of only engineering hardware and people while 
at the same time completely ignoring the rest of the natural 
. ecological systems. The design options would be either designing 
'f to integ rate man's designed systems with ecosystems in such a way 
as to make use of the existing natural controls and/or to establish 
and to design compatible combinations of both man-made and ecosystem 
control structures. 
In the ecological approach, the designer must appreciate that 
although an ecosystem is able to extend some of its functioning to 
assimilate certain impairment of its processes, it has a definite 
limit to its assimilative ability. Design must ensure that if any 
ecosystem is not to be permanently impaired, then all the actions 
and activities that take place on it must always remain subject to 
the limitation inherent in the ecosystem and its components. In 
most instances, these limitations become apparent only after a 
proper examination of the ecosystem of the project site and its 
properties have been undertaken by the designer. 
2/11 
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,-.. Man's acceleration of Entrop , ~y Increase in the Earth 
Briefly stated, the concept of entrop~y represents the extent to 
which the universe 'runs down in every natural process. This 
attribute can be thought of as the degree of dissipation within 
a system of the energy or force that enabl~the system to undertake 
work, whether this is internal differentiation or export to the 
environment (in Wa1ms1ey, 1972). Entrop:'y can also be conceived 
'-' 
as the degree of dilution or disorder in a system. It increases 
in every natural process (in Berry, 1970). 
As a consequence of man's present and pa~t demands on the earth's 
resources and on the ecosystems, he has short-ci rcu i' ted many of 
the biosphere's natural processesand he has accelerated the 
entrap IY increase in the biosphere. For example, central to the 
v 
use of energy in the present built environment is the carbon cycle 
(in the use of fossil fuels). Human intervention of energy has 
short-circuited one of the biogeochemical cycles in the biosphere' 
by simply speeding up one step in this cycle faster than the 
ability of the biosphere to regenerate this naturally (see Fig : 9) • 
. Similarly, it has been found that other elements like iron, nitrogen, 
' :.' copper, zinc, lead, phosphorus, mercury and tin have .also been 
'! 
mobilised in the biosphere by man in greater quantities than by 
nature (in Bowen, 1966; Holdren and Erlich, 1974) through his 
extensive use of these material resources in the built environment 
(see Fig. 10). 
However, there are some designers who contend that architecture 
by its nature of ordering, averts the effects of entrop, y in the 
.... 
biosphere and that this is in fact the purpose of design: to create 
order from chaos. In effect, that is an over simplification of the 
role of architecture (after Bertalanffy, 1968)" -
Certainly entropy cannot but increase in an open system. In 
certain circumstances a living organism (an open system) 
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Figure 9 
CARBON CYCLE 
The figure shows the carbon cycle in the biosphere. Human 
intervention through fossilfuel . combustion- has _accelerated 
one -step in this cycle faster than the biosphere is able to 
regenerate naturally. 
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Element Geological-Rate Man's Rate 
(River Flow) (Mining & 
Consumption 
Iron 25,000 319,000 
Nitrogen 3,500 30,000 
Copper 375 4,460 
Zinc 370 3,930 
Nickel 300 358 
Lead 180 2,330 
, Phosphorus 180 6,500 
, ' , 
i~' Mercury 
" 3 7 
Tin 1.5 166 
Figure 10 
MANKIND'S MOBILISATION OF MATERIALS (103 METRIC TONS/AN.) 
Comparison of geol~gical rates with human consumption rates 
(Source: Holdren & Erlich, 1974). 
·1 
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feeds on negative entropy_ It imports complex organic molecules, 
uses their energy and then returns simpler end-products to the 
environment. A living organism maintains itself in a steady-state 
by importing materials which are rich in free energy and thus 
unlike a ciosed-system, it avoids an increase in entropy. 
Nevertheless some of its internal reactions will produce an increase 
in entrop~ If we take into account holistically the environment 
together with the system, then the total exchange of energy will 
always conform to the second law of thermo-dynamics. Seen in 
isolation the living system itself will tend towards a higher state 
of order, differentiation and complexity but at the expense of 
energy won by oxidation and other energy yielding processes. 
Other processes like growth, decay and death, all represent 
approaches to and slow exchanges within a steady-state and each 
requires the expenditure of energy. The second law of thermodynamics 
is therefore not violated when entropy. is considered in relation 
to the combined system-with-theenvironment. This fact further 
emphasises the holistic ecosystem approach in which consideration 
must inclusively be given to the designed system as well as 
. to its environment. 
" I ' 
. - , 
'I 
2/12 Summary and Discussion 
In this broad examination of ecology and some of its basic concepts, 
we have identified some of the fundamental premises which provide the 
rationale to our ecological approach to design. We can list here 
some of the main considerations that affect our existing design 
theories and decisions. These are as follows: 
(a) The eco 1 09i ca 1 ,concept of the env; ronment 
In considering the project site, the designer needs to expand 
his previously restricted concept of the environment to 
incorporate the ecologist's concept of the ~nvironment . The 
ecologist contends that the environment to any built system 
must firstly be seen in the overal I context of the ecosystem 
unit on whic~ this built system is lo~ated and secondly it also 
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exists within the context of other ecosystems in the earth. If 
we apply the ecosystem concept to design, then the project site 
must at the outset be conceived holistically by the designer as 
a unit consisting of both its biotic and abiotic (living and non-
living) components functioning together as a whole to form an 
ecosystem and that before any human action can be inflicted on to 
the project site, its features and interactions must be identified 
and fully understood (This is discussed in greater detail in 
Chap. 5). 
For example, we find at present that the designer tends to examine 
mainly the physical features of the locality in which he propose 
to locate his designed system. Such a site analysis in design is 
usually intended to provide the designer with a basis for determining 
for instance, the best location for the designed system, the 
layout pattern and vehicular access, the height and form of the 
designed system. However, we would need in addition to these 
criteria an understanding of the project site's ecosystem to h~lp 
the designer in determining the type and extent of human intervention 
that can be permitted for that ecosystem. The design task becomes 
":," one of the integration of the designed system's ' features, their 
1< 
. "-
processes and their functioning with the ecosystem's own processes 
and functioning with the purpose of minimising the undesirable 
impacts and of achieving a steady-state relationship with the 
ecosystem. 
For instance, in designing the relationship between the designed 
system and its environment, we can identify three strategies: 
The designer can attempt to control the ecosystem processes (e.g. 
by constructi n~ a dam across a river to control floods), he can 
succumb to,it (e.g. by accepting the flood conditions and moving 
off the flood- plains altogether); or he can cooperate with it 
(e.g. by adjusting his flood-plains occupancy to the perceived 
flood intensity/frequency by protecting those structures which are 
still susceptible to the flood hazard). , In the last case, the 
constraints, restraints and the inherent opportunities of the 
I 
\' 
, 
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ecosystems have to be examined closely in the initial stages of 
design, afterwhich design efforts have to be based on the 
understanding of the ecosystems and on the seeking of compatible 
combinations and interactions between -the designed systems and 
th~_ ecosystems (In para. 2/01, Chap. 5). 
Cb) En~rgy, Materials and Ecosystem Conservation through Design 
Be~iuse the earth is a 'closed materials systems' with a finite 
ma:s,s, all the ecosystems within it with all of the earth's material 
an,d fo-ss i 1 energy resources form therefore the fi nal contextual 
l\mit to all design activity. All design activity inevitably tak~ 
' place within the confines of these limits. In an ecological approach 
t~ design, a more rational use of the ecosystems and resources would 
be needed. Previously, designers have erroneously conceived the 
environment as an infinite source of a;l resources and as an infinite 
slnk for all its discharges and waste-products whereas in the 
ecological approach the designer would need to be specifically 
conscious of the environmental limitations to these activities • 
... f " .. 
~ ' A rational approach in the use of the earth's ecosystems, energy 
and material resources would mean a conservation-con~ious design 
, A 
approach. The designer must be aware of the quantities of non-
renewable resources used in the realisation, the operation and 
' - ~~ disposal of the built environment, and of the efficiency ' \ ~which 
t,hese resources are utilised. For instance, in the case of a 
building design, the designer needs to be aware of the extent ta 
Which the spatial accommodation that he has designed exceeds or 
falls short of the r~quirements of that building programme. Any 
difference in ,the provision of accommodation will represent the 
: _ Wlt~ 
~~f;ciency ' ~which energy and material resources are utilised by 
the designed system. Their quantification will represent the 
~xtent of impact and use by the designed system of the biosphere 
and the earth's resources . 
I 
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Simultaneously, in the totality of the biosphere, the ecosystems 
and their processes ?lso provide the final 'sink' for all the 
discharges and wastes from the built environment. Since the 
ecosystems have finite assimilative abilities, there exists a 
similar limit to the extent in which discharges of waste products 
from the built environment are permitted into the ecosystems for 
assimilation. The designer would now need to be concerned with 
what will happen to the elements of the built environment at the 
end of their useful life e.g. the extent of waste likely to be 
disposed of during use and the extent of waste likely to be 
deposited at the end of the built-environment's physical life. 
We can conceive this in the form of a 'pattern of use' or con-
ceptually as a life- cycle in order to trace the flow of resources 
through its economic and physical life. While the full qu~ntifi­
cation ca~not be deterministically predicted, this process of 
evaluation ensures that the main undesirable impacts can be 
anticipated as far ' as possible. - (see Chapter 6) 
(c) An Ecosystems contextual approach 
- ' , 
~'flot only do the components of the ecosystem interact with themselves 
within the ecosystems, ecosystems interact with other ecosystems 
and biospheric processes within the biosphere. The effect of 
human action on a specific ecosystem must not be seen by the designer 
to be restricted to the confines of that ecosystem. Its effects may 
synergistically extend to other ecosystems elsewhere. 
In current architectural practice,~,bUilding site: k usually 
delineated legally by its lot boundaries whereas an ecosystem is 
delineated by its natural boundaries. Within an ecosystem there 
might be several buildings lots. The desi9ner must not conceive his 
project site as a discrete location that is isolated and defined. 
exclusively and artificially by its legal boundaries. The conse-
quences of an action on a project site might ecologically extend 
to other lots within that ecosystem and across other ecosystems 
within the biosphere. This scale of impacts might be determined 
by defining the areal impact of a design (e.g. local impacts, 
regional impacts, continental impacts, biosphere impacts) (In para. 
2/05). 
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(d) Project sites to be individually analysed 
In the same way that no two biological specimens are exactly the 
same, each location is ecologically heterogeneous even though they 
may superficially appear to be visibly similar. The designer must 
not view his project sites as a unifonn economic commodity with 
uniform ecosystem features. Each ecosystem has its own physical 
structure and composition of organisms, inorganic components and 
interactions. During the site analysis stage, their individual 
values must be assessed by the designer whether for preservation, 
conservation or for utilisation. A specific design for one parti -
cular site may not be repeatable for another site even though the 
spatial configuration of the site may superficially appear similar 
(see Chapter 5). 
(e) Use of the Life-cycle design concept 
' .. I , ' 
Interactions beb/een ecosystems are dynamic processes and change 
over time. Ideally we would need to anticipate the impacts and the 
performance of a designed system in the ecosystems throughout the 
entire span of the designed system1s life-cycle. However, at the 
same time, the state of the existing ecosystems are also changing. 
In current architectural practice, the present restricted range of 
responsibilities of the designer 'tlould now need to be expanded to 
include the responsibilities for the environmental impacts of his 
designed system and its use over its physical life. Simultaneously, 
some form of environmental monitoring would be needed to check the 
performance of the designed system for its impacts on its environ-
ment in the duration of its entire life span and also to monitor 
the changing stat~ and response of the environment. 
PT€&A'd:-
In the ecological approach, the designer must~in the preliminary 
design stages in as far as possible the sum of the principal 
actions and activities associated with or resulting from his designed 
system during its anticipated life- cycle. He must assess their 
possible impacts on the ecosystems and then anticipate these impacts 
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in his design. His responsibility would need to extend to a concern 
for the use of energy and materials by the designed system both 
before as well as 'after its construction (i .e. as a route flowing 
from their extraction as a resource from the environment to their 
eventual disposal as waste back into the environment) (In para 2/06). 
(f) Building involves ecosystem spati al di splacement , and the addition 
of new energy and materi a 15 in t o t he project site 
No matter how well designed, a built environment will spatially 
displace the ecosystem and add to the composition of the ecosystem 
of the project site by its physical presence. Its composition, 
siting, layout, landuse)physical structure and mechanical systems 
must be considered in relation to the ecosystem's components, spatial 
pattern and functioning (In para 2/08) • . 
(g) The total -system or holistic approach 
, ' , 
'if' 
The introduction of a designed system on an ecosystem may have 
multiple effects on the ecosystems. A simplistic or incremental 
design approach is unsatisfactory. Design must be seen in the 
context of the ecosystem operating as a whole and not in relation 
to any single one of its components. The ecosystems approach is 
an holistic approach (In para 2/09). 
(h) The problem of the disposal of waste prod.ucts 
Generally, ecosystems have the propensity to assimilate a certain 
amount of human intervention. However. there is a limit beyond 
which an ecosystem 'becomes irrepct.,rably damaged. An essential 
design goal should be to ensure that nothing in the existing order 
is permitted to become permanent ly lost or impaired as a result 
of man's activities unless all foreseeable consequences have been 
considered, or the appropria t e preventive action has been taken 
(In para 2/10, Chap. 5, Chap . 8). 
, 
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(i) Responsive and anticipatory design strategy 
The synthesis of any designed system will inevitably involve some 
environmental impact (whether in the form of an addition, alteration 
or depletion) to the ecosystem, as well as some utilisation and 
redistribution of the earth's resources. However, the fact that 
man alters the ecosystems by his activities need not be held to be 
intrinsically undesirable or negative. Ecological design does not 
imply that the entire biosphere should be preserved entirely from 
human intervention say, as a nature reserve. Neither is it to 
prevent all changes from taking place since all ecosystems will 
change ' 'regardless of human action. The ecological design 
objective is therefore not how to keep the biosphere and the 
ecosystems from being influenced or changed by man, but of how to 
relate man1s activities in the least destructive way to be within 
the inherent limitations of the ecosystems, and in a way which is 
most advantageous to the ecosystems. It should be possible in 
principle to design the built environment to have beneficial 
ecological impacts. The critical design issues are how, when and 
where - these changes ~re executed and what formsof designed 
, ' , systems are introduced • 
. ~~ . 
We can summarise here, that the main assumptions that underlie 
our ecological approach to design are as follows: that it is 
advantageous for man to keep his environment biologically viable; 
that the present state of progressive degradation of the environment 
by man1s actions is unacceptable; tha;~is necessary to minimise all 
of man1s destructive impacts on the ecosystems as far as possible; 
that natural resources are limited; that waste once it is produced 
is not easily regenerated; that man is part of a closed system and 
the processes of the natural environment being unitary must be 
considered as part of the design and planning process; that there 
exists interrelationships between the man-made and the natural 
environment and any changes to part of the system affect the entire 
system. 
I . 
" , 
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These premises that we have identified here are fundamental and 
vital to any ecological approach to design and are essential 
factors that need to be considered in any design problem. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
3. NOTES DN ARCHITECTURE AND ITS "ECOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 
3/01 Introduction 
Having examined the design implications of ecological concepts 
in the previous chapter, we shall in this chapter, examine the 
built environment from the point of view of the ecologist and 
of the role that it occupies in the biosphere. Our intention 
here is to look at the features of the built environment with 
the objective of identifying those which have ecological 
consequences or which influence the ecosystems, their structure 
and functioning, the earth's resources, and the biosphere as a 
whole. 
3/02 Differences between the designer's traditional concept of 
.. architecture and the ecologist's concept of architecture 
, .. 
In the same v/ay that .... /e have found that the designer's concept of 
the environment had differed from the ecologist's concept, we now 
find a discrepancy between the ecologist's concept of man1s built 
environment and the designer's. 
Traditionally, the designer sees building (architecture) in terms 
" of ;'ts aesthetics, siting, spatial utilisation, form, structure, 
building elements, the use of colour and shade and other usual 
features of architectural design. However, the ecologist sees 
building in the context of the ecosystem concept. This means that 
he conceives a building as consisting of not only the abiotic 
(non-living) components but also the biotic (living) components all 
of which operating together as a whole system in the context of other 
" .. I / 
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ecosystems in the biosphere. 
The ecologist also sees man as one organism being a biotic component 
in the ecosystems. As an organism man consumes food as energy and is 
part of the biosphere's foodchain. Through his discharges of waste 
(human) and death, he provides decomposable matter for renewing the 
nutrient pool in the biosphere (Williams and House, 1974). The 
. difference is that although man is part of the biosphere's ecological 
cycle. ' as a terrestial animal, he is also an organism that wields 
technological capacity outside of the ecological cycle_. In this ' way, 
he is distinguishable from other organisms by the extent and the 
magnitude of his abstracting and discharging activities (of the earth's 
energy and material resources) and by the complexity of his built 
environment and the sUb-systems by which the volume and pattern of 
abstraction and discharge are determined. Therefore, because of his 
extensive modification to the physical and biological milieus through 
his activities and his built environment, man is now confronted by a 
I 
number of environmental problems (Ehrenfield, op cit). 
Although the biosphere's natural influences (e.g. earthquake, erosion, 
geological crustal movement, fungal diseases, flora and fauna infesta-
tions) can also have catastrophic consequences on the ecosystems (in 
Burton and Kates, 1964), our concern here is confined to the set of 
environmental problems that are attributable to man and his built 
environment. As we have defined earlier (in para. 1/02 ) the 
environmental problems discussed here are the changes in ecosystem 
conditions and depletion of the earth's resources which arise from 
the stresses resulting from human action and activity (after White, 
1972). Generally, the changes in condition caused by the built 
environment occur with regard to three respects: the depletion and/or 
the alteration and/ or the addition to earth's ecosystems and resources 
and any design action or activity v/hich results in such changes may 
be regarded here as having an ecological impact. (nb. described earlier). 
Jo~> 
The ecologist therefore~ not see the built environment as existing 
separate from the ecosystems. Ecologically, man together with his 
built environment must be perceived to be part of the components and 
functioning of the ecosystems within the biosphere even though we 
may find that their presence in them may cause conflicts with the 
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ecosystems. Building construction is regarded by the ecologist 
as primarily a biotic activity. 
We can conclude that in the ecological approach, the built environment 
must be analysed using the ecosystem concept (in para 2/02), that is, 
in terms of its structure of biotic and abiotic components, their 
interactions together as a whole, and the flow of energy and materials 
through the system • . However, as with most of the presently existing 
built environments, we find that it is largely the abiotic component 
(inorganic) that is predominant (see para. 2/10) • . 
3/03 The ex t ent of Environmental Impact of a Built Environment is 
related to the extent of its user requirements 
Although it is characteristic of all life that it takes in suitable 
material (e.g. food and air) and converts them into products of value . 
to its own survival or to its species (e.g. heat, body material etc.), 
in the case of contemporary human society the intake includes such 
materials as fossil fuels for energy (food and heat), shelter, waste 
disposal (Detwyler, et al, 1972) (See Fig. 11 for an indication of the 
present level of consumption). It is therefore an ines~apable fact 
" , 
4' that in order that we can provide man with these requirements for his 
existence, inevitable changes to the ecosystem will be incurred. 
We can define our design task as the establishment of a 'fit' 
between the pattern of needs and use; the pattern of built form, the 
pattern of servicing systems, the technological factors and the 
environmental factors (after Martin, 1969). (See Chap. 9, para 9/03 
(d)). The design of any built environment is therefore determined by 
the extent of shelt~r and comfort required by the people who will 
use the designed system. This is often influenced by the socio-
economic-political structure of that society and its standard of 
living. It is these levels of needs and use which initially determine 
the size and extent of the pattern of built form and servicing-
systems. 
~I I ;i ll , 
11 , 
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-Figure 11 
Figure shows the present level of consumption by man. 
1. Air 
2. Water 
3. Shelter 
.5. Enorgy 
tlinoral 
Fuels 
~. tlctata 
7. Non .. Ketal1.ic 
tUnerals 
8. Organic 
!lateria Is 
(Non.ruod) 
9. llaste 
Disposal 
cases 
Liquid 
SoHd 
HlNIMUM LEVEL OF CONSUMPTION 
2.86 x .103 gms oxygen/person/day 
(.pace capsule) (HcHale, 1972) 
2.3 li./person/day (Primitive Man) 
(Hamilton, 197) 
2.83 It./person/day (space capsule) 
(Konecci, 1964) 
2 X 10~kcals/person/day (Prirtitive :'_ . ,) 
, (Cook, 1971) 
0.68 ~g food/person/day (Space capsule) 
(Konecci, 1964) 
2.4 kg/person/day (space capsule) 
{Konecc 1, 1964} 
1.9 kg/person/day (space capsule) 
(Konccci, 19~4) 
0.1 kg/person/day (space capsule) 
(Konecc i, 1964) 
" 
PRl:SENT LEVEL OF CONSUMPTION 
(Atmosphere 1s used ext.ensively to 
as.imilate pollutant.) 
141 It./person/day (domestic) (U.K.) (Je 8 e~, 1970) 
132 li./person/day (trade) (U.K.) (Jeger, 197 0 ) 
273 li./perso,,/day (Hational) (.u.K.) (Jeger, 1970) 
20 m2/person/dwelling U.K.) (HQrris P., 1961) 
(Equivalent to approx. 22 x I 0·· kW"", of bui lcling 
materials/person/dwelling) (Brown ~ Stellon, 19/4) 
10 x 103kcals/person/day (U.S.) (Cook, 1971) 
2.74 kW continuous average/person (U.K.) (CEGB, 1971 
f.trobum: 
Jlat. ,n z 
413 li./person/annum 
(World avr.) (~lcHale,1972) 
161.3 cu.m.I;~r30n/annum 
(World avr.) ~McHale,1972) 
All mineral fuels: 
8.06 X 103 kg/person annual production 
(U.S.) (Klaff,1973) 
(973) 
Steel. 9400 kg in u·se/person (U.S.) (Bro"" , 1970) 
Copper! 150 kg in use/FHs~n (11.5.) (Br own, 1~7 0) 
Lead: 150 kg in use/person (U.S.) (Drown, 1971)) 
Al. 7100 kg in use/person \U.S.) ( : rown, 1970) 
Zinc. 100 kg in use/per.; ~., (U.S.) (:ro<.m. 1~70) 
Tin. 20 kg in use/person (U.S.) (Brown, 1970) 
All metals • 0.61 x 103 k~/pcrson annual n 
production (U.~.) ~I( laff, 1973) 
Stone,Sand,Gravel: 3174 kg/person 
annual production (U.S. i (O~"urn,1970) 
Cement. 226 kg/person annual production 
(U.S.) (Ogburn,1970) 
Clay: 181 kg/person annual production 
(U.S.) (Ogburn,:970) 
Common salt: 90 kg/person annual production 
(U.S.) (Ogburn 1970) 
fho.phate rock: 45 kg/person annual pr~duction 
(U.S.) (Ogburn;1970) 
'.1.1 non·metallic minerals: 
9.31 x 103 kg /person annual prOduction 
(U.S.) (Ogburn,1970) 
1.27 x l03kg/person annual production 
(U.S.) (Klaff, 1973 
0.86 kg air-pollutants/person/d~y 
(U.S.) (~'olman, 1965) 
3.2 kg/person/day (household. c~mmercial 
and IlUnicipal) (U.S.). (U3DH, 1%8) 
1.4 kg/person/d"y (industr!al) (U.S.) (USDII, 1%~) 
6.8 k~/person/d.1Y (.'~ricultur;\l) (U.S.) (t.:~I)!I, 1')0'; 
19.1 kg/person/d:oy (anim,ll) (U.S.) (l' S ~iI, lc,, ;i l 
14.0 kg/pcrsol./day (mineral) (U. S.) (USOII, l "\"q 
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It ts therefore obvious that the environmental impact of man · 
increases when his demands for living conditions (i.e. his levels 
of needs and use) goes beyond that of a 'simple existence' (i.e. 
when he demands a steady food-supply, heated and cooled shelters, 
mobility etc.). The further that he departs from a simple pattern 
of existence, the more increasingly complex is the support that he 
will draw from the ~nvironment and consequently th~ more that he has 
to plan for and to expect environment impairment. For instance, a 
reduction in hisenviromental influence is possible but only at the 
expense of a reduction in the provision of his requirements for 
shelter and comfort: The less that is demanded by man from the 
ecosystems therefore, the less will be his impact on them. If man 
has no need for shelter or comfort, then there is no necessity for 
an ecological approach to the design of the built environment. 
(see para. 1/02). 
We can conclude that in the ecological approach, the designer must 
design with the premise that the impact of man increases in relation 
to the increase in his demands for living conditions beyond that of 
a simple existence. In the design process, before the designer 
proceeds with the design, he must first review the design brief and 
':,"find out the extent of shel ter and comfort that he must design for. 
i,! ........ 
The following decisions would have to be made: What is the present 
standard of living conditions? What is the proposed standard of 
living conditions that the users require? What are they willing 
to .give up or tolerate to have it? 
Now, if our designer were to attempt to keep all adverse environmental 
impacts of a design to an absolute minimum level then it would mean 
that society should return to a much simpler form of existence and 
living-conditions that make less demands for environmental comfort, 
shelter, energy, and materials consumption than the present. 
However, to effect this would require a complex and extensive 
restructuring of the existing sociological, economic a~d political 
structures which lie obviously outside the realm of the designer. 
In many design programmes, it is unfortunate that the brief for 
design has already been largely predetermined by others and by the 
society that the designer is operating within. A designer might 
be said to be a problem solver who is free to decide which problems 
) '" . 
j , I 
I I I 
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should be solved. However, in most cases, it ;s certain that the 
problems are frequently set for him from the outside by others and 
no less frequently ~he solutions as well. The requirements and 
the environmental design conditions as well as the financial budget 
are often predetermined even before the designer has been approached. 
Given the existing 'socio-economic-political limitations of the 
society in which the designer operates, he can either attempt to 
change the existing order and the limi.tations in which he finds 
himself or alternatively he can design v/ith the strategy of 'buying 
time' firstly for the necessary adjustments to be made by society 
to a more ~cologically responsive social and consumption habit, 
living pattern and values and secondly to enable the development of 
the appropriate environmentally-responsive technologies (see Chap. 9). 
In the latter approach, the designer's strategy would be to try to 
maintain all the anticipated destructive impacts of the design system 
to a minimum and towards the overall stability of the ecosystems in 
as far as possible within his control. In which case, our designed 
system can therefore be said to represent a statement by the 
designer of the extent of impact by the designed system on the 
environment which has been accepted and anticip~ted by the designer 
and by the people who use it. Design.in this way, occupies an 
anticipatory role of the impacts that the designed system will have 
on the environment (in para. 4/02). The prediction of the ecological 
impacts of a proposed design must therefore become an essential 
factor in all design decisions 9. 
3/04 The bui lt envi ronment as seen with the concept of an "open-system 
and as part of the flow of energy an~ materials withiri the biosphere 
.~ . 
The sum ecological effect of any built environment that is constructed, 
is the increase in man's presence on the ecosystems (in para. 2/10) i.e. 
by adding to the already extensive modification of ·the ecosystems. 
The urban and industrial built environment in particular, are man's 
most intensively serviced and managed systems. They consume substantial 
portions of the earth's resources for their realisation and operation 
(including space) and they also contribute a substantial portion of 
the by-products into the biosphere. Analog':ous to a living organism, 
\../ 
the present built environment's life-support systems require constant 
...... / " 
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jnputs and make constant outputs. Viewing the built environment 
in this way has certain advantages (see also Chap. 4). Since the 
extraction and processing of all material and energy resources for 
the built environment involve changes to the ecosystems (as well 
as some depletion of the earth1s finite non - renewable resources), 
the designer would need to be aware of the extent of the earth1s 
material and energy resources used in the composition of any designed 
system as inputs because the specific use of each material and 
energy- resource in the built environment incurs spatial alterations 
to the ecosystems as well as a depletion of that resource (in 
Chap. 7). 
With the ecosystem concept, we can analytically break down the 
physical elements of a building into those biotic and abiotic elements 
of the earth which have been part by part processed or assembled by 
man into the built environment. The design of the built environment 
can be conceived as a form of management of energy and material 
resources (in para. 2/06). In this way, every element of a designed 
~ system can be accounted for and traced -to its source. Instead 
of conceiving the built environment traditionally as a static and 
immutable object, it should be more appropriately viewed as being 
part of the continuous flow and exchange of energy and materials 
within the biosphere (i.e. in the same way that an ecologist might 
view the flow of energy and materials through an ecosystem e.g. in 
Odum). 
We can say that in the ecological approach, any building on the site 
in which it is located (i.e. the ecosy~tem) represents only a 
transient phase whereupon a quantity of energy and matter have been 
assembled together by man into certain predetermined patterns and 
forms of use on that ecosystem. Then at the end of the useful life 
of the building, the materials are often removed and disposed of 
elsewhere or reused. Thus if we are to view the situation holistical-
ly, then we can contend that every designed system and element of 
that system represents only one minute segment in the biosphere1s 
9~ A definition of what constitutes an ecological impact is given 
in paras . 1/02 and 3/02. The importance of this premise to 
ecological design is discussed in para. 4/03. 
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continuous exchanges and cycles of energy and materials that take 
place on the earth, and which have been temporarily assembled by 
man into a built- form (see Fig. 12). By conceiving the built 
environment in this way, the designer is forced to view the man-
made environment synoptically as part of the biosphere and as a 
subordinate system which is dependent on the biosphere for its 
existence. He is directed to account for the quantities of 
material and energy that flow through the designed system and 
through the man -made environment (see Fig. 13) (adapted Kneese et 
al, 1971 and elaborated) and ~ to account for the environmental 
disturbances that result. This dependency is the crux upon which 
our ecological approach to design is based. If we view the man -
made environment in this way, we would need to trace the routes 
in which the earth's material and energy resources are transferred 
from their source into the man-made environment and finally re-
introduced into the environment. Usually, it is at the transfer 
points that inefficient technological performance and bad design 
may lead to excessive ecosystem impairment. This can occur at the 
point of extraction of raw materials from the earth (e.g. 
transportation, construction, operation~ recovery) or at the point 
of discharge of these energy and material resources by the built 
4' environment. The extent will depend on the particular type of 
energy resource or material resource. For example, aluminium has 
a higher energy cost of production and environmental pollution 
than say iron. 
In the ecological approach to design, the designer must therefore 
be concerned not only with the extent and range of man1s use of 
the ecosystems and the earth's resources in his designed system, 
but also with the way iri which these elements are abstracted, 
stored, assembled, ' used and finally disposed of (or re - introduced) 
into the biosphere. 
We can conclude that in order to fully appreciate the ecological 
implications of any design, the designer will now need to analyse 
the built environment in terms of its flow of energy and materials 
throughout its life-cycle from their sourc~ of origin to their 
sink. Following from this analysis, the designer must simultaneously 
anticipate at the design stage all the desirable impacts on the 
ecosystems along this route. This analysis can be conveniently 
I 
! 
I 
I 
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conceived using the concept of an 'open-system' i.e. in terms of 
inputs into the system, functions within the system, outputs 
from the system, and the environment to the system1? 
3/05 The activities associated with a designed 
----------------------------------------~~-
: .. I " 
system and the operational functions within the 
designed system 
As we have discussed earlier, the built environment is an 
artificial man-made component of the ecosystems which has been 
designed to provide certain predetermined functions and services 
for man (whether physical, spatial, social, cultural etc . ) . 
Generally, it can be described as the designed environment that 
is constructed by man to bring him protection from the natural 
elements, provide comfort, house his assisting devices (e . g. 
equipment and machinery) and increase his effectiveness aR.d 
that of his devices. The built environment is designed to enable 
a range of activities and operations to take place within its 
physical framework. The built environment therefore consists of 
not only its physical structure but also the human actions and ' 
activities in the designed system, and the operational functions 
of the designed system1s mechanical subsystems and biotic 
4' components. We can term these as the internal relations of the 
built environment (in para. 6/07). 
In the normal process of design, the designer has to determine 
and to predict those functions and operational activities that 
will take place within the designed system. In the ecological 
approach, we would have the additional task of having to as s e~~ 
the anticipated impact of each of these actions and activities 
on the ecosystem. In the process of doing this, the features 
of the ecosystem of that location and their resilience to 
changes will provide the environmental criteria to determine 
whether the range of actions and activities associated vlith the 
designed system and the operational functions of the designed 
life-support system may be permitted on that ecosystem. 
. 10. This concept is developed in greater detail in Chap. 4, para. 4/04. 
. , 
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3/06 ' 'fhebiolo gical structure of the built 
. eriv; rorililent 
_.-_. 
In most of the existing urban and industrial environments, it 
is apparent that there usually remains very little of the 
natural shape and structure of the original locality's ecosystem 
prior to the urban or industrial development. The previous 
biological structure and functional complexity of the ecosystems 
on which the building development took place are often replaced 
by a simpler, more synthetic and increasingly homogen .ised abiotic 
'-' 
type of environment (e.g. concrete, asphalt, paving). Particularly, 
with the creation of permanent urban settlements (e.g. towns a.nd 
cities) the built environment has since become more and more 
synthetic and intentionally remote in its interaction with the 
ecosystems in the biosphere (see para. 2/10). 
The fact that man is constantly moving into a new environments 
(e.g. in aerospace travel) tends to give the impression that he 
is enlarging the range of his evolutionary past (in Dubos, .1~67). 
This is an ill~sion because wherever man goes, he can function 
only to t~e extent that he maintains around himself a micro~ 
," environment that is similar to the one from which he evolves i.e. l!' ....... 
the ecosystems. This has been demonstrated in the design of 
micro life-support systems for use in extreme environments as in t 
subQquatic and extra-terrestial exploration expeditions (in Odum 
H.T. 1963; Konecci and Wood, 1966; et al). In the design of these 
micro life-support systems, it has been found that man must be 
linked to the earth by an umbilical -cord , or alternatively must 
be confined in enclosures which almost duplicate certain essential 
processes of terrestial ecosystems. In some exampl~sof the 
latter type of micro support-systems, a certain amount of the 
inputs (necessary for the survival of the system) could be stored. 
With a longer survival time, a more biological structure which 
is similar to that of a terrestial ecosystem would be needed. 
I 
I 
1· 
I 
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Such a life-~upport system must include not only the 
vital abiotic substances and the means to recycle them 
but ilso the vital biotic components. Processes like 
production, consumption and decomposition must be 
performed in a balanced manner by the biotic components 
or else by some mechanical substitutes which has to be 
designed into the life-support system (Cooke et at, 1968). 
If its long-term survival is to be ensured, then the life-
support system of a designed system must include all t~ree 
of the basic biotic components in the structure of the 
ecosystem (producers, consumers, decomposers) as well as 
the substances in such proportion and diversity as to 
maintain a stable environment capable of adjusting to the 
incoming solar radiation as do the earth's ecosystems 
(Odum E.P., 1971). The analogy is clear. The built 
environment should ideally possess a full complement of 
an ecosystem1s components and processes. For instance, the 
locally diverse ecologically assemblages of terrestial 
ecosystems harbour certain controlling species whose inter-
species relations check the growth of many potential pest 
species. When the natural diversity of the ecosystem1s 
components is reduced (as by human interference) with the 
controlling species eliminated, the problems of pest control 
increase in the ecosystem (Institute of Ecology; op cit). 
Otherwise, the alternative of reducing the number of species 
in an ecosystem to two species (e.g. man and the 
plant food-species) would require the substitution of 
extensive engineering systems to replace the already existent 
biological circuitry. This is undesirable since it is 
difficult to duplicate entirely the full . range of components 
of aterrestial ecosystem and still ensure the long-term 
autonomous survival of the designed system. Ideally, design 
should aim at a compatible combination of components. 
\ 
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If we examine ,our existing urban ">~s-te~ as a man -made 
eco?ystem>we find that they possess an incomplete 
bioiogical structure. They contain no significant 
numbers of greenplants carrying on the photosynthesis 
to produce food and fibres for human consumption. The 
existing built environment is totally dependent on its 
surrounding regions and agricultural ecosystems to 
supply it with food and other resources and to handle 
i~s _ ~esidues and discharges. It is generally devoid of 
any - ~utually beneficial relationship with the ecosystems. 
This analogy of the biological structure of the existing 
b~iltenvironment with that of arr ecosystem is ~lear. 
In many respects, problems of survival in an isolated 
man-made micro life-support system (as in a space-craft) 
resemble the problems encountered in man's continued 
survival in the 'global life-support system' or the 
biosphere (in Fuller, 1963; Boulding, 1966; Linton, et 
al; -1967; McHarg, 1%9; McHale, 1972; et al). We find 
that for instance, the detection and control of air-
"-
pollution and water-contamination; the adequate supply 
ahd nutritional quality of food; the management of the 
accumulated toxic wastes and residues are common 
environmental problems of both the micro life- support 
systems designed for extreme environments, as well as 
of the built systems in the biosphere. 
If we are to ensure the built environment's long term 
s~rvival in th~ biosphere, then its systems must have 
c~rtain obligatory relationships with the ecosystems 
and their processes. Rather than designing systems 
which are totally isolated from the ecosystems, the 
built environment should be designed to integrate and 
to have compatible symbiotic relationships with the 
ecosystems. In occupying any location, a designed 
system has at the same time assumed an ecological role 
(whether contributory or passive) in relation to that 
') / / ,\ 
I 
I; 
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ecosystem's composition and function. (see para. 2/12(f)). In the 
ecological approach, this role is part of the designer's responsibility . 
The designer must ensure that his designed system exists and responds 
as an integral component of the ecosystems, and not as an isolated 
system severed from any relationship with the project site's ecosystem, 
nor as a system which is completely dependent (parasitic) on the 
surrounding ecosystems. 
3/07 Structuring the relationship between a designed 
system and its environment 
The built environment functions analog 'ous to a living-system (or 
organism) which survives by importing energy and matter from its 
environment in one form or another and then exporting it back into 
it 's environment after use (i.e. exchanges of energy and materials). 
'--
(in para. 3/04). In the ecological approach, it is thus convenient 
to view our built environment and its operation as being principally 
concerned with the organisation, distribution, use and management 
of energy and matter (in para. 2/12 (b)). 
This implies that our traditional concept of architecture has to be 
," modified to be seen as a form of management of energy and materials 
~ . or as an organisation of the flow of energy and matter between the 
designed system and its environment. Our designed system can be 
seen as a system that is connected to the ecosystems within the 
biosphere by the various sUb-systems of flow of inputs and outputs 
in which energy and matter are converted by the metabolism of the 
system. We can first describe this relationship simply with a 
familiar input-output structural model (in Fig. 14). 
However, as we hav~ pointed out earlier, our designed system can also 
be viewed in two other ways. It could be seen as an entity consisting 
of the 'operational activity' which tak~place within the system 
(i.e. its internal relations) (in para. 3/05), and it could be seen 
also as an entity consisting of the system's 'physical composition 
and form' (or its elements) (in para. 3/04). Including these 
together, .the structure of our system will now represent the collection 
of the elements and relations belonging to that system (Saragasti, 1971). 
I 
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.' ENVIRONMENT 
inputs _-+-~ 
-\----". outputs 
outputs ~,.--
...,-/-- inputs 
t' 
Figure 14 
A SIMPLE MODEL OF A SYSTEM AND ITS ENVIRONMENT AND THE EXCHANGES BETWEEN THE TWO 
This figu!:'e shows a simple model of a system and its environment 
and the exchanges between the two. 
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However, we must also include in our model, the 
external environment with which . it has interactions. We 
can now further elaborate upon the previous simple model 
of inputs and outputs, by a model which is inclusive of 
th~ system's elements, its internal relations and its 
external relations with its environment (in Fig. 15). 
Thisbasic structural model of the relationship between 
a designed system and its environment can be further 
expanded by ~etting out the boundaries so that the fluxes 
across the boundaries are functional specifications and 
the processes within the boundaries are system functions 
(e.g. i~ Peranio, 1973). 
For instance with a further elaborated model (in Fig. 16), we can 
conceive the built environment as being analog ous to the ecosystem 
'0.-/ 
and to consist of the following attributes (see para. 3/02): 
*the system's abiotic components with its content 
of energy matter and information inside its 
boundaries (the built system and the physical 
elements); 
..... *the system's biotic components (fauna, flora, 
the peopl e); 
*the environment to the system with which the system 
exchanges energy/matter inputs and outputs (the 
ecological environment); 
*a source of energy/matter into the system which 
flows through the boundary and into the system 
(the inputs); 
*a source of information into the system constituting 
the patterned events coming from the environment 
outside the boundaries of the system, and/or derived 
from within the bounrlaries of the system itself 
(the monitoring system); 
*the processes of the system and its components in 
which the energy/matter inputs are either directly 
used or kept within the boundaries of the system 
for use at another time (the system metabolism); 
*the flow through the boundary of the system of 
energy and/or matter which constitutes the rejects 
of the system as a consequence of the system's 
processes (reject outputs); 
j! 
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Figure 15 
SYSTEMS AND ELEMENTS 
where, Ee = environment of the system under investigation 
Es = the system under investigation 
.6 = elements members of Ee 
Q 
= boundary members of Es " , 
.'if' 
• = internal elements of Es 
external relations 
~ = internal relations 
~ = boundary defining the elements. 
This model can be used- to -describe both a living-system 
(e.g. an ecosystem) as well as the built environment. 
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Fi gure 16 
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AN INPUT -OUTPUT STRUCTURAL MODEL OF THe BulL T ENVIRONMENT 
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*the flo\<l out of the system It/hi ch takes the form 
of matter and/or energy which becomes available 
to produce physical effects or useful products 
to other systems and to the environment. These 
can be either directed out of the system and/or 
used directly or kept for future use (useful 
outputs); 
*the processes of the environment of the system 
which are affected by the functioning of the 
system, and which affect the system (ecosystem 
processes); 
*the interactions of the above (state of the 
system). 
Based on the open-system concept, we can now provide and 
structure a model of our designed system of varying complexity 
depending on its use in the design process in a way that is 
analog ous to the ecosystem i.e. from the point of vew of the 
-.../ 
ecologist. Each of these interactions is interrelated to each 
other as well as with the earth's ecosystems and resources. 
3/08 Summary and discussion 
, ' , 
From this examination of the built environment from the ecologist's 
point of view, we can now summarise 
of o-!Jr buil t envi ronment whi ch have 
which affect our design deci~ions. 
those features and aspects 
ecological implications and 
These are as follows: 
a. The built environment possess abiotic 
and biotic components 
The architect generally sees architecture in terms of 
its aesthetics, siting, spatial utilisation, form, 
structure and building elements, etc. whereas the 
eco 1 ogi st apprOaChtSAhe buil t envi ronment as a product 
of a biotic activity (i.e. man as a biotic component 
in the biosphere). Ecologically, we need to conceive 
the built environment as consisting of both biotic 
(organic) and abiotic (inorganic) components assembled by 
man to provide him with certain functions (in para. 3/02). 
~ -
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b. Design involves the setting of standards of living 
and minimisation of user requirements 
c. 
The impact of a design is related to the size and context 
of the designed requirements. Design involves the 
setting down of standards for the built environment. 
The extent of accommodation provided by the designer 
depends on the level of needs and use of the people who 
wil I use the built environment. The higher the level of 
needs and use, the more extensive will be the size of the 
built environment and therefore the more will be its 
ecological impact. · Provided that one accepts the fact 
that building (architecture) is now a pre-requisite for 
man1s existence, then the question would be, in what way 
could architecture be designed, built and utilised to 
have minimum impact on the earth1s ecosystems? A 
reduction in environmental impacts can be effected if 
there is a similar reduction in the demands by man for 
his needs e.g. for shelter, comfort, mobility, food -
supply, etc. We conclude that ultimately, the extent 
of the impact of any design is related to the society 
, which commissioned it. The desiqner must initially 
'" 
examine the design brief and make decisions as to what 
has to be provided and what not to be provided in 
his design task (in para. 3/03, Chap. 9) . . The 
less that is needed to be provided, the less will be 
the ecological impact. 
The built environment considered as part of the flow 
of energy .and materials in its life-cycle 
In the ecological approach to design, the designer must 
be concerned not only with the extent and the range of 
man1s needs and use of the biosphere1s ecosystems and 
the earth1s resources (as inputs) but also with the way 
in which these elements are abstracted, stored, assembled, 
used and finally disposed of (or ie-introduced) into the 
biosphere (as outputs). To facilitate this task, the 
designer can conceive the built environment conceptually 
' . I , 
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as a 'flow' of energy and materials (from their source 
of origin in the earth to their sink) over a life-
cycle. In this way, at the design stage we can conceive 
:the built environment as a form of management of energy 
and materials. In analysing this flow, we can 
simultaneously anticipate the impacts of this flow on 
the ecosystems with our design goal of minimising all 
undesirable impacts. 
d. The need to integrate the designed system with 
the earth's ecosystems 
It is not necessary to design the built environment to 
exactly duplicate or imitate the biological structure 
and ,processes in the ecosystem because it is not necessary 
to design systems which exist in total isolation from the 
environment. The design goal is to restrict the un-
desirable ecosystem impacts and interactions of the 
designed system to be as localised geographically as 
possible, to conserve resources and to integrate or seek 
compatible and mutually beneficial relationships between 
the designed system and the ecosystem. 
e. Identification of the impacts incurred in the 
life-cycle of a designed system 
In the ecological approach to design, the built environment 
can be conceived in two ways. A designed system can be 
seen firstly as an entity consisting of biotic and abiotic 
components (its elements) (in para. 3/08a) and secondly 
as an entity consisting of the operational activities 
which takes place within the system or associated with the 
system. Furthermore, the system's physical substance (its 
elements) exist not as a static component of the 
environment but interacts as part of the overall flow 
of materials and energy through the biosphere over time. 
In this way, we see the designed system holistically to 
operate as part of tbe earth and its processes. As 
mentioned earlier, a designed system requires inputs from 
the environment for its realisation)operation and disposal 
and it emits outputs. In the process, the sum environmental 
impact by a designed system is a net result of not only 
the impacts from the system's own operational activity but 
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include the impacts caused by all the activities involved in 
the making and erection of the built system's physical 
~ubstance and form as well as the impacts that the use of 
· . 
these elements, their disposal and their recovery for reuse 
will generate (in para. 3/04, Chap.6). It is necessary to 
identify the impacts incurred in the entire life-cycle of the 
desi gned syste~ ; 
f. External context to a designed system consistsof the 
totaiity of the ecosystems in the biosphere and the earth's 
resources 
.... I ,. 
The external dependencies of a designed system (i.e. its 
environmental dependencies) consist of the totality of the 
ecosystems in the biosphere and the earth's resources. For 
instance, a designed system spatially displac~the ecosystems 
by its spatial presence and depletes the earth's energy and 
material resources by its creation, operation and disposal. 
The utilisation of the earth's resources for the designed 
system further involves extensive modifications to the 
ecosystems f~omwhich the resources are extracted or are made 
available (see. Chap. 5) . 
i.,I ....... 
To summarise, we can conceive of a designed system's impacts on the 
ecosystems and its external environment conveniently by means of 
considering the interactions that take. place between firstly its 
exchanges of inputs and outputs; secondly the operational activities 
within the designed system; and finally its external environment 
which consists of the earth's ecosystems and resources (see Chap. 4 
for our interactions-frame\'lork). With any designed system, a 
thorough understanding of these impacts forms the crux .of our ecological 
approach to design. \~e can conclude here that all architecture 
(or building) will have the following forms of impacts upon the 
earth's ecological systems and resources: 
.It spatially displaces a portion of space on the ecosystems by 
virtue of its physical presence. Simultaneously, its composition 
of energy and materials modifies that ecosystem1s composition of 
energy and materials. 
I i 
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.After its construction, the use of a built environment 
encourages other human activities and other building 
deve 1 opments to take place wh i ch will incur further 
recurring environmental impacts. A designed system affects 
and is affected by its environment during its useful life. 
.It depletes the earth's non- renewable resources by consuming 
vast quantities of energy and material resources for its 
realisation, operation and disposal. In addition to the 
depletion of resources, the process of extracting and making 
available these resources for use in the built environment 
uses up more energy and material resources and also 
inflicts considerable impacts on the ecosystems . 
• It emits large quantities of outputs and discharges of waste 
energy (heat) and materials (e.g. pollutants) as a result of 
"its realisation, operation and disposal. These outputs can 
affect the functioning of the earth's ecosystems, the functioning 
of other built environment~ as well as the earth's future supply 
of resources. 
We can conclude that the ecologist conceives the built environment as 
an entity consisting of not only the built system's physical substance 
a,ndform; but of the operational activity which takes place within 
" , 
it ,: ' It is essential that we identify the environmental impacts of 
that designed system to include not only those inherent in the making 
and building of the elements, but synoptically to identify the impacts 
that the use of these elements, their disposal and their recovery will 
generate. By looking at any designed system from the point of view 
of these interactions we would now be in a position to be able to 
anticipate holistically those aspects of the designed system that have 
ecological impacts as part of our design process. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
4. A THEORETICAL FRAf.1HIORK FOR INCORPORATING ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
IN THE DESIGN AND PLANNING OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 
4/01 Introduction 
Having examined basic ecological concept~ for their design implications 
(in Chap. 2) and examined the built environment for its ecological 
implications (in Chap. 3), we can now relate together and formally 
structure the various ecological interactions of our designed system 
into a \lJho 1 e . 
Our objective here is to arrive at a unitary concept or framework. 
As we have defined earlier, ecological architecture is the designed 
system which seeks to minimise and which at the same time is 
responsive to the negative impacts that it has on the earth1s 
ecosystems and resources. Therefore our framework for design should 
be one which structures its interactions with the earth1s ecosystems 
and resources such that we can identify those which are undesirable 
and which need to be minimised or adapted through design synthesis. 
4/02 The need for a structure for Design 
Generally, in the analysis of any designed system and its environment, 
there is essentially no limit as to hOl'J many variables that we can 
include in the analysis or in the description of the situation. No 
matter how fortunate may be our choice of inputs and outputs to 
enter into the description of that system and its environment, they 
cannot be expected to constitute a complete description. The 
crucial task in any theory building is to pick the right variables 
to be included. 
It is therefore useful for the designer to possess a set of 
organising principles in the form of an open structure with which 
the selected and relevant design constraints can be organised. -
. (ieSlqfl~ to 6\-;'7¥~ Furthermore, the structure 5Jttr"lI'~t{ - enable the,<... IJ I . .. -v 
design constraints in relation to each oth~~1o facilitate their 
selection, consideration and incorporation in design synthesis. 
This open structure can be in the form of a conceptual or 
theoretical framework. In this instance, the open structure 
- ~-.---- - _ . ......... _---- - .. _. 
, ' , 
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must be of a general nature such as to allow the designer 
to decide which are the ecological considerations to be 
incorporated in design synthesis and which simultaneously 
permits the inclusion of any other"related and pertinent 
disciplines that are similarly concerned with the problems 
"of environmental protection and conservation. 
4/03 The Design Process regarded as a form of Preparation 
of an Environmental Impact Statement 
From the earlier examination of ecology and ecological 
concepts (in Chap. 2), we have determined that the extent of 
the environment consequences of any built system can be seen 
to be related to the extent of its demands and dependencies 
on the earth's ecosystems and processes and the earth's 
energy and material resources e.g. for a specific product 
or a specific service. If the designer is aware of the 
ecological consequences of his design, then his designed 
system represents in effect a summation of the extent of its 
impacts upon the environment that has been accepted and 
anticipated by the designer (in para. 3/03). We can contend 
that our d~sign task might be better viewed in this light 
as a form of 'preparation of an environmental impact 
statement'. Defining the design task in this way 
does not mean an exploitative role of man in the biosphere 
(after Bookchin, 1973). On the contrary, this approach 
would further emphasise the extent of man's dependency and 
that of his built artifacts on the biosphere and on the 
~arth's resources. Such a viewpoint would focus our attention Oh 
_~ the identification of those aspects of the designed system 
which have ecological implications and indicate the critical 
areas where the unde ' :sirable impacts might be eliminated, 
reduced or remedied. In the ecological approach, the 
realisation of any artifact is therefore seen to be dependent 
directly or indirectly upon the biosphere for specifi c elements 
and proces$es which can be identified generally as (after 
"para. 3/08 (g): 
I 
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*a supplier of certain products, resources or goods (renewable 
and non- renewable) e.g. minerals, fossil fuels, air, water, 
food; 
*a supplier of certain processes (biological, physical , chemical) 
e.g. for biological decomposition, photosynthesis, mineral 
cycling, gaseous exchange etc.; 
*a receiver of the residues and discharges resulting from the 
metabolism, activities and processes of man and his man-made 
systems e.g. land disposal of wastes; 
*a spatial environment where man's actions and activities take 
place e.g·. recreation, construction, access . 
It should be pointed out that these aspects overlap to some 
extent and that their identification has been made so as to 
emphasise the 'transfer points' or the points of exchange. 
It is usually at these points of exchange that poorly designed 
interactions result in environmental impairment. For instance, 
the 1 i nkage and trans fer points between these dependenci es can 
be traced schematica11y in Fig. 17 . We should take care to 
note that the concept of a designed system that is absolutely 
ecologically compatible is impractical because it is an 
'.' inescap.able fact that any artifact's synthesis will involve 
some loss to the biosphere whether to a greater or lesser extent. 
It is not possible to design a system in which these linkages 
have no impacts on the ecosytem. The most that can be expected 
of built artifacts is that they have low or minimum destructive 
impacts on the environment. 
The synthesis of any artifact therefore represents a net statement 
of its demands and . its influences over the ecosystems and the 
earth's r~sources. To determine these demands and influences, we 
can trace -these interactions as a use of energy and materials 
in the designed systems as a route flm·dng from its environmental 
sources to its dependencies (in para. 3/04). With this concept, all the 
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attributes of a designed system (whether functional, spatial, 
economic, cultural etc.) would now be compelled to be seen in 
the context of th~ir relationship to the ecological environment. 
Only by identifying the dependencies associated with each 
design in this way co~ld the undesirable impacts of the ecosystems 
be assessed, minimised and preventive action taken. Any such 
framework for design would ideally structure their dependencies 
into a whole to show the interrelationships. 
4/04 A Framework for Ide ntifying t~e Ecological Criteria in the 
Des ign and Pl anni n.9 of th e Bui It Envi ronment 
, ' , 
In our synthesis of a framevJO rk, the following factors need to 
be considered: 
*A framework for ecological design should include the 
following compone nt~l: the designed system (being our system 
under study or to be designed), the environment to the designed 
system (which includes the earth's ecosystems and resources), 
and any i nteracti ons betv/ee n the des i gned system and its 
environment. 
*Any designed system has both a phys 'ical composition and form 
-... 
as well as having its own set of operational functions (In para • 
. 3/05) all of which interact with its environment spatially and 
systemically over time. 
*Ana1og
'
ous to a living system, the designed sys,tem r,e.Quires 
\../ 
conti nuous inputs of ener~J.V and materi a 1, and makes outputs of energy 
and . m~tertals , into,iti environment. A model which can structure the 
interactions beh'leen a des igned system and the ecological 
environment in terms of these exchanges would therefore be 
advantageous (In para. 3/07) because such a model would force us, 
firstly to determ'ine the internal activity that takes place within 
the system; and secondly to find out the designed system's 
dependence upon the ecological environment in the form of the 
energy and matter that are taken from it and returned to it as 
a result of the internal activity (see para. 3/05). 
"· ··· .. 11. Our designed system is analysed "in Chapter 3. The environment . 
to the designed system is discussed in Chapter 2. The interac-
tion between the design ed system and its environment is 
described generally in paragraphs 3/07 and 3/08, and in greater 
detail in Ch apters 5 to 8. 
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*We ' need also to examine the built environment within 
the spatial ~ontext of the ecosystems in which its 
activities take place so that we can identify the 
accompanying consequences of these on the ecosystem 
(see para. 3/08 (a) and the extent in which the 
designed system exists by courtesy of the earth's 
ecosystems and resources. 
As a framework, we can now structure those relationships 
between ecosystems and the built environment explicitly 
in the form of sets of interactions (viz-a - viz impacts) 
between the built environment and the ecological 
envi ronment. These interactions are analog ous to the 
"'-../ 
general system s concept 
'-'" 
of an lopen system l . Based on 
the above features, then four general sets of interactions 
can be classified in the description of open systems: 
*the external interdependencies of the designed 
system (its external or environmental relations), 
*the internal interdependencies of the designed 
system (its internal relations), 
*the external to internal exchanges of energy and 
matter (its inputs), 
*the internal to external exchanges of energy and 
matter (its outputs). 
We should note that these four sets of interactions correspond 
to our earlier description of the transfer points and 
dependencies that architecture makes on the earth's ecosystems 
and resources (see para. 3/08 (a) and 4/03) and provide us 
with a compact framework. We can contend here that in any 
ecological approach to design, we must have a simultaneous 
consideration of all these four aspects as well as their 
interrelationships with each other. 
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To demonstrate the interrelationships of these sets of 
interactions, we can further structure them together 
into a symbolic form as follows: Given a designed 
system and its environment, let the suffix 1 denote the 
system under consideration, and the suffix 2 the environment 
around that system. Further let the letter L be the inter-
dependent connections within the framework. It follows 
that four types of interactions can be identified in the 
analysis (in Tolman and Brunswick -1935, Emery and Trist 
1965; Walmsley, 1~72). These are: 
This can be further represented in the form of a 
partitioned matrix (LP) as follows: 
----- - _.- .. ...... . _-_ ..... __ ._- -----
" , 
where, 
I 
I 
-- Lll I L12 
I 
I 
= -----~--------I 
I 
L21 ~ L22 
I 
Lll refers to the processes and activities that 
take place within the system 1, or the area 
of internal interdependencies; 
L22 refers to the same for the environment of the 
system or the external interdependencies; 
L12 refers to the exchanges of the system 1, to its 
environment 2, or the transactional interdependencies 
of the system/environment; 
L21 refers to the exchanges of the environment 2 to 
the system 1, or the transactional interdependencies 
of the environment/system. 
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The above model constitutes our interactions -framework. It 
provides the designer. with a unifying concept ' which he 
can apply as a holistic, inclusive and open structure of the 
ecological interactions of his designed system that is organised 
in the form of sets of environmental interdependencies. 8\1 
'" 
using this as a structural tool, he can examine any ·designed 
system and determine which are the designed system1s inputs, its 
outputs, internal and external relations and then subsequently 
ascertain which are the ecological impacts that would need to 
be given priority and which need to be taken into account or 
adjusted in the process design improvement and development. In 
this way, any designed system can be conceptually broken down and 
analysed in the form of these. fourfol d sets of interactions. For 
instance, we can interpret the components of the interactions-
framework as shown in Fig. 18. 
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Interactions 
* The external inter-
dependencies · of the 
qesigned system (its 
external relations) 
* The internal intel.-
dependencies of the 
designed systEm (its 
internal relations) 
* The external/internal 
, ' , 
exchanges of energy 
.If' 
and natter (its 
inputs) 
* ~~e internal/exten1al 
exchanges of energy 
ilI1d matter (its 
outputs). 
i l 
Symbol 
Lll 
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D:scription 
. '!his refers to the totality of the ecological 
processes of the surrounding ecosystans which 
interacts with other ecosystans elsewhere 
within the biosphere, and the totality of the 
earth's resources. It also include the slCM 
biospheric processes involved in the 
fonnation of fossil-fue ls., and other non-
renewable resources.. These nay influence 
the built · environment's funqtioning and are in 
turn also influenced by the built environment. 
It is these elerrents which are either altered, 
depleted or added to by the built environment. 
'lhis refers to the sun of the acti vi ties and 
actions that takes place or are related and 
associated with the built environment and its 
users. They include the operational functions 
of the built environment. These will affect 
directly the ecosystEmS of the location in 
which they take place spatially, the ecosystans 
elsewhere (systemically) as( ~ll as the 
earth I s totality of resources~' These can be 
coosidered in the pattern of a life-cycle of 
the ruilt environment. 
This refers to the total inputs into the built 
envirorunent. These consist of both the I stock I 
and the 'flew' ccrrponents of the built 
environment (or the energy and matter needed 
for the physical substance and fonn of the built 
environment and for the operations of the built 
environment and its attendant processes). The 
efforts taken to abstract and process these 
inputs from the earth's resources often result 
in considexable disruption and undesirable 
consequences to the ecosystems. 
This refers to the total oul-puts of energy 
and matter that are discharged from the built 
environment into the ecosystems and into the 
ecosystalls and into the earth. ~~ese outputs 
nay include the built envirornnent's cwn 
physical substance and fonn which also nay need 
to be disposed of at the end of their useful 
life. 'Ihese outputs if they are not assimilated 
by the ecosystans result in environmental 
:impainrent. 
Fig. 18 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERACTIONS 
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4/05 ' NotesontheDesignlmplications Of the Ftamework 
Ecological design is an anticipatory approach to design. As 
mentioned earlier in Chapter 1 (para. 1/02), our ecological 
approa~h is one that is critical of its influences over the 
earth's ecosystems and resources and one that is responsive to 
their inherent constraints and opportunities. It is the 
design process in which the designer comprehensively takes into 
account the anticipated adverse effect that the product of that 
design process has upon the earth's ecosystems and resources, 
and which simultaneously gives priority to the elimination and 
minimisation of these adverse effects. 
From the ecological point of view, we have earlier redefined 
and reconceived our process of architectural design as being 
concerned with energy and materials management whereupon the 
earth's energy and material resources (biotic and abiotic 
components) are managed and assembled by the designer into a 
, ~emporary form (viz. during period of use) and then demolished 
" , 
4' at the end of the period of its intended use to be either 
recycled within the built environment or assimilated into the 
natural environment. 
Further, the ecologist conceives the built environment as an 
entity consisting of not only the built system's physical 
sUbstance and form; but of the operational activity which takes 
place within it. In the design process, it is essential that 
we identify the environmental interactions of that designed 
system to include not only those inherent in the making and 
building of the elements, but synoptically to identify the 
impacts that the use of these elements, their disposal and 
their recovery \',ill generate (in para. 3j08(f)). 
; 
! 
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. , 
The usefulness ' of our interactions-framework as a design tool is in 
the way in which it enables the designer to simultaneously structure 
and relate those aspects of the built-environment which have 
ecological consequen~es into a unified set of interrelated interactions. 
The designer can now use this to decompose and analyse any proposed 
design and its elements into the following components based on the 
frame\'lOrk:- the designed sy~temsl exchanges of energy and materials 
(its inputs and outputs), its internal relations and its external 
relations with the ecosystems and theearth's resources. The 
designer's responsibility would then be to chart and to anticipate 
in his design all those aspects of his designed system which could 
have undesirable environment impacts while at the same time keeping 
in mind the overall ecological design objectives of keeping the 
environment biologically viable, of limiting the 
degradation of the environment by man1s activities, of minimising 
all of man1s destructive impacts on the ecosystems as far as 
possible (in para 1/02). 
, ' , 
/; ·As we havEt. described earlier, by means of this form of structural 
analysis, the framework forces the designer in the design process 
to view the total set of environmental impacts (interactions) of 
his designed system and their interrelationships simultaneously, 
and to determine which considerations -need to be incorporated 
in the designed system. The framework therefore also serves as an 
environmental impact matrix of a designed system. In this way, it 
provides simply a design approach which is based on the resolution 
by the designer of th~se anticipated impacts and interactions into 
J 
a suitable built form. Since each of the interactions 1$ inter-
~ dependent, if the designer by mistake omits anYk then it could 
result in an imbalance somewhere in the ecosystems. For instance 
a design which places particular emphasis on the reduction of emissions 
from the designed systems, (ie.the pollutive outputs) might eventually 
. \ 
1 \1 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
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require an excessive consumption of energy resources (inputs) in 
order to maintain the system. The designer is reminded by means 
of the framework that any design approach which d~snot comprehensively 
consider the full set of interactions would ultimately be unsatisfactory 
in its relationship with the ecosystems. In the process of the 
se1~ction of the desi~ned system's physical fabric and 
technical subsystems, the designer's objectives must be to integrate 
systemically and spatially the various designed system's components 
with the project site's ecosystems and to seek symbiotic and 
compatible relationships with its environment. (see Chap. 9 for 
implications on design decisions) . However, we should note that 
the framework that is described here provides simply a theoretical 
structure for design action and it does not include the feedback 
of the system that is being designed. For instance, the outputs 
emitted from a designed system into its environment may in return 
influence the environment's potential to supply inputs to the 
designed system (after Miller, 1966). To include such feedbacks, 
a more elaborate and dynamic model 
this structural model. 
4/06 -Summary and Discussion 
needs to be derived from 
In this chap~we have developed and described a theoretical 
framework in ~any designed system's ecological interactions can be 
identified for . incorporation into its design. We can summarise 
our description of the theoretical framework as consisting of these 
four sets of interdependent interactions of the designed system: 
its inputs, its outputs, its internal -relations, its external relations. 
In the ecological approach, it is vital that the designer examines 
each of the impacts of ' each interaction of his proposed design 
individually and also examin~ their interrelationships among themselves 
hol;st;cally to determine their feedbacks. (In para. 4/03, 4/04). 
The comprehensiveness of the structure is one of its important 
features. Previously, the term 'ecological design' haj been 
loosely used by many designers (e.g. Wells, ~ 972 op. cit.; et 
a1) to refer to any approach to design that expresses 
some partial con2ern for itsi6pact on the environment. 
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Holt/ever, since the ecosystem approach ;s a comprehensive and 
synopti c approach, -th en any other approach whi ch doonot i ncl us i ve ly 
take into account the entire set of interdependencies that is 
described i~ our int~ractions-framework cannot be considered as 
being an ecological ,des ign. The consequence of any piecemeal or 
incomplete approach to environmentat problems i~ that it might 
result in creating further environmental problems to add to the 
ones that were originally intended to be redressed. 
The Interactions -Framework that is described here has four prime 
functions: 
Firstly, it provides the designer with a conceptual and structural 
tool for analysing and examining simultaneously the ecological 
consequences of th e built environment. Those interactions which 
after they have been identified in this process would need to 
be furthe r synthesi sed into a physical form by the designer 
through his selection of the appropriate technological subsystems 
and materials (See Ch ap 9 for discussion on design-decisions). 
Secondly , the framework provides a common frame of reference for 
',,: :the designer and others from related disciplines for looking at 
" 
, any parti cul ar environmental problem (e.g. pollution) and also to 
ensure a comprehensive examination of its interrelationship with 
other environmental problems. With this framework, future 
theoretical develo pme nt is facilitated since the structure can also 
serve as a ,basis fot' un 'ifying other related vlork in this area of 
study. Ot her appro aches \A/hi ch sh are simi 1 ar concerns for envi ron-
mental problems and which previously have been carried out 
independently, could now be assessed and be unified by this 
structure (e.g. res6urce conservation can be considered as part of 
the inputs analysi s to a built-environment). 
Those di sciplines concerned with environmental protection and 
conserva t ion can now be brought together into a coherent philosophy 
for ecological design. Our interactions-framework provides us with 
a single theory which encompasses all thosea'spects dealing with 
I I1 
I I 
I 
I , 
i 
) 
I 
- ' , 
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environmental protection and conservation which have previously 
been unrelated. (See Appendix 1 for description of the other 
disciplines). 
Thi rdly, the framework has a wider use in that it provi des a 
structure for assessing the environmental imp1.ication of other 
human acti on or acti vity, bes i des the creati on of 
built environment, e.g. recreational activities, tourism, etc. 
Finally, the framework serves to point out and span the void in 
present design theory and research. For instance, the interaction-
framework would indicate the type of data necessary to quantify 
its own components and which would further provide a quantitive 
tool for employment by the designer in evaluating and comparing 
one proposed design with another (See para. 9/02). 
Having described our theoretical framework in this Chapter; in the 
next four chapters, we shall examine and explore each of the four 
components of the framework in greater detail for their theoretical 
implications, for how they could affect design synthesis and for 
. th~ir interrelationships with each other. (in Chapters 5 to 8). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
--------
5. ' THE EXTERNAL ECOLOGICAL INTERDEPENDENCIES 
, 'OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 
5/01 Introduction 
In this Chapter, we examine in greater detail, the external 
ecological int~-fdependencies of the built environment. These 
interdependencies consist of the totality of all the earth's 
ecosystems and its resources. The net of all of these provide 
the limiting context and confines to design (in para. 2/03) 
because our designed system's existence is determined by and is 
dependent upon the demands that it makes upon this environmental 
context (in para. 4/03). We can state briefly that all our 
built systems exist by courtesy of the environment for the 
following services:- as a spatial environment, as an environment 
for receiving the residues associated with each process, as an 
environment for providing certain ecological processes, and as 
an environmental source of material and energy inputs (in para . 
. ' ; 3/08(g)). All these factors are interdependents in that these 
4' external ' ecological dependencies affect the built environment 
and its functioning, and they in turn are affected by the 
designed systems (in para. 4/05). We can thus contend that they 
form the baseline to all design activity and that in the 
ecological approach, it is essential for the designer to 
, determine what are the external ecological dependencies of his 
proposed design and to find out the probable demands and impacts 
that his proposed designed system will have upon them. 
5/02 Ihe dependencies by the built environment 
on the earth as a spatial environment 
Every action and activity that takes place in the life-
cycle of a designed system wil I have some form of spatial 
(areal) and systemic impact on the environment because 
each actitivy takes place spatially upon an ecosystem. The 
designer's responsibility should therefore include an 
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examination of the ecosystem on which each action and 
activity takes place spatially, and to determine the 
response of that.ecosystem to these changes. In many 
instances, it has been found that much of the damage 
already inflicted on to the existing ecosystem is due to 
the lack of knowledge by the designers about the structure 
and functioning of the ecosystem and its stability prior 
to any building construction or any human action and 
activity imposed on it (in para. 2/02). One of the external 
ecological dependencies of the built environment is therefore 
as a spatial zone on which it is located and on which the 
activities .during its life-cycle takes place. 
5/03 Ecological description of a locality 
Before we can enable the designer to determine the direct 
ecological spatial impacts of any activity, or any proposed 
built structure or intended change to an ecosystem, an 
ecological description of the area to be entered must be 
first carried out. This must become an essential part of 
the designer's site analysis (see para. 2/02, 2/l2(a)) 
-" particularly in the case of a pristine or largely undisturbed 
l!' 
and semi~natural location. The description wbuld need to be 
a spatial description (e.g. Areal Mapping) as well as a 
systemic description (e.g. measurement of changes over time). 
As we have described earlier, the ecology of any locality 
is a complex interaction of both the ecosystem's biotic and 
abiotic components functioning as a whole (in para. 2/09). 
In order to enable the designer to identify the environmental 
components and processes that are affected by a human action 
or activity, it is convenient to separate the range of 
factors of the ecosystems into fe~tures that can be studied 
separately e .g. elevation, soils, drainage, micro-climate, 
aspects, vegetation and others. Each of these factors could 
be studied and mapped per se and bear different emphasis 
depending on the locality and the ecosystem. For example, 
. with terrestial ecosystems, the ~ontrolling factors 
are usually micro-climate, available organisms and geological 
" -
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materials, where the last term includes parent-material, relief 
and ground-water. (e.g. in Van Dyne, 1966). Time is also 
considered as a dimension within which the controlling 
factors are partially or entirely independent of each other. 
Each of the controlling factors is a composition of many 
separate elements and each element is a variable in time 
or space. Operationally, each controlling factor may be 
considered as a multiple-dimensioned matrix. Each change 
whether naturally occuning or man-made is a controlling 
agent in the ecosystem which produces, in time, a corfesponding 
change in the dependent elements of the ecosystem. The 
dependent factors to the ecosystem are soils, the primary 
producers (vegetation), consumer organisms (hervibores and 
carnivores), decomposer organisms (bacteria and fungi etc.) 
and micro-climate. Each of these factors is dynamically 
dependent on the others, and each is a product of the 
controlling agents through time (in para. 2/12). 
A model that is commonly used for identifying the 
components and processes of the ecosystems of a locality (viz. 
used in.Janduse planning) ;s the horizontal 'layer-cake' model 
(after McHarg, 1969; et al) (see Fig. 19 for schematic 
model). This model conceives of the ecology of a locality 
to be a set of levels of components with their own com-
plexities, organisations and interactions. The components 
are described under such categories as climate, bedrock and 
surficial geology, physiography and land forms, ground 
and surface water hydrology, pedology tsoils), flora, 
fauna, and man-madg elements. The phenomena in each of 
these categories are variable. That is - to say for every 
location these are more or less stressful climatic conditions, 
there are rock minerals of differing strengths and productivities, 
there is vegetation comprising communities having distinct 
values and fauna. Over these phenonmena, man has imposed his 
. . ..... 
, ' , 
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Human communities 
Animal life 
Vegetation 
Soils 
Physiogral-'ny 
Geology & 
Climate 
~----------------~> Interaction between layers 
Figure 19 
A STRUCTURAL 'LAYER-CAKE' MODEL OF THE ECOSYSTEM 
This figure ShovlS 
the ecosystem. 
a structural 'layer-cake' model of 
. .'~ .. ... 
,' .. I " 
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man-made environment, i.e. the built structures, agricultural 
systems and others. Generally, each level (or levels)of the 
model represents a time sequence of ecological development 
as well as a functional relationship so that each layer 
is formed by the interaction and evolution of the preceeding 
layers. It should be noted that human intervention may 
result in the removal of all the layers down to the 
geological bedrock (e.g. in an wholly excavated building 
site) . 
This structural separation of the layers is done here for 
the purpose of analysis. The designer must be aware that 
all these layers are closely related by processes, and that 
the functioning of one component is determined by its 
relationship with others. The model (in Fig. 20) indicates 
the general pathways of interrelation or influence among 
the phenomena that had been shown separated in the layer-cake 
model. (N.B. the arrows in this model indicate the direction 
of infl1lence, many, of which are reciprocal). These two models 
provide a formal structure of the ecological features of a 
locality in which building construction or any human activity 
takes ' place. Each of these features can be mapped~ inventoried 
or otherwise modelled in a variety of ways depending on the 
designer and the design intentions. For instance, soils may 
be classified and mapped in different ways depending on the 
way the information is to be made use of (e.g. agricultural 
productivity, foundation loading, similarities of parent 
material, surface texture differences). For each of the 
factors shown in the model, its sUb-interactions should also 
be considered. For instance, the soil-profile of a locality 
results from the local interaction of edaphic factors over 
time (climate, parent material, physiography, drainage 
conditions/organisms including man) (Hey and Perrin, 1960). 
To demonstrate the complexity of the sub-interactions for 
instance, the interrelationship of the determining factors 
in soils is shown in Fig. 21. 
I 
I 
I. 
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PHYSICAL CONSTITUENTS BIOLOGICAL CONSTITUENTS 
Buildings 
Clima te 
Human communities 
Geology 
Soils 
Animal communities 
" . 
Plant communities 
Hydrologic processes 
I 
Figure 20 
INTERACTIONS BETWEEN PHYSICAL CONSTITUENTS AND BIOLOGICAL CONST ITUENTS 
This figure shows the interactions between the various layers 
in fi gure 19 . Hany of the linkages are reciprocal. 
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Edaphic factors ' in an ecosystem. 
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In examining the ecology of the project site, the designer 
should simultaneously be aware of the dynamism of the ecosystem 
and of ecological changes in relationships over seasons. The 
description of any ecological phenomena as part of the site 
analysis is . encumbered by the fact that being a process it 
;s in motion. Every ecosystem is modified in the passage of 
time in which the changes in the habitat lead to the emergence 
of new 1 i fe forms between organi sms as thei r ranges are 
extended, contracted or qualified (Elton, 1958). An adequate 
form of ecosystems monitoring might , need ,;1 to be 
.estab1ished in the case of ecosystems which are complex in 
interactions and diverse in susceptible species where the 
changes inflicted onit are of a severe nature (see para. 2/06). 
Although in the layer-cake model described above, the processes 
and phenomena have been described as discrete components 
(or '1 ayers '.); we shou1 d note that together, a 11 these 
factors make up the ecosystem of the locality. Each of 
these factors have specific design and planning implications 
t~the designer prior to deciding upon the proposed designed 
system's siting, layout and pattern of built form. However, 
' :: ;n most site ana1ys ~s that are carried out, the · designer 
~ , 
traditionally considers only the site's topography, drainage, 
elevation, wind conditions, sun-angles, adjoining structures. 
However, with the ecological approach, he would now have to 
include in his site analysis, a total examinati~n of the 
ecosystem's controlling factors and of the processes of the 
ecosystem action together as a whole system. Furthermore, 
each action and activity incurred in the life-cycle of a 
designed system will have an impact on the ecosystem upon which 
it took place. In ~ rigorous analysis of the ecological impacts 
of a designed system, all these impacts will have to be accounted for . 
Essentially, the objectives of such an ecosystem analysis would 
be to enable the designer to predict the ecosystem's response 
to the proposed designed action or activity (and/or to assess 
.the consequence of an activity) and .not merely to describe the 
ecosystem. The most common technique used in the analysis 
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review of the information collected using the layer-cake 
model is the 'sieve-map' method (see appendix). However a 
\ 
more comprehensive analysis of the ecosystem1s functioning 
would include such measurements as an understanding of the 
energy-flows, nutrient cycling, population dynamics and other 
species relationships in the system over seasons. Other 
factors which must be measured include indirect measurements 
such as the phys~cal factors associated with biological change 
(e.g. climate) arid direct measurements such as organism 
growth rates, changes in population densities and seasonality 
of life history events (e.g. reproduction, hibernation, growth 
period etc.). These are more accurate indicators of environ-
mental conditions in an ecosystem. Because of year to year 
variations, all responses should be measured over seasons and 
the designed structure related to these responses. 
Generally, the determination of the type of data and the 
extent of detail of the data of the external ecological 
environment would depend on the type of action to be imposed 
upon the ecosystem and on the design programme in question. 
, We should note that other models for describing the ecosystem 
"',;.' features ,may also be used (see para. 5/05). 
5/04 The dependence by the built environment on the earth 
as a supplier of energy and material resources 
The physical substance and form of the present built environment 
is constructed from the renewable and non-re~ewable energy and 
material resources which are derived from the earth's mantle 
and its a~~nt environment. In addition to its dependencies up~~ b;cosystems,' the built environment is also dependent 
upon the earth as a supplier of these energy and material 
resources for its continued existence. The resources can be 
classified in many ways e.g. according to their sources of 
origin: 
products; 
products. 
forest products; non-metallic minerals and their 
products of a single metal, miscellaneous and compound 
We should note that behind each element used in the 
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built environment, lies a history of consumption of energy 
and materials, emission of pollutants and degradation of 
ecosystems that has taken place in order to make that 
particular element available for use in the built environment. 
By convention, the sources of energy and materials from the 
earth are termatnatural resources according to human 
exploitation patterns. Natural resources are further classified 
accot'ding to their availability and regenerability (in Skinner, 
1969; Flawn, 1970; Common, 1973). The distinction between 
replaceable and irreplaceable resources is the 'appreciation of 
their relative importance in relation to the variables which 
constitute environment', and held by some to be basic to the 
ecological approach to resource conservation (in Costin, 1959). 
A simple arrangement of these external dependence of the built 
environment is as follows: 
'Inexhaustible Resources' 
Examples are the total amount of air, water, and solar energy. 
Although the total amount is considered to be virtually 
' " , inexhaustible, the form in \vhich they occur is subject to 
,;' change, particularly in respect to their suitability for living-
systems. Any permanent d~1erious change in the composition 
(e.g. by pollution) is therefore a matter for ' concern. 
'Replaceable and maintainable resources' 
Examples include water in place, flora and fauna populations. 
The concept of replaceable and maintainable resources, stated 
in its simpliest terms, means that the production rif these 
resources is primarily a function of the environment and if 
environmental conditions are suitable, the resource in question 
will continue to be produced. Conversely, the impairment of 
the environment will result in reduced production of the 
resource. The time profile of the stock depends on many 
factors including the deliberate and non-deliberate interference 
of man. 
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'Irreplaceable resources' 
Examples include minerals, soil, fossil fuels, land and 
landscape in the pristine condition. These resources are 
generally considered irreplaceable in relation to the rate 
and type of exploitation by man. Non replaceable energy 
resources are essentially the past receipts of solar energy 
and hence have a fixed and finite total stock available for 
depletion. Man's present use of these resources ~ at such 
a rate that natural regeneration rates are negligible by 
comparison. 
problem; the 
the future. 
Hence there is a sharp inter-generation allocation 
more that is used now, the less is a~ailable for 
We must be aware that although the above categorisation is 
useful for some purposes, the category can change in space 
and time as new substitutes are found or as the techniques 
for extraction and recovery change 
supply (in O'Riordan, 1971). 
thus affecting their 
A further classification of common irreplaceable resources is 
on the basis of use (Skinner, op cit) as follows: 
*METALLIC MINERAL RESOURCES 
Abundant Metals 
iron, aluminium, chromium, maganese, titanium, magnesium. 
Scarce Metals 
copper, lead, zinc, tin, tungsten, gold, silver, platinum, 
uranium, mercury, molybdenum. 
*NON-METALLIC MINERAL RESOURCES 
Minerals for Chemical Fertiliser and Special uses 
Sodium, chloride, phosphates, nitrates, sulphur, etc. 
Mainly Building Use 
cement, sand, gravel, gypsum, asbestos, etc. 
Water 
lakes, rivers, ground-water 
I 
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*ENERGY RESOURCES 
Limited and Non -Renewable Energy Sources 
Fossil fuels, e.g. coal, oil, natural gas, oil shale. 
Materials capable for huclear fission or fusion. 
Continuous-Flow Energy Sources 
Primary (Solar energy by direct receipt) 
Secondary (Solar energ]ed phenomena) 
Examples of direct utilisation: 
down-flow of precipitated water 
tidal response of water 
geothermal 
wind-pressure 
climate energy 
Examples of indirect utilisation through combustion, etc.: 
photosynthesised energy (e.g. wood) 
waste products used as fuel 
, Th~ fact that the earth contains finite quantities of the 
, " : ." non-renewab 1 e materi a 1 s and energy resources cannot be di sputed 
" 
, (see para". 2/03). Ho .... 'ever, .... 'hat does arouse disagreement with 
resource conservationists is the question of quantities: how 
much of which materials there are, where they are, how much can 
be extracted and how long they will last (e.g. McHale, 1972; Kahn, 
op. cit.).The earth and the biosphere being a 'closed ' materials 
system therefore has obviously finite limits to the present state 
of continuous and increasing consumption by man. Virtually all 
mineral deposits whether fuels, metals, etc. have taken geological 
time for their formation while man I;consuming them faster 
than they are being naturally regenerated (see para. 2/12). As 
the increasing pressure on mineral and fuel resources leads 
to the use of lower-grade resource~ 
L.... 
the problem of resources depletion would be temporarily dealt 
with only at the expense of increasing other ,problems of pollution 
and ecosystem degradation. 
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The immediate concern with resource depleti~n is focussed 
on human and technological limitatiom rather than geological 
ones. In some cases the depletion of a resource (e.g. a 
metal) is not so much governed by the amount of the resource 
that is needed as by the value placed on it and this 
subsequently determines its potential for recovery. 
The availability of resources at any particular time is the 
result of the interaction among the nature and size of man1s 
requirements, the physical occurrence of the resource, and 
the economic ~ost of extracting, producing and recovering it. 
This is further related to the standard of living of man and 
the extent of patterns of needs that he demands. 
However, what is generally agreed is that some form of conservation 
measures are necessary in design. In order to maintain the 
potential and future choice of use, rational patterns of 
utilisation need to be designed which would at once conserve 
the resource and provide resilience and flexibility for future 
use. The built environment cannot be considered a stable system 
unless there is a gUqrqntee that the resources which it 
.. I . • 
4'depends upon will continue to be available. It is contended 
that to ensure stability, the built environment must be 
designed to minimise consumption of these resources and to 
minimise waste; to optimise use; to be more dependent on the 
'renewable' and 'recoverable' (and not the 'irrecoverable ' ) 
available resources of the biosphere (Fuller, 1963). The 
overall design objectives should be to conserve the resource 
and to provide the potential and flexibility for future use 
through design (in Chap. 6). 
5/05 Dependence ' on the systemic abilities of the ecosystems 
to assimilate the discharges from the built environment 
The built environment as an open system emits outputs in the 
form of waste discharges into the ecosystems (whether solid, 
liquid, gaseous, particulate, etc.). Some of th?se outputs 
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are returned into the built environment for recycling 
and reuse. Others are discharged into the external environment 
so that they can be assimilated into the ecosystems (see 
para : 2/10). The built environment is dependent on its external 
ecological environment to assimilate many of its waste outputs. 
These outputs must find a place in the cycles of the ecosystems 
whether with or. without some degree of pre-treatment or 
preparation by the designer to facilitate assimilation. For 
example, local meteorology limits the amount of wastes which 
can be diluted and carried away by the air. The local surface -
water flow, rainfall and run-off, limit and determine the 
amount of wastes which can be discharged into the stream, rivers, 
lakes and estuaries. The local soil characteristics determine 
land-disposal of wastes, use of ground-water, and application of 
ground-water recharge for waste-water reclamation. The local 
topography sets the risk of floods, erosion and use for solid-
waste landfill. If the designer is to avoid ecosystem degradation, 
the outputs' loads of the built environment (during its life-
cycle) must be kept within the assimilative capacity of the 
'" ecosystem and its components. In order to do this the designer 
'~ ~equires firstly detailed knowledge and inventory of the outputs 
emitted by the designed system and secondly detailed knowledge 
of the behaviour of the biological, chemical and physical cycles 
in the ecosystem to find out the ecosystem's assimilative 
capacity and threshold (see para. 5/02) i.e. an ecosystem 
description of the inflicted locality. Generally stated, most 
ecosystems have a propensity for assimilating the outputs from 
the built environment. However, once this ability is exceeded, 
the ecosystem will become permanently impaired. 
In pollution control for example, certain indicators of the 
levels of permissible pollutions are often used to determine the 
assimilative capacity of the ecosystem. Such indicators, for 
instance, include: 
if i 
,I 
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FORM OF POLLUTION: INDICATORS: 
Water Pollution 
Air Pollution 
... '" 
Land Pollution 
algae blooms 
dissolved oxygen 
evaporation 
2). . 
~cal oliforms 
nutrients 
pesticides, herbicides, defoliants 
PH 
physical water characteristics 
sediment load 
stream flow 
. temperature 
total dissolved solids 
toxic dissolved solids 
turbidity 
carbon monoxide 
hydrocarbon 
particular matter 
photochemical oxidants 
sulphur oxide 
land use and misuse 
soil erosion 
soil poll ution 
While these indicators are categorised in terms of the three 
zones (water, air, land), the effects of the pollutants on 
the ecosystem acting a? a whole should not be neglected. The 
impacts of these discharges should also be examined upon the 
biotic factors such as species and population, habitats and 
communities, ecosystem functioning and processes (see para. 
5/04 and 5/02). 
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The type, form and quantity of the outputs emitted from the 
designed system ultimately depend on the design itself which 
is further dependent on the interpretation of the specifications 
of the design programme given to the designer. Thus if a built 
system can be designed to have minimal emissions of destructive 
outputs, then it would conserve and at the same time make little 
use of the assimilative capacity of the ecosystem in which it is 
located. (N.B. The management of output~ is discussed in Chap. 7~) . 
5/06 Notes on urban locations and greenfield locations 
The importance of each of the ecological features of the project 
site (in para. 5/03) to the designer in the design process would 
depend on the ecological condition and importance of the s~te 
which is further dependent upon the geographical location of 
the site, the complexity and diversity of the ecosystem, and the 
extent of previous human intervention. Ecological site criteria 
as discussed earlier (in para. 5/02) are generally applicable to 
non-urban landscapes. A high risk of ecosystem degradation may 
result from the erection of built systems over certain locations 
and less so in others. 
" , 
I.~ , 
·On an ecologically-diverse project site, as in a rural location, 
building activity and the clearing of vegetation could have the 
following effects on its biotic components: wide destruction of 
fragile habitats, direct extermination of species, disturbances 
to the habitats causing excessive competition, reduction of 
plant cover with the elimination of some species and the 
modification of the growth form of others. In such localities, 
des i gn shoul d be pr(?cel ded by a comprehens i ve ecosystem inventory 
'-../ 
and analysis. However, in locations which have been previously 
.. completely built-up or which are surrounded by urban developments 
(as in an urban infill site), it ;s probable that the ecosystem 
has been so extensively simplified in its biotic components 
that mainly the abiotic components of the locality remain and have 
possible influences on design (e.g. climate, soils, bedrock 
geology, wate~ regimeJ 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
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t (10l'\ 
The collection of ecological data , Aa project site by the 
designer, to enable a detailed evaluation of impacts, takes 
time and will incur costs. Sometimes, a complete analysis of 
an ecosystem may require the measurement of processes over 
different seasons. In the case of project sites whose locations 
are ecologically diverse, an ecosystem-based analysis might 
for instance place more emphasis on the plant and animal 
communities of the planning area as indicators of the ecological 
condition of the site. This is partly because a complete 
analysis of the exact nature of the complex interrelationships 
is a massive undertaking and because the biotic communities can 
be a fairly accurate reflection of the total effect of all 
of the environmental influences (in Kaiser et al, 1974). By 
delineating and describing plant communities, an ecologist 
familiar with the area can derive an approximation of the 
conditions of the surficial geology, soils, micro-climate, 
hydrologic regimes and the animal communities likely to be 
present. The state of succession of a stand of vegetation 
would give an indication of the length of time since it was 
disturbed, its productivity, ecological diversity and stability. 
' " ,These parameters in turn, would indicate the relationships of 
if' 
the commuhity to those around it and the role it plays in the 
total ecosystem. On this basis, the designer can determine a 
loca1ity's suitability for an activity or landuse, or its 
susceptibflity to serious disruption from various types of land-
use or building activity. A simplified approach to the layer-
cake model is to (a) identify species associations and describe 
the distribution and abundance of major plant communities; 
(b) relate species and community distribution to significant 
prysical and biological processes; (c) attempt to assign 
relative importance values to species and communities Gase~ on 
their significance to major natural processes to be maintained; 
(d) base design and planning decisions to minimise permanent 
biotic cRanges, multiple-effects and irreve~~ble physical 
landscape alterations. It must be emphasised that these biotic 
factors should be used only to indicate tbe operation of the 
other components of the ecosystem whereas a complete ecosystem 
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analysis would examine the other processes as well and attempt 
to make the relationship between them and the biotic communities 
more exp 1 i cit. 
For instance we can, categorise ecological factors into (a) species 
andpopul ati ons , (b) habitats and communities, and (c) ecosystems 
processes as general indicators for ecosystem-analysis. 
These ecological factors include: 
(a) Species and Populations 
rare and endangered plant and animal species, 
productive plant species, 
game species, 
other animals 
resident and migratory birds, 
pestilant plant and animal species, 
parasites. 
(b) Habi t ats and Communities 
, spec; es di vers ity, 
, ' , 
~ food ~hains, 
land-use for habitats and communities. 
(c) Ecosystem processes 
product i ve rate, 
hydrological rate, 
nutrient rate. 
These factors do not i~ply the weighing of one consideration 
over another. We should point out that among ecologists and 
biologists, there are philosphical differences as to which 
components of the ecosystem need to be protected against human 
modification. For instance, one approach may qe to preserve 
an unaltered ecosystem or another to protect all the organisms 
within the ecosystem. It is also probable that both 'approa9hes 
may be va 1; d. Eacb 1 oca 1 ity has to be assessed ; ndi vi dua lly 
in the light of its environmental context and the designer's 
priorities. 
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5/07 Notes on Design Strategies 
Following from the examination by the designer of the ecology 
of a location in which an activity will take place spatially, 
the design and planning task now becomes one of determining 
the extent of impact that can or cannot be permitted on 
that ecosystem as a result of the spatial displacement of the 
ecosystem by the designed system, by the activities associated 
with the designed system, and by the operations of the designed 
system during its life span. 
The designer must ensure that as long as the impacts on an 
ecosystem are kept within the threshold of the ecosystem 
(i.e. by temporary changes), it can recover, given time and 
subsequent large~scale degradation of the ecosystem will not 
be brought about. However, once certain communites and their 
species have been intentionally obliterated, they cannot be 
reinstated easily. It is generally easier to protect an existing 
ecosystem than to restore it after it has been cleared. Succession, 
change and resiliency in ecosystem are interrelated (Holling and 
Go1berg, 1973). When a large area is stripped of its vegetation, 
", 
a :.historica1 process begins that leads to the evolution of a 
I.' 
. mature ecosystem through a series of successional stages. For 
example, this processe of recovery is restricted and halted by 
the act of paving over the area with an impervious surfacing or 
by building over it. 
In biological conservation, it is held that within an ecologically 
diverse site (as in a pristine ecosystem) there are irreplaceable 
components whose value could only be measured in the long run 
through their long ter~ contribution to the stability of the 
biosphere (in Dasman, 1968). The features of the ecosystems thus 
represent biological and physical parameters within which the 
technical and spatial features of the built environment should 
" be designed. The designer must firstly have a clear understanding 
of his design objectives, and the full range of actions and 
activities associated with the desi~n. After which, an awareness 
of the ecosystem1s parameters would give him an indication of the 
, 
I 
I 
,I 
! ~ 
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ecological importance of the project site and of which intervention 
it can permit, and an indication of which features can be modified 
and which cannot. ~he design efforts would then be aligned to be 
within the constraints, restraints and opportunities of the 
ecosystem. In ecologically important and ecologically diverse 
locations, these parameters should be examined in detail before 
any change to the ecosystem is made. Following which, the changes 
should be executed only with an adequate monitoring of the system 
response to ensure that nothing in the existing order is permitted 
to become permanently lost or impaired as a result of man's 
activity unless all fotse~ble consequences have been considered 
~ f . 
and the appropriate preventive action has been taken. 
In the design process, the designer must inventory the total set 
of actions and activities incurred in each stage of the designed 
system's life-cycle. Within each stage in the life-cycle for each 
activity that takes place, the following questions must be asked 
regarding the ecosystem that is affected: 
*What environments in the project area are affected by the 
activity, and how are these environments characterised? 
' ~How do these environments change physically and chemically 
~~ . 
'with the activity? 
*What species are involved: aquatic, terrestial and marine? 
*Considering the environments and species that can be 
identified, what ecological processes are at work causing 
changes that result from the activity? 
*Knowing the ecological processes at work, what ecological 
changes can be anticipated? 
In general, design decisions should be made with the objectives 
of minimising the permanent changes on the biotic community; 
multiple and far-reaching effects that may influence other 
ecosystems; and extreme physical altera tions of the ecosystem 
'-.../ 
that may have irreversible effects. 
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Before detail design and in the layout planning stages of 
the built environment, an examination of the ecological 
features of the project site (or location of the intended 
activity) will provide the designer with a basis for making 
the following design decisions (after Wettergvst et a1, 
1971): 
*The type of land-use pattern or the exclusion of certain 
structures and activities from ecologically unsuitable 
locations. This would include areas which are hazardous 
to built structures. 
*Preservation areas or the determination of areas having 
particular value in their existing state for preservation 
(i.e . the spontaneous state of the ecosystem is preserved). 
This concept includes considerations of ecologically 
sensitive flora and fauna, fragile topographic features 
peculiar to the region. 
*Conservation areas or the determination of areas having 
particular value in their existing state for conservation. 
These localities are not ecologically critical but could 
, 
' ~rbvide buffer zones for preservation areas and represent 
~~ , 
a retention ' of future use-options. 
*Siting and planning layout pattern or the seeking of 
compatible siting combinations of ecosystem components 
and man -made components. Locations suitable for man-made 
structures include areas already developed, undeveloped 
areas now vacant or used or other purposes which are 
suitable for intensive development, and undeveloped areas 
with some physical lim~tations (e.g. drainage problems, 
poor permeability, salt-water intrusion). In general, the 
areas suitable for building are those not considered 
ecologically fragile. Within such areas, further delineation 
might be necessary to prevent building over lands which are 
intrinsically agriculturally productive. 
I 
' I 
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*Impacts during the life-cycle of the designed system; and 
the exclusion of other structures and activities during 
and after the construction of a designed system so that 
the impacts on the ecosystems could be kept within 
tolerance l~vels. 
We should note that the impacts of each intended activity also 
change over time as recovery within the ecosystem itself could 
sometimes be effected. The overall impact of a designed system 
on an ecosystem might range from a minimal intervention into the 
location's ecology, to a permanent degradation of the ecosystem. 
For instance, an activity may have the following negative levels 
of effects: 
*disturb the ecosystems by temporary change (e.g. by a 
batch disposal of sewage wastes into a stream); 
*disfigure the ecosystem by a surface change (e.g. by a 
slight change in topography); 
*disrupt the ecosystem by a permanent change (e.g. by a 
complete clearing of the ecosystem's biotic substrate 
. .down to its bedrock). 
, ' . 
. ~! ' 
A designed system need not necessa ~~ have only negative impacts 
1\ 
on the ecosystems. 
the ecosystems, the 
which: 
In designing for compatible relations with 
designed system may have positive relationships 
i) preserve the ecosystem (e.g. nature reserve management); 
ii) enhance the ecosystem by adding 'value' to it as a 
resource (e.g. rehabilitation of derelict sites); 
iii) retard environm~ ntal deterioration by reducing the 
existing trend of change (e.g. the changing of an 
erosion inducing drainage); 
iv) restore the ecosystem by replacing existing designed 
conditions (e.g. the revegetation of derelict land). 
li 
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S/08 Summary and Discussion 
In this Chapter we discussed the external ecological interdependencies 
of the built environment and how they may be incorporated in the 
design process. Ihe main considerations are: 
a. The external ecological interdependencies of the built 
environment consist of the totality of all the earth's 
ecosystems and its resources. 
b. An awareness of the features of the ecosystems on which 
human activities are to be imposed, provides a baseline 
criteri n pri or to the i ntroducti on of major changes. 
c~ 
" , 
Where the impact of a designed system or an intended 
activity on the ecosystem could cause detrimental changes, 
the implementation of the action should be weighed against 
the prevention or corrective measures that could be 
incorporated in to the design, and the evaluation of other 
possible alternative design solutions. An ecosystem can 
be described in a number of \</ays. A method commonly used 
in landuse planning is the layer-cake method (para. 5/03). 
The impacts of all the interdependencies of the built 
environment on the earth's ecology and resources should be 
--considered in the design process. For instance the 
provision of inputs into a built system, the emission of 
outputs from a built system and the operational activities 
within a built system, all have impacts on the components 
and processes of the ecosystems on which they take place 
spatially. Furthermore, the impacts over the life-cycle 
of the designed system should also be anticipated on the 
project site's ecosystem and on other affected ecosystems 
(i n chap. 6). 
d. At the outset, an awareness of the effects on the 
ecosystems of the project site would facilitate future 
computation of the ecological consequences of other 
intending built environments and provides a basis for 
minimising undesirable future changes ,to the ecological 
environment (in para. 5/02). 
,r 
I 
I 
I 
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e. The built environment is also dependent on its 
external environment as a supplier of energy and 
materials resources for its physical form and 
substance as well as for maint~tning its operations. 
If the long-term supply of these resources ~ , to 
be ensured then a conservation approach to their use 
should become a design criteria. Immediate design objectives 
should be to provide potential and flexibility for 
future use (in para. 5/04, Chap. 7). 
f. The ecosystems also act as a sink to assimilate the 
discharge from the built environment. The propensity 
for assimilation by the ecosystem is limited. If the 
threshold is exceeded, the ecosystem will become 
permanently impaired. Design should ensure that 
minimum outputs are discharged and that they should 
be kept to be within the assimilative capacity of the 
ecosystems or else contribute positively to the 
functioning of the ecosystem (in para. 5/05, Chap. 8). 
g. 
, .. I : 
As one ecosystem is interconnected to other ecosystems 
within the biosphere, it is important to ensure that 
one action on an ecosystem (which may not have 
immed1ately apparent impact on that location) should 
not have detrimental impacts on ecosystems elsewhere. 
The importance of the impact of any human action on the 
ecology of the project site will depend on the ecological 
condition and value of that ecosystem and on the type 
of action that is to be inflicted on the ecosystem 
(in para. 5/06). 
In an earlier chapter (in para. 2/03), we mentioned that the 
designer must analyse the ecosystem on which his project site 
is located before imposing any action upon it. In this chapter, 
we described some of the methods and indicators that may be used 
in ecosystem analysis as part of the designer1s site investigations. 
In the site planning of the built environment, an ecosystem 
- ----.· e -
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analysis of the project site will provide the designer with 
a basi~ for determining the type of landuse, preservation 
areas, conservation areas, siting and built form patterns 
and impacts dUY'ing the life-cycle of the designed system. 
(in para. 5/06). 
In the selection and design of the built system's form and 
servicing systems, the task is to seek compatible and 
positive relations between the operational interactions of 
the designed system and the project ecosystems. 
Stage by stage of the life -cycle of any designed system 
should be examined using the interactions-framework to check 
the impacts on the ecosystems of each action and activity 
incurred in that stage . 
•• I , 
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CHAPTER SIX 
6. THE INTERNAL . ECOLOGICAL INTERDEPENDENCIES 
OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 
6/01 Introduction 
In this Chapter we examine in greater detail the internal 
ecological interdependencies of the built environment. These 
consist of the ecological impacts or interactions that result 
from the entire set of actions and activities that takes place 
within the life-cycle of the designed system. These inter-
dependencies include the spatial displacement impacts on the 
ecosystems; the extent of energy and matter inputs used in and 
by the designed system; the emissions of energy and matter 
outputs; and the infl.uences of human actions and activities 
that take place in the use of the built environment. In 
total, the ecological interactions caused by the built environment 
are not simply those inherent in the making and building of the 
' : ~uilt structures and artifacts, but include also all the 
.. ~ -..... 
environmental interactions that arise from the use of the built 
artifacts, their disposal and their recovery. 
We can consider these internal ec6logical interdependencies of 
the bui It envi ronment conceptually as a form of • energy and 
materials management·. In order to understand their impacts 
we can structure them in the form of speci f ic ·patterns· of 
use of energy and materials flowing from their environmental 
sources of ori gi n, through the bui It envi ronment and eventually 
ending up in their environmental sinks. In this way, we would 
be able to examine all built artifacts in the form of their own 
individual patterns of use, and anticipate by means of design 
efforts, the extent of demands and impacts that this pattern 
will make on the earth·s ecosystems and its resources. The s~t 
of actions and activities that takes place within the life 
1 
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cycle of a designed system are related to and interdependent 
with the flow of inputs into the built environment, the 
discharge of outputs from the built environment, and the 
limitations of the earth's ecosystems and resources. 
The Economic life and physical life of a Building Element 
In analysing the use of energy and materials in a design system 
as a pattern of use, we can consider a built system and its 
sub-elements to possess a specific life -span within the biosphere. 
We may further draw a distinction in its life -span between its 
physical life and its economic life. 
The economic life of a built system is generally considered to 
be that period during which it produces a financial income 
adequate to justify the investment involved (or in the case of 
the owner-occupied building, that period wherein it is in direct 
use) (Weimer and Hoyt, 1966). Although this is considered as 
being distinct from a built system's physical life, there appears 
to be some relationship between the physical life and the period 
during which satisfactory economic retur~ are received. The 
', physical life of a built system is that period of time when t hat 
~omponent of the built system remains 'in use' in the built 
envi ronment before bet~~~}f -:: ass imil ated and introduced into the 
ecosystems . We should note that in the present economy, designers 
tend to be more concerned with the economic life than with the 
physical life. However, in the ecological approach, the physical 
life of a designed system is more important. 
At present for instance, buildings have been financed and 
designed in the expectation that they will last around thi'rty 
years (or their specuiated economic life) after which they are 
considered valueless (in Crosby, 1973, p.9). In practice, most 
of the present st ock of buiidings by virtue of their long - lasting 
form of construction i~ capable of outliving the investment 
period. Since re -use within the built environment had not 
been prope r ly designed for at the outset, they become thoroughly 
inconvenient and inadequate for subsequent re -use and renewal. 
) 
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Generally, the physical life is longer than the economic life. 
For example, the life span of some construction systems (e.g. 
reinforced concrete frame, stone-work, glass) far exceeds the 
designed economic life. A component part of a built system or 
even the entire built system may be dispensed with or demolished 
for any of a number of reasons of obsolescence. For instance, 
the termination of the economic life of a built element may be 
for any of the following causes: 
*Locational obsolescence 
The use for which it was originally designed and built may 
no longer be appropriate in that particular situation. 
*Functional obsolescence 
. Social ot economic changes may remove the demand for the 
services and functions provided in or by the built system. 
*Technical obsolescence 
Design and technological developments may raise performance' 
standards beyond those which the built system can satisfy. 
*Physical obsolescence 
" , 
';' ,The buil t- system and its components may fall below acceptable 
standards required by the occupants or statutory regulations 
as a result of the physical forces of deterioration, weathering 
and decomposition by the action of the ecological environment. 
However, at the end of the intended economic life which is short-
lived by comparison, the physical life of the building element 
persists. The physical life is therefore considerably longer 
than the economic life. In order to avoid excessive discharges 
of wastes into the ecosystems at the end of the built system~ 
economic lit~, some form of extension to the use of the building 
tttMl1N lk-1X 
element to~ remain within the built environment is needed. If 
;n the ecological approach, we are to consider synoptically the 
use of materials and energy by the built environment and its 
users, then the life of any element in the designed system must 
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be taken into account not only in its economic context but in 
its ecological co~text in terms of its physical life and the 
route that it takes during its life -span. 
6/03 Design Res ponsibility for the long -term 
fate of the built sys tem 
At present, designers are not responsible (legally and otherWise) 
for the disposal of the element~ of the designed system after the 
completion of construction. The long-term ecological fate of 
their products is not traditionally considered to be their 
responsibility. 
Very often at the end of a built systemls des.igned life, it is 
demolished and the building materials are then thrown away or 
else relocated somewhere. The flow in the present economic 
system is a lone -wayl process based on the concept of taking 
natural resources from the earth, changing and assembling them 
into goods, selling them to the Iconsumerl and then forgetting 
about them. The consumer employs the product (in this case, 
, ~ building) but he does not consume it - he just discards it 
" , 
,~'after using it. The pro9ucts that have traditionally been 
labelled as 'consumed' in fact render temporary service within 
the built environment after which the physical substances 
remain and eventually ,become outputs to the ecological environment 
in the form of waste products. 
To repeat our earlier premise, if the materials and energy that 
are used in a built system are to be seen holistically as part 
of the biosphere's continuum of flows and processes, then any 
built artifact when it is 'in use l in the built environment 
exists at only one phase in its life-cycle when the energy and 
materials have been locked in that particular form of use . At 
the end of its life in that form of use, it is transferred to 
another phase in its life -cycle e.g. as a waste -product or as 
~ re -used element. Waste include~ both . the residuals from 
. production processes as well as the product itself after it has 
.... 
;, 
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served its useful life. Should this one -way flow continue, then 
the widespread discarding of wastes would result in accumulation 
in the ecosystem and in subsequent stresses on the ecological 
environment (see para. 2/10). Any element which d~not contribute 
to the problem of disposal of outputs when it is in use, does so 
when it is discarded. From the viewpoint of the disposal of 
waste products, existing architecture and built structures are in 
effect potential waste-products whose re-use needs design efforts 
(in Chap. 8). 
In the ecological approach, the designer's awareness of and 
responsibility for any product would therefore extend to what 
happens to it after it is placed in the hands of the consumer 
(or the users of the built env.ironment). Ideally, in a rigorous 
ecological approach, the designer must not only be able to 
specify how and at what environmental cost (in the form of demands 
and impacts on the earth) ad~signed system could be built 
but also how and at what environmental cost it is used, managed 
and disposed of afterwards. In order to do this the use of 
', energy and materials in the built environment might be better 
'~oncei ved as a form of management of thei r patterns of use. 
6/04 Linear and Cyclic Pattern of Use of Materials 
We identify here two basic patterns of use - the linear and the 
cyclic pattern. The existing pattern of use of materials in 
the man-made environment is basically a linear pattern or a 
'once-through' flow of non -renewal (i .e. from resource to use 
to waste). This pattern amounts to a linear transformation 
of resources into wastes with a brief period of use in between 
(in Davo1l, 1971, p. 335) after which the wastes then pose 
problems of disposal and contamination. As rare materials G~~~ 
be depleted by this linear pattern of non-renewal it 
becomes essential that some form of conservation of use 
be exercised (see para. 5/03). ' 
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For instance, a conservation strategy would be to extend the 
useful life span of a processed material by widespread large-
scale recovery. It is obviously a wasteful process to use 
mineral resources (particularly metallic minerals) only once, 
especially when they have been laboriously located, processed 
and transported at the cost of high energy use and ecosystem 
degradation. The disposal of one product after use would also 
mean, that another must be produced to replace it. This almost 
invariably means the depletion of more resources and the ne€d 
for more expenditure of energy resources elsewhere besides also 
creating a disposal problem. In some cases ' just extending 
the life of a built system will only delay the disposal problems. 
The initial and the terminal environmental impact of the disposal 
of a durable product may exceed that of a poorer quality product 
that needs more frequent replacement. 
If all the man-made products could be recovered (including re-
use, regeneration and recycling) at the minimum cost of resource 
inputs, it would lessen the overall demands on the non-replaceable 
resources. The management of the renewable resources would also 
be less intensive as their demand _in production would be reduced. 
' -:, 'Since the earth's material and fossil energy resources have 
" 
, finite limits, it becomes increasingly essential that major 
advances · be made to recover the used materials, to minimise 
waste, and to curtail as much as possible the use of the 
irrecoverable ones. Many discharges which have caused pollution 
could be more appropriately considered as Iresources out of 
place ' if their recovery could be effected. In order to facilitate 
recovery we would require a 'cyclic ' pattern of use of energy 
,and materials in the built environment. 
The advantages ot having a cyclic pattern of use of materials 
in the built environment in the ecological approach are: 
*to reduce the problems of outputs disposal; 
*to conserve the earth's resources; 
*to reduce environmental contamination as a disposal problem; 
*to reduce the through-put of energy and mate~ial resources 
by the built environment. 
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If the designer is able to ensure that the loop in the pattern 
of use is made to close cyclically from 'natural resource to 
product to user to another resource' so that an element once 
used is returned into the system, then an ideal solution is 
approached . . What had been a residual or a discard would now 
be remade or redesigned into another resource. In effect, 
the objective of the conservation of natural resources may be 
seen in its broadest sense as the effort to make a cyclic 
processl , more cyclic (Odum E.P., 1971). 
However, we should acknowledge that a completely cyclic pattern 
of use is an ideal system and is not achievable in absolute 
terms. For instance, there will always be an intrinsic loss 
in each recovery cycle. In the case of scrap steel recycling, 
there is an approximate 10% loss in each cycle (~1etca1f, 1972). 
Furthermore, not all materials can be recirculated. For 
example, such materials as paints, thinners, solvents, cleaners, 
etc. cannot perform their function without being dissipated into 
the environment. There are also losses from all processes 
(including the recovery processes) e.g. from friction and 
ox ~dation losses. Even in a hypothetical system in which total 
, ": ,recovery and recycl i ng are practi sed, the energy requi rements 
'! for recovery and reprocessing of residuals would i{vitably 
produce an unavoidable residual which is thermal emission. 
Taking the premise that a cyclic pattern of use is held to be 
preferable over a linear pattern, then the recovery potential 
of any built artifact must be conj:ious1y designed and allowed 
for at the outset. However, pre-designing the recovery 
p6tentia1 into a designed system will incur additional 
environmental costs and interactions which must be taken into 
account to ensure tha't they will not introduce additional 
environmental problem. 
6/0S Pattern of Use of Energy and Materials in a 
Model Ecosystem and their design implications 
It is worthwhile to draw an analogy here between the flow of 
, energy and materials in a model ecosystem with that of the 
built environment (in Yeang, 1972) (also in para. 3/07). 
r 
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The biosphere in order to maintain itself (: ithe living systems 
within), essential materials are recirculated in the ecosystems 
so that after use, they are returned in a re-usable form. Thus 
the biological and cyclical processes acting on the biosphere 
might be described broadly to be mostly cycl icalrather than 
linear (or lone -wayl). 
The dependence of life on energy flows coincides with a similar 
dependence on the cyclical flow of materials within the 
ecosystems (in Kormandy, 1969; Ovington, 1962). The rotation 
of materials in an ecosystem (e.g. the cycling of nutrients) is 
often given as one of its characteristics (Borman and Liken, 
1969; Odum E.P.,1971, et al). Ecologists hold that these two 
principles are equally applicable to any level> and types of 
organisms and ecosystems (Odum H.T., 1971). These two principles 
are represented in the model in Fig. 22 (adapted Colinvaux, 1973). 
In this model of the ecosystem, the various trophic levels ' 
together with the dead-materials and the decomposers are seen as 
discrete entities which are represen~ed as boxes. We should note 
that in a real system, the trophic levels consist, of innumerable 
connections and do not come as discrete compartments. The 
-:tonsumers, producers and the decomposers of ecosystems often 
~.I .... 
have many and changing roles. 
Energy enters by the way of the producers, then flows from 
compartment to compartment and 15 radiated from the system. 
Matter i~ circulated within the system. The closing of the 
loop or the Itighteningl of the biogeochemical cycling of major 
nutrients in the ecosystem is an important trend in its 
successional development (Odum E.P., 1969). Mature ecosystems 
as compared to developing ones have a greater capacity to hold 
nutrients for cycling within the system. Although it is 
broadly held that the cyclic flmIJ of materials is a fundamental 
pattern of use of materials ih ecosystems, in most ecosystems 
these cycles are always incomplete (in Sjors, 1953). The 
processes are thus cyclic but not completely closed even though 
the biosphere acts as a closed resource-system. 
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Model of energy flow and matter cycling in an ecosystem. 
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Considering the .~ built environment as urban ecosystems, 
their biological structures can be examined using the ecosystem 
model (in para. 2/03). The urban ecosystem has a small producer 
component on whicn the 'resident ' consumers (viz. man) hardly feed 
at all. Those plants that are found in cities play an insignificant 
role in the total energy flux as compared to non-urban situations. 
The city is a dependent ecosystem operating on energy fixed by 
external producers (e . g.~gricultural system); both in contemporary 
rural ecosystenwand more important, in past ecosystems locked up 
in fossil-fuels such as coal and oil (in Fraser Darling and 
Dasman, 1972; Hughes, 1974). The city operates as ~lOuld a reducer-
dominated ecosystem operating on a vastly enhanced flow of imported 
energy. The urban ecosystem resembles certain aquatic ecosystems 
such as rivers and oyster-reefs where energy and fluxes are much 
determined by conditions upstream. This state of affairs leads to 
an ecosystem whose behaviour is much less predictable. In short, 
ecosystems with broken material cycles are dependent on external 
events and supplies of inputs. 
Another obvious discrepancy in the biological structure of the 
existing urban ecosystem is in its decomposer component. The 
decomposer component of the urban ecosystem is not an integral 
" I ' , 
,; part of itS biological structure and is of an inadequate capacity 
in relation to the other components. Although in the ecosystem 
model, decomposers are described as one trophic le vel, the 
'-' 
relationship is fay' more complex. For instance, there are fungi 
that live on fungi, bacteria, and so on. All of them are in a 
sense decomposers (Billings, 1964). This trophic level is in 
effect a collection of several different trophic levels, all 
utilising energy . -f~ the environment. The various members 
of this trophic level . also utilises dead plant or animal matter 
or wastes from all of the lo~er trophic levels . . The importance 
of the decomposer component$ in the ecosystem is obvi ous, as 
without them, dead materials would simply accumulate and raw 
materials in short supply (such as phosphorous) would be tied 
up in the remains of plants and animals. The decomposers provide 
the necessary cycl ing mechanism in the ecosystem. Energy flowsin at one 
end of an ecosystem (in photosynthesis) and· flows out at the other 
I· 
I 
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(by respiration). Because of the decomposers, the elemental 
materials recycle to some extent within the system and 
between systems. 
The existing linear-pattern of use of materials and energy 
resources by the present man-made environment resulted in the 
overall short-circui~ting of many of the local and the global 
processes within the biosphere (e.g. eutrophication of inland 
waters, consumption of fossil-fuels etc.). 
As we have described earlier (in para. 5/05) the built environment's 
dependencies should not be laid entirely on the biosphere's 
capacity for regeneration of all its output. The ··time scales 
between the ecological processes of regeneration and human 
consumption are presently incompatible. The natural regeneration 
rates could (and need to be) accelerated by human intervention 
provided that such intervention does not introduce additional 
environmental problems. A cyclic pattern of use is essential 
and preferably one which is analog ·ous to that in the ecosystem. 
'---' 
This means the decomposer component of the built environment 
should be of an adequate capacity in comparison to its producer 
.and consumer components (in Chap. 3). The recovery pattern of the 
, ' . 
~ man-made eovironment must match its own production and its own 
use patterns rather than lay complete dependence on the biosphere's 
processes for its assimilation and regeneration (see Chap. 8 for 
discussion on designing for recovery). 
The life -cycle of the built environment 
The cycling of materials in building may be represented as a 
simple cycle with growth and decay as opposites. For instance, 
, al-b 
most of the existing citiesAat different points in this cycle. 
Subsequently, urban renewal programmes are based largely on the 
state of decay in the existing stock of buildings. 
In the existing built environment, the waste materials from the 
demolition of the buildings and other processes are usually 
discarded in an unseparated state. At present~ an extent of 
- 12l 
saivage already takes place and certain parts are recovered 
as scrap (e.g. bricks and rubble are re-used as land-fill). 
For example, ~bout 25% of the major material resources consumed 
are recycled within the built environment (Klaff, 1973). 
In a synoptic approach to the use of energy and materials, the 
management of the energy and materials in the built environment 
must be conceived by the designer using the concept of the 
life-cycle of the designed system. This remedies the erroneous 
emphasis previously placed by designers on only the first costs 
of the built environment. The actions and activities associated 
with and within the built environment and by its users can be 
structured in the framework of this cyclic pattern of use. 
A cycle can be thought of as a series of transformations 
(Ashby, 1956). Thus if a subsystem has four clearly recognisable 
states, a, b, c, and d, and the transformation goes a-jb-7c~d-1a-7b 
etc. then the sequence of state is cyclic. This can be shown 
kinematica11y as (in Schutz, 1969): 
a :;.b 
.. 1 1 "I . l~t ' 
d<: c 
or when put on a time scale as a sine wave: 
and so on. 
For instance, the flow of materials in the built environment 
'could go through a cycle of: extraction (or harvest)--~transport--7 
processing --7use ~ recyc1 ing -. '- ' or di sposa 1. We can 
therefore structure a general cycle of activities of a model 
built environment into the following phases:-
-I 
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salvage already takes place and certain parts are recovered 
as scrap (e.g. bricks and rubble are re-used as land-fill). 
For example,about 25% of the major material resources consumed 
are recycledwithin the built environment (Klaff, 1973). 
In a synoptic approach to the use of energy and mater'ials, the 
management of the energy and materials in the built environment 
must be conceived by the designer using the concept of the 
life-cycle of the designed system. This remedies the erroneous 
emphasis previously placed by designers on only the first costs 
of the built environment. The actions and activities associated 
with and within the built environment and by its users can be 
structured in the framework of this cyclic pattern of use. 
A cycle can be thought of as a series of transformations 
(Ashby, 1956). Thus if a subsystem has four clearly recognisable 
states, a, b, c, and d, and the transformation goes a-jb7c~d-ta-7b 
etc. then the sequence of state is cyclic. This can be shown 
kinematicallyas (in Schutz, 1969): 
a -,b 
1 1 
d<:; c 
or when put on a time scale as a sine wave: 
and so on. 
For instance, the flow of materials in the built environment 
could go through a cycle of: extraction (or harvest)-'jtransport---'7 
process i ng ---7use ~ recycl i ng -- '- - or di sposa 1. We can 
therefore structure a general cycl e of acti viti es of a model 
built environment into the following phases:-
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a. Production phase 
This phase consists of the processes and activities in the 
extraction, preparation, distribution of raw materials and 
energy forms for use by the built environment. 
b. Construction phase 
This phase consists of the processes and activities that 
take place spatially upon the site of the built environment. 
It may include the fabrication of building elements and 
components, their assembly, all on-site construction actions 
and processes, the use of on -site materials and energy 
forms in construction, the on-site production processes. 
c. Operational or Consumption phase 
d .• 
" . 
This phase consists of the activities and processes of the 
built environment and its users after the construction of 
the built environment. These ·include the operation, 
maintenance and subsequent modification to the built systems 
and other consumption processes. 
Recovery phase 
This phase consists of the activities and processes taken 
to close the loop in the cycle of use of materials. It 
includes the removal, demolition, renewal, recycling, re-use . ~ 
regeneration processes. This phase might include efforts 
taken to rehabilitate the site with flora and fauna. 
These phases are related together in Fig. 23. 
We can use this cyclic. use-pattern to identify the internal 
ecological interdependencies and impacts of each component of 
the built environment. The model indicates the possible routes 
along which energy artd materials could flow. At each phase we 
will find that inputs are taken in (of other energy and 
materials), outputs are emitted and each phase takes place 
spatially on a location upon which it may have detrimental 
impacts. We can check that all these correlate' with the 
interactions-framework (see para. 4/03). 
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I r------.4 ~_ ~ ~, _i.... ___ _ 
2 L\ Construction l--~\ cO~lsumption '\J3 
where, 1. recovery within production processes """'---. 
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~ . _._ ...... _- ---
2. recovery of construction residuals for constructio 
processes 
3. recovery patterns in consumption 
4. recovery 6f consumption materials' for construction 
processes 
5. recovery of construction materials into production 
processes 
6. redirection of materials elsewhere. 
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Fig. 23 
A cyclic pattern of use 
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Considering the use of energy and materials in this way, our 
attention is brought to the other phases in the pattern of use 
besides the consumption phase. For instance, attention has 
previously been focussed on the production phase whereas the 
processes which produced it are often forgotten by designers. 
Behind each component in the designed system lies a history of 
consumption of energy and materials, emissions of pollutants 
and degradation of ecosystems. Thus if the ecological implications 
and interactions of the use of every element in a building are to 
be made explicit, the designer must trace its history right back 
from its constituent raw materials state and add up all the 
matter and energy used and wasted; and the attendant impacts on 
the ecological environment at each step of the route. Although 
each step in the chain might appear to be moderately efficient, 
the overall picture would show .excessive wastage of matter and 
energy and degradation of the environment. In the present economy, 
the only co-ordination involved in the chain has been the economic 
criteria which is often unjustifiable on ecological grounds. A 
breakdown of the life-cycle costs of a built structure in terms 
of the energy and materials consumed have been approximated in 
Fig. 24 (adapted Isola, 1973). 
The design task should not be directed totally towards a static 
equilibrium state in which everything is recirculated and used. 
This is unachievable in practice and would not be desi~able for 
all design problems. In any case, existing buildings are not 
made from h6mogeneous materials but are mUlti-component products. 
Ideally, the design goals should be tOltJards a cyclic pattern of 
use which will minimise all wastes and losses from' all the 
activities and proc~sses without introducing additional environmental 
problems, which will minimise t~ spatial impacts on ecosystems, 
and which will retain the stability of the ecosystems. 
6/07 The Spatial impact5 of the patterns of use 
in the buil t envi ro nmeilt 
All actions and activities asso~iated with a designed system should 
be identified at the design stage for their potential for disruption. 
He can use the conceptual cyclic pattern of management (in para. 
6/06) to determine the range of actions and activities that takes 
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(O.IX) 
(x) 
Alterations (X) 
Building Maintenance 
& Operation (1.5X) 
~----System Operational 
Costs (7X) 
X=Initial Construction Costs 
Figure 24 
, ' , 
Life cycle energy costs of a built system. We should note that 
the syste~s operational costs in its life- span far exceed the 
. 
costs in its other stages. 
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place in the life- cycle of a designed system and to find out its 
ecosystem impacts and interactions. In thi s ana lysi s, any 
human action or activity which results in a change (e.g. alteration, 
addition, depletion) 1n the components and processes of the 
ecosystem that takes place spatially can be regarded as having 
an environmental impact or interaction (see para. 3/05). 
The bases for this are: 
*each human activity can be said to have a basic potential for 
disr.uption of the ecosystem; 
*a partic.ular activity vd11 tend to have a higher OT a lower 
impact relative to other activities; 
*the potential for disruption combined with the ecological 
tolerance of any location will determine the impacts of any 
action or activity on a specific area; 
*the density and intensity of an activity are variables. In 
some cases these could be considered as other controlling 
factors in an activity's impact; 
*the duration of an activity (e.g. in life-span of a built 
system, period of waste emissions), is also an important 
variable. Some ecosystems can tolerate a considerable amount 
of certain activities of uses over a short period of time. 
It is possible that an activity may be scheduled so as to 
match it with the tolerance time spans of the areas used; 
*the impact of an activity might be affected by the presence 
of other activities. The interactions and multi -effects 
should be considered. 
6/08 Notes on designing for a cyclic pattern of use 
The designed system is in effect the result of specific decisions 
made by the designer regarding the pattern of use of energy and 
materials in the built environment. "Design for a cyclic 
pattern of use in the built environment ~t~ to a number 
of factors, for instance: 
" , 
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a,.ihe 'energy and material cost of recovery (viz. acyclic pattern) 
At present, in the design of large-scale buildings, much 
thought is applied to the ease and efficiency of construction 
(i.e. to the energy required to build the system) and to the 
efficiency of operation. Little thought is given to that 
required to dismantle it. Buildings still tend to be built 
I permanently I even though the economi c 1 ife of many of the 
components grows steadily shorter (McHale, 1967, p. 123). What 
should be included in the design process is an awareness of the 
energy and material inputs and wastages to be incurred in the 
dismantling of built systems and in the preparation of those 
components for recovery or recirculation. Although in principle, 
most materials used in building could be recovered, a complete 
regeneration of all components cannot be achieved without the 
additional expenditure of more energy and materials. Thus one 
criteria in determining the use of a material would be its 
energy and material cost of recovery. 
b. The ecosystem impacts of dismantling and recovery 
. The impacts on the ecosystem by the processes of demolition, 
dismantling, removal and recovery need als'o to be considered. 
For instance, the demolition of a building by the use of 
heavy mechanical equipment may have detrimental effects on 
the surrounding ecosystem. Some recovery processes may 
require the setting up of processing plants. 
c. The emissions and outputs of recovery processes 
The emissions and wastage involved in providing the cyclic 
pattern of use need to be considered. The designer has to 
ensure that these processes do not introduce additional 
pollutants into the environment. 
d. The form, type and mass of materials used in the built system 
The need for material recovery is related to the rarity, 
abundance or ease of production of ·that material in question. 
For instance,the recovery of gold is considered common place 
because of the monetary value placed on the element. The 
, I 
i 
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recovery of aluminium, an abundant element in the biosphere, 
is considered necessary because of the high energy cost of 
its production and its lower energy cost of recovery . 
. ' ... 
e. The forms of construction 
The ease of dismantling and recovery depends on the forms 
of construction and assembling that are used. For instance, 
steel and other metals used in building could be collected 
as scrap and melted down for another use. However, reinforced 
concrete construction, having undergone a .chemical reaction, 
cannot be returned to its separate components of sand and 
cement (and steel). Its re -use could only be effected as a 
down-graded form (or a use at a lovler potential e.g. for 
landfill or for hardcore). Clearly 'mechanical' systems 
of construction and jointing can be more easily recoverable 
than others. Physico-chemical systems of construction 
(e.g. 'reinforced concrete, cement and mortar) have a 10\·/er 
recovery potential. 
An impermanent structural solution (one that is easily 
demountable) is generally applicable on a small-scale 
where the timing of removal and recovery can be based on 
personal standards ot habitability and use without demanding 
a public concensus. Structural parts of large-scale built 
systems tend generally to be permanent as their requirements 
for stability, safety, fire protection etc. inevitably 
dictate a long-lasting construction system. Various means 
to structural economies (such as continuity of structural 
members, insitu and physico-chemical joints, and the use 
of complex composite components) may be made at the design 
and construction phase under the assumption of permanence 
or for reasons of economic saving. These decisions are at 
the expense of ease and economy at the dismantling and 
salvage stage. 
It should be remembered that if the complete recovery of 
a built system is pursued relentlessly~ . it would result in 
an over-sophisticated and material-redundant structural 
.. .. I " 
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and life-support system for a building. A totally recoverable 
building syst.em is possible only at the expense of some other 
criteria e.g. an added expenditure of energy and materials to 
facil itate the recovery, the envi ronmenta 1 impacts of the 
recovery processes, the degree of built-in redundancy of 
materials used in the built system. 
f. The manner of demolition of dismantling 
g. 
The quality of the di s-used buil d; ng components vii 11 depend 
on the nature of the obsolescence and manner of dismantling 
that is employed. In order for components to be re-used, 
they must be physically sound or repairable and must be 
compatible with the new use with regard to dimensions, 
performance, form and method of fixing. Thus one design 
consideration that would affect the recovery of the built 
system is the method of demolition or dismantling. This 
woul d vary according to \'Jhether complex components were being 
recovered or whether individual materials were to be salvaged 
for regenerati on. The abil ity to di srnantl e effecti ve ly is the 
. link between design and construction on the one hand and 
recovery on the other. In most cases at present, built systems 
have not been des i gned fo)" thei r ease of recove}~y. 
The existence of a use or a need for the recovered product 
Designing building systems and components with materials 
recovery in mind would presuppose the continued relevance 
and use of the product in the future, or its compatibility 
with future systems. Unless the product relates to something 
of a universal .use (e.g. a brick), the built-in recovery 
could easily become redundant. 
The geographic complexity in the recovery process of the 
building elements i~ attributable more to the complexity of 
the building design which uses materials from many sources 
than to the complications in the recovery patterns. For 
instance, the scrap material may be too low in quantity to 
be re-used or a market may not exist for the recovered product. 
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h.Choice of servicing systems 
:The type of ~ervicing systems used in the built environment 
~o provide the comfort and material requirements of the 
.buil t en vi ronment may be desi gned to reduce the through-put 
of energy and materials in the operational phase of the 
built environ~entls life. Systems should be selected or 
designed which are cyclic in nature and designed to reduce 
~onsumption ~f resources and to reduce wastages. 
Summary and Discussion 
In this chapter, we discussed the internal relations of the built 
environment. We introduced here a life-cycle concept for examining 
these relations and discussed some broad design strategies. In 
the ecological approach, the designer1s awareness of and responsibility 
for any designed system should extend to what happens to it after 
it is placed in the hands of the users. Ideally in a rigorous 
approach, the designer must not only be able to specify how and at 
what environmental cost (in the form of demands and impacts on the 
earth) that a designed system could be built but also at what 
," environmental cost it is used, managed and disposed of afterwards. 
',I 
Some of the main considerations are: 
a. The internal ecological interdependencies of the built 
environment consist of the ecological impacts or interactions 
~hat result from the entire set of actions that takes place 
within or are associated with the life-cycle of the designed 
system. 
b. The ecological impacts of the built environment are not 
~imply those inherent in the making and building of the 
built . structures and artifacts, but include the environmental 
problems that the use of these artifacts, their disposal and 
their recovery generat~~ We can conceive their impacts in the 
context of a pattern of use (see para. 6/02). 
, ' . 
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c. A bui lt element has _ : an economi c 1 ife as we 11 as 
physical life. The physical life by far exceeds its 
economic l~e and its disposal is the concern of the 
environmentalist. 
d. The designer should be responsible for his designed 
system not only during its economic life but also during 
its physical life (in para. 6/03). 
e. We can identify two basic patterns of use: the linear 
p~ttern and the cyclic pattern. The designer1s goal is 
to ensure that his designed system tends towards a 
f. 
cyclic pattern of use which minimis~resource consumption, 
which minimises all wastes and losses from all the 
activities and processes without introducing additional 
environmental problems; which minimises its spatial impacts 
. on the ecosystems, and which retains the stability of the 
ecosystems (in para. 6/04). 
The built environment is a dynamic system which has continuous 
, interactions with its ecological environment. An examination 
of its ecological impacts during only its construction and 
operation phases would be incomplete. The interactions that 
a built system has with its ecological environment occur 
throughout all the phases of its life-cycle. These inter-
actions occur from the point that materials (and energy forms) 
are extracted from the ~ :" ; used in the producti on, 
construction and operation phases of the built system; and 
up to the point when they become residues requiring disposal 
and recovery. During the life-span of each building element 
and component, other energy and material inputs are used, 
and at the same time outputs are emitted. Thus for a design 
approach to be termed eco 1 ogi ca 1, it woul d requi re a Synoti c 
View towards the management and use of materials and energy 
by a built system. Such a view would include an understanding 
and assessment of the interactions and impacts incurred by 
all the actions and activities in all the phases in the life 
span of a built system. A rigorous ecological approach to 
I 
! 
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I 
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the design and planning of the built environment would 
consider and anticipate the impacts of all the phases in 
the l1fe~cyc1~ (in para. 6/05) . 
. g. The design goal is not to design a built system in which 
every e1ement .and component is recirculated but to design 
systems which are efficient in their use of energy and 
materials in all the phases; which do not introduce 
contaminant outputs; and which minimise: its spatial impacts 
on the ecosystems within the biosphere. Thus the built 
systemsmust be designed witp_~Q~ only their use but 
-- ~_~~I 
with their recovery andJeventual reintegration into 
" biospheric processes (i~ . para. 6/05). 
also 
the 
h. Which aspect of built systemScould be recovered and which 
could not should be investigated and facilitated early in 
the design stage (in para. 6/08). 
i. It is possible that in order to justify the initial 
tL diseconomies encountered in desi gningAbui1t system as part 
. of a cyclic pattern of use, the recovery potential of the 
built system might be made a prominent feature of its 
economic life-span. This condition will doubtless increase 
~~A1i'raflability and effect changes in economic prioriti€~ 
(in para. 6/08). 
j. ·The internal interdependencies of the built environment 
~an be conceived in the form of a cyclic pattern of use 
of energy and materials. The pattern of this can be 
:structured into the following stages in the life-cycle 
-of a designed system: 
production phase 
construction phase 
operational phase 
recovery phase 
, ' . 
I,' 
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This life-cycle represents a structure in which the sets 
~ 
of activities associated with a built artifactAbe related. 
All design c~uld be carried out in the framework of this 
cyclic pattern. In this way, the ecological consequences 
.of each activity can be considered holistically (in 
para. 6/06). 
• I 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
..... 
7. THE EXTERNAL-TO-INTERNAL ECOLOGICAL 
INTERDEPENDENCIES OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 
7/01 Introduction 
In this Chapter we examine the external to internal interdependencies 
of the built environment. These external-to-internal exchanges from 
the environment to a designed system consist of those inputs of 
energy and materials that are directed from the environment into the 
designed system for its realisation and operation (including those 
needed for its maintenance and disposal processes). These include 
not only the energy and materials used to synthesise its physical 
substance and form, but also those which are used to operate the built 
system and to maintain it in all the phases of its entire life-cycle 
(e.g. prodUction, constructionJoperation)recovery). Simultaneously, 
outputs .are also emitted as well as other 
kl,"J;!J., impacts upon the ecosystems -- _ ~rtrlicted~ 
As we have described earlier, building activity can be seen as a form 
of energy and materials management since all building activities 
involve the utilisation, redistribution and concentration of some 
component of the earth's energy and material resources from usually 
distant locations into specific areas with the result of changing the 
ecology of that part of the biosphere as well as adding to the com-
position of the ecosystem. However, the continued existence and 
maintenance of the built environment is dependent.. on the earth's 
ecosystenwand resources to continue to supply it with certain inputs 
(e.g. minerals, fuels, air, water, soils, etc. see para. 5/03) and 
processes. In the ecological approach, the designer must be aware 
of all such externa1-to-interna1 exchanges that take place and any 
environmental interactions (impacts) that result from these 
exchanges. Holistica11y, the use of inputs into the built environment 
is related to and interdependent with the discharge of outputs, the 
set of operations in the built environment, and the limitations of 
. the earth's ecosystems and resources. 
.. 
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Pattern of use and route 
Along the route that each of the energy or material input takes 
throughout the life-cycle of a designed system, a series of 
interactions with the ecosystems takes place. For instance, the 
mining arid extraction techniques of mineral supplies cause 
widespread habitat destruction. Large amounts of energy and other 
material resources are used and an equally large number of waste 
materials are produced in the processing of these materials and to 
fabricate and prepare them for use in the built environment. If 
we conceive the built environment to be one segment in the flow 
of energy and materials through the ecosystem, (in para. 3/04) we 
can trace this flow and the route taken by each of the inputs. As 
discussed earlier (in chap. 6), the use of energy and materials 
in the built environment can be conceived as a pattern of use in 
the context of its life cycle. The total set of inputs to the ' 
built environment is structured in Fig. 25 where the pattern of 
use consis~of the following phases (see para. 6/06): 
* production 
* construction 
* operation 
* recovery 
These comprise the sum of the external to internal exchanges of 
the built environment. 
Ecological interactions and consequences of the external to 
internal exchanges of energy and materials from the environment 
to the designed system 
Many of the consequences of resource use are not readily apparent 
to the designer who, at present, tends to consider them only in 
their assembly phase and in their erection on the building site. 
The route taken by every resource could be traced in principle, 
from its environmental source to its environmental sink. In the 
process of making the resource available for use in a designed 
system, considerable impacts are effected (also in para 6/06). 
Inputs in the 
Production Phase 
;1\ 
Inputs in the I 
Construction Phase 
Inputs in the 
Operation Phase 
Inputs in the 
Recovery Phase 
\ 
\ 
;!\ 
~----
Inputs used in t h e production of the 
building elements and "components 
(including extraction, preparation, 
manufacturing processes, etc.) 
+ 
Inputs ~sed in distr i~~tion, 
storage , transport to site. 
+ 
Inpuu~ied in construction, and 
site mod ification. 
+ 
Inpu~used in op erat ion of built 
system, maintenance, ecosystem 
~rotection measures, system 
modification~, etc. 
"+ 
IInp~ts-'~~-ed i~-~emo-va;, -~emolish;.~ 
+ 
Inpu~~sed in preparation for 
recyclin g , re-use, reconstruction, 
and/or disposal and safe discharge 
into the environment. 
+ 
Inpu~ used in recovery processes 
+ 
Inpu~ used in site rehabilitation, 
recolonisation by species, site 
~~~oye~y. 
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For example~ the mining and other extraction techniques required 
for the provision of metals causes habitat destruction. Mineral 
rocks are removed from the mine and the waste rocks are piled 
usua 1 ly some\l/here nearby. As demand · increases and reserves 
decrease, lower-grade ores are mined and the area of land and 
volume of rock laid ~aste both rise correspondipgly. Large 
quantities of energy and materials are used to mine, transport and 
process the materials and equally large numbers of waste materials 
and energy are produced. The slag and the gas~s from the 
refining processes must be disposed of in some way. Finally, 
when the mine ;s exhausted, a degraded landscape ;s usually rife 
with excavated holes, piles ~f bare rock and derelict buildings 
-and machinery (Laporte, 1972). To rehabilitate and revegetate the 
degraded landscape would require further expenditure of energy and 
material resources. In addition, the distribution, use and finally 
_the disposal of the built products uses up more energy and materials 
and creates more wastes. 
Fig. 26 shows simply the production phase in the life-cycle of a 
single building element. In each of the compartments however) some 
ecological interaction takes place. Therefore each of the processes 
in each compartment has an impact to a larger or lesser extent on 
- the ecosystem in which it takes place besides at the same time 
requiring energy .and material exchanges as inputs to function. In 
addi tion, each of the processes requi reS pl ant and mach i nery, 
building enclosure;t;r1~P1Y of energy and materials to operate. 
For instance the complex set of inputs to enable one process 
(e.g. mining) to take place is shown in Fig. 27. 
The designer needsto be aware of the fact that inherent in the use 
of each element in ' a built system lies a history of a series of 
direct and indirect interactions (impacts) with the ecosystems at 
the same time incurring some use of the earth's resources. We can 
check thi s \",ith the Interaction-Framework . Each acti vity in the 
production of an element for use in a built system will have firstly 
a spatial and systemic impact on the ecosystems of the geographical 
location where it takes place; secondly, a~fects other activities 
( 
I 
I 
; .. ' ,. 
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within,the built environment; thirdly, consumes energy and material 
. ~ u . 
inputs {lorder to operate; and f9{th ly, produces outputs of energy 
and materials which may interact with the ecosystems and which may 
contribute to th~ environmental contamination problem. The sum of 
all these comprises the ecological consequences of the external-
to- internal exchanges of energy and materials from the ~nvironment 
. to the built environment. In order to assess the total ecological 
consequences, an exami nati on of the fo 11 owi ng woul d be necessary: 
*The total set of processes and activities involved 
in making available for use of each material resource 
or energy resource in a designed system (see Chap. 6, 
para. 6/07); 
*The spatial and systemic impacts of-each of these 
activities or processes on the ecosystem of the 
geographical location in which they take place (see 
Chap. 5); 
*The total set of inputs of energy and materials used 
in each of these processes and activities, and their 
respective impacts on the ecosystems; 
*The total set of outputs of energy and materials 
emitted in each of these processes and activities, 
and their respective impacts on ecosystems (see 
Chap. 8). 
All these are further interrelated and the net impacts of the 
above constitute the ecological implications in the use of energy 
and material resources in a designed system as inputs. In a 
rigorous ecological approach a comprehensive description of the 
ecological interaction of the supply of inputs into the built 
environment is a ~lavish and complex task. It would entail the 
tracing of the ecological consequences of every material and 
energy resource used in an artifact backwards to tts origin and 
then continued through to its re- absorption (when discarded) into 
the biosphere. To facilitate analysis, indicators could be used 
and an approximation of such an analysis is in Fig. 28 (adapted, 
Beckman and Weidt, 1973). 
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1/04 Notes on the design implications for the conservation of inputs 
A decrease in the use of the high ecological - impact materials and 
forms of energy by means of the efficient use of alternative 
--~.~--===--materials would only reduce to some extent -the overall impact on 
the biosphere. The best long term solution is to reduce the overall 
demand through the modification of human patterns of needs (i.e. 
reduction in standard of living) and through the general practice 
of conservation in the use of material and energy resources. 
Looking at the life- cycle of an artifact, it is usually in the 
design stage that many decisions are made that critically affect 
______ _ .Jbe _amoun t of energy and materials used. Initially the designer 
specifies the type and the qualities of the materials to be used. 
The choice of processing and fabrication methods in the manufacture 
and recovery of a product all determine how much waste will be 
generated. 
The importance of our early design decisions nee~to be emphasised. 
_____ ___ for instance, an unwise choice of materials in design might lead 
__ ~_ .. to a premature failure and to provide the replacement for the 
.. ':.-
-element would increase the number of products produced and the 
amount of resources consumed. Moreover, if the faulty product 
had been designed to be an inseparable part of a larger assembly, 
theR all other materials in that assembly may be wasted (in Ballard, 
1974). Similarly, in materials processing, the selection of 
fabrication methods that require excessive machinery and/or 
excessive waste will increase the total (or gross) amount of 
. _____ J!laterials and energy resources consumed per unit of product. 
In contrast, when an efficient design reduces the total amount of 
resources required per unit, then consumption of energy and material 
resources decreases and the total fl Dv' of energy and materi a 1 s 
through the built environment is decreased. Design should ensure 
that the processes in the built environment use the least mass and 
_ ~he least energy of the alternatives available to perform a desired 
---- s ervi ce .10 do so woul d mean that the des; gner has to '-domore with 
I 
I I . 
[" 
I 
11 
I 
! 
" , 
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less resources (after Fuller, 1963). A rational use of energy 
and material resources means a design approach which is based 
on resource conservation principles. 
A design approach based on the conservation of resources can be 
consid~red in terms of the following alternative design 
strategies:-
(a) measures that reduce the supply to the system; (b) measures 
that ;mpv"G~t:I the effi ci ency and performance of exi sting systems; 
and (c) general measures for the redesign of existing systems or 
the design of new systems. These strategies are elaborated below. 
(a) Measures which reduce the supply and flow rate are those 
which: 
* Reduce existing consumption level by control of the rate 
of resource use or lowering the 'standard of living'; 
* Reduce flow by reducing the total number of products 
turned out; 
* Substitute the use of other resources (e.g. renewable 
resources). 
(b) Measures which improve the efficiency and performance of 
4' existing systems are those which: 
( c) 
* Encourage the recovery (re-use, recycl i ng, regenera ti on) 
of existing 'products provided it does not increase 
environmental degradation and contamination: 
* Increase the effi ci ency of recovery processes; 
* Extend the useful life of a unit of a product; 
* Control corrosion and wear losses; 
* Increase efficiency of production processes; 
* Increase €fficiency of product use. 
General desiqn measures for the redes iqn of existing systems 
" ,--",-"~=--=,:,,,;~~~~,-:;,,~ 
or the desi gn of new systems include: 
* Materials and energy economy and low ecological impact by 
means of appropriate design and selection; 
* Redesign of existing systems towards maximal performance; 
7/05 
" , 
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* Design for ease of repair and recovery e.g. by standardisa-
tion simplification of materials and products; 
* Design for optimal use life of a unit of product; 
* Design for minimal use of materials per unit of product; 
. ::-.: *: .Design for efficiency and 10\'1 ecological impact in processing 
.. . . and recovery; 
~'. * Design forefficieMcy and 10\,1 ecological impact in use. 
The above measures are not exhaustive of designing for resource 
'conservation but are indicative of the v/ay in \l/hich design effort 
might be directed. 
Energy indices as indicators of environmental impact 
Energy is a critical variable in the built environment. The , 
present exploitation of material resources is heavily dependent 
on fossil-fuels as sources of energy. The availability of non-
renewable resources also tends constantly downwards and can be 
recovered in most cases only at the expense of added energy 
expenditure which has to come from somewhere. 
It is generally true that all existing major building developments 
are fossil - fuel dependent and have been designed to be fuel 
extravagant. The buil t envi ronment ~~ however, seldom seen in its 
entirety from an energy viewpoint until recently (e.g. Yeang, 1974; 
Letloft,1978). For instance, considerable energy ;s consumed in 
the creation of a building and maintaining it. Energy is consumed 
in t~e operation of a building, in moving people and goods to and 
from 'it, and in tearing it down. The built system also has major 
effects on the energy flm'ls of its surrounding and on the people 
who use it. Furthermore, measures to cope with its attendant 
environmental problems also require expenditure of energy e.g. in 
--- - - -- . - - .~ - - -
the recycling of solid \'Iastes, curtailing of air pollution. In 
' general, buildings and their related facilities account for about 
30% ~ 40% of the energy con~~ by the man-made envi ronment ' 
annua lly and tt~ transpor~ furth~nsumes another 25% of the 
total (in Bender, 1973). To simply increase the availability of 
"I, 
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energy supply by itself \A1i11 result in the augmentation of 
existing flow rates and the concentration of materials. This 
would also only ~ tv the problems by reinforcing the existing 
patterns of use. The availability of energy resources (non-
rene\,/able) also provides a key factor in the availability of the 
other material resources, and subsequently in the functioning of 
the built environment. The use of fossil-fuels further adds 
to the environmental burden. Design efforts should therefore 
obviously be directed towards an overall reduction in consumption. 
A general indicator of a designed system1s value (or an essential 
service's total cost) is the net result of an accounting that sums 
~p the quantities of the energy (non~renewable) which went into 
its making (e.g. in Bandurski, 1973). It can be seen that certain 
- 6~C0-cJ products and energy~ - more consumptive per unit than others 
{in Hannon, 1973). 
The energy cost of an artifact can be further seen in the context 
of its life-cycle. For instance, the fuel required to operate a 
building during its useful life time is large compared with the 
total energy invested in its production and construction. It has 
been foun~ that for every ~;tof energy consumed in the construction 
6f i~rge office buildings (including energy used in the manufacture 
of materials, transportation etc.), approximately one ~~f energy 
will be used per annum to operate the building services (in G.S.A. 
-1974). 
If we take into account that all resource use has an inevitable 
impact on the ecological environment, and that the quantities of 
~nergy resources us~d in the existing man-made environment have 
been derived from mainly non-renewable forms, then the inputs of 
the built environment can be accounted using a form of lenergy 
equivalents ' (e.g. Makhijani et al, 1972; Hirst, 1973; Chapman, 
1973, 1974) as indicators of impacts. 
1n ecology, the study of energetics is used to understand the 
~cosystem in terms of energy exchanges and metabolism (or 
+' ( 
( 
I 
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efficiencies) where the biomass of an ecosystem is converted 
jnto energy and units. In a similar way, the energy flO\'1s through 
a built system and the energy stock of the built system can be 
~ommensurately 'quantified using energy indices e.g. the energy 
cost of production of common building materials (in Yeang, 1974; 
Beckman and Weidt, 1973; Chapman, 1973). As indices, the energy 
~ost of a product gives a crude measure of its impact on the use 
of energy resources. It would be indicative of the complexity of 
its production in comparison to other products. It might also be 
used in assessing current technology by totalling all the energy 
used in its production, operation and disposal/recovery. In a 
. :simil a.r way, the energy cost of different forms of cons tructi on 
~ould be compared (e.g. in Brown and Stellon, 1974) as broad 
·indicators of their dependency on the earth's energy resources. 
7/06 Summary and Discussion 
" , 
The external-to-the-internal exchanges from its environment to 
a designed system consist of those inputs of energy and materials 
that are directed from the environment into the designed systems 
for its realisation and operation (including its maintenance and 
disposal processes) (in paras. 7/01 & 7/02). Some of the 
~onsiderationsaffecting design are as follows: 
a. In a rigorous ecological approach to design, a thorough 
analysis and quantification of the inputs of the energy and 
materials resources that at'e used in the life-cycle, as well 
as an inventory of their respective impairment to ecosystem 
would be necessary (in para. 7/03). 
b. In addition to the functional criteria in the selection of 
materials and energy forms for use in building, design criteria 
should include the environmental impact of that use of the 
energy or material incurred during the designed system's life-
cycle as well as its status as a resource (whether renewable 
or non-renewable). The task is a complex one because each 
process in the built environment uses resources and has its 
own set of impacts on the environment. 
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c. The purpose of considering these inputs to the built 
. environment as part of its design considerations are three-
-fold: 
* To reduce the depletion of the biosphere's resource-base; 
* To reduce the outputs generated by the built environment 
into the ecological environment; 
* To reduce the. use of the ecosystems as a result of the use 
-of these inputs. 
d~ The analysis of these exchanges to the built environment in 
. . relation to their ecosystem interactions and impacts would 
'-. provide the designer with a basis for: 
1. Comparing the total consequences of the use of materials 
and energy of one design against another design. This 
will facilitate the choice of sub- systems in design. 
2. ~he conservation of non-renewable energy and material 
resources by designing and planning for efficient use 
and for minimum consumption. 
·: 3. Reducing the direct and the indirect influences on the 
ecosystems by the inputs of the built environment by a 
reduction in consumption and the total through-put of 
' " , _ the built environment. 
: 4. Determining which aspects of the built environment consume 
excessive resources, and which aspects could subsequently 
be modified or redesigned to achieve a more efficient use. 
5. Determining the use of inputs in the context of a life-
cycle so that resources could be relocated from areas of 
wasteful or unnecessary consumption to other areas of use 
(e.g. for recycling or recovery). 
e. Design str~tegies for resource conservation include those 
measures which reduce the supply and the flow rate, measures 
~hich improve the efficiency and performance of existing 
systems, general measures for the redesign of existing systems 
or the design of new systems (in para 7/04). 
f. To facilitate consideration, energy indices may be used as 
simple indicators of environmental 'impacts (in para 7IBS). 
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In this Chapter, we examined the ecological implications of the use of 
energy and material resources in the built environment. In the 
ecological approach, design should ensure that the built systems and 
processes in the built environment use the least mass and the least 
energy of the alternatives available to perform a desired function 
or service. To do. so woul<1preQuire the designer to design with less 
resources. A rational useAenergy and material resources means a design 
approach which is based on resource conservation principles. 
, ' . 
+ 
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CHAPTE R . El GHT 
8. THE INTERNAl -TO-EXTERNAl ECOLOGICAL INTERDEPENDENCIES 
· ... ·:OF THE BUILT ENVIRON MENT 
8/01 Introducti on 
" I , 
In this Chapter, the internal to external exchanges of the 
built environment are discussed. The internal to external 
dependencies of the built environment consist of the internal-
to-external exchanges of energy and materials from the built 
environment to the ecosystems in the form of outputs or waste 
products. These are those exchanges of energy and materials 
which are discharged from the built environment into the 
ecosystems to be either assimilated or absorbed into the 
ecosystems (whether with or without some form of pretreatment). 
These exchanges represent the i nterna l-to-externa 1 'transacti ona 1 
interdependencies' of the built environment. 
q In related disciplines dealing with environmental protection, 
the management of outputs have been commonly termed under 
descriptions such as pollution-control, solid -waste disposal, 
air-pollution engineering, water-pollution engineering and 
liquid-effluents disposal etc. (e.g. Hamon, 1973). These are 
largely piecemeal approaches which are clearly inadequate because 
they usually consider only one environmental media at the 
exclusion of others. Nevertheless, it is generally acknowledged 
that such exchanges take place into the environment and some 
;: corrective measures are needed especially in cases where 
ecosystem 'contamination poses a problem. 
The discharge and the management of outputs are related 
systemically to and interdependent with the flow of inputs, the 
operations within the built environment 'as well as with the 
assimilative capacity of the earth's ecosystems. In deSign, 
8/02 
, ' . 
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it is necessary for the designer to anticipate the 
net outputs associa,ted with his propos~ designed system 
(i.e. the outputs ·discharged in its life-cycle); such impacts 
and interactions that they may have with the ecosystems, the 
extent and type of inputs used in managing these outputs, and 
. the ways they can be managed cyclically within the built 
environment. We can represent the total outputs of a designed 
system in relation to its life-cycle in Fig. 29 . 
The Generation of waste from the built environment 
As we have stated earlier, the generation. of outputs and 
their introduction into the environment is characteristic of 
all open systems (Bo1itho, 1973). Generally, waste disposal 
is a necessary activity in all human societies, even those 
with purely agricultural economies. For example, when land 
is ploughed, there is inevitably some run-off of organic 
materials. The simplest cooking-fire releases smoke and 
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. Human life like any life, 
leaves organic wastes. However, what is different in all 
these is the manner in which the outputs are managed. 
The existing built environment generates outputs in all the 
phases of its life -cycle. For example, in many production 
processes in the built environment, the material outputs 
comprise 25 %-50% by weight of the inputs (M.O.H.L.G., Bower, 
1971). Outputs from construction processes include the rubble 
of the structure, concrete, bricks, timber off-cuts, metal -
work, etc. Solid outputs from domestic buildings during their 
period of use consist mainly of paper and fermentable organic 
matter with frequent dust, cinder, textiles, glass, porcelain, 
wood, metals and plastics. Outputs from commercial buildings 
during their period of use, are largely paper-based but include 
food-wastes from catering estab 1 i shments . Industri a 1 outputs 
include building wastes, plastic, wood textiles, ash, gaseous 
emissions, liquid effluents from production processes and 
other toxic discharges. As the activities of the man -made 
environment increase in amount and diversity so will the form 
of the output. 
~ .. -------
Output in the 
Production Phase 
Output in the I 
Construction Phase 
Output :in the 
Operation Phase 
Output in the 
Recovery Phase 
/,\ 
;:'" 
Outputs ~n the production of the 
building elementsand · components 
(including extraction, preparation, 
manufacturing processes, etc.) 
+ 
Outputs in distribution, 
storage, transport to site. 
+ 
Outputs In construction, and 
site modific a tion. 
+ 
Outputs in operation of built 
system, m~intenance, ecosystem 
protection measures, system 
modifications, etc. 
+ 
j. O_utputs in removal , demoli s Jil.a~*·~ 
+ 
:Outputs - i n: preparati on for 
recycling, re-use, reconstruction, 
and/or dis p osal and safe discharge 
into the envir onm ent. 
+ 
.. Outputs i n r ec overy proc es s es 
+ 
·Outputs --=:: 1.n site rehabilitation, 
recolonisation by species, site 
:r e ~ ove ~y .• 
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Generally, no matter how well the built environment has been 
designed and operated, there will be end ~products that need 
to be disposed of. However, the designer cannot expect these 
unwanted outputs to 'disappear' nor can he expect to throw 
them away 'elsewhere'. Although the designer may be able to 
reduce, change o~ convert the form of any output, what finally 
remains and which is not needed any longer, has to be eventually 
disposed of into the ecosystems. Although some outputs might 
be kept 'in use' cyclically within the built environment by 
means of recovery processes, it should be remembered that the 
final sinks for any unwanted output are the ecosystems in the 
biosphere. 
The importance of retaining the viability of the ecosystem is 
again emphasised. Theoretically, any living-system can remain 
stable only if the larger environment of which it is but a 
differentiated part, is capable of absorbing its outputs at the 
rate in which they are produced. When the dischargeSofoutputs 
• 
of the system are not controlled, they will steadIly reduce the 
order of its larger environment by replacing its highly 
differentiated parts with waste or random parts. By degrading 
its own environment in this way, the system that is emitting 
the outputs is spelling out its own death or failure, as it 
cannot survive in an environment made up of random parts, i.e. 
displaying total entropy (see para. 2/10). The analogy of the 
survival of the organism plus its environment is clear. The 
organism that destroys its environment destroys itself. Each 
system must endeavour to eliminate all unfavourable outputs 
because failure to do so will result in the need to create 
secondary systems ' to solve the problems of disposal \<Jhich will 
incur a further environmental cost. The 'closed-resource' 
concept of the biosphere illuminates the trade-offs that are 
involved in having more of one system's products at the expense 
of the other's. Unless the problem of disposal is considered, 
the outputs remain a liability and the existing condition of 
the environment will deteriorate further~ The manageme~t of 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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outputs that are emitted from a proposed design must therefore : 
be considered at the outset as a part of our design process. 
· 8/03 . Identification and Inventory of the outputs 
Before we can decide on the form of output management, we would 
need to identify and inventory the exchanges from our designed 
system. The designer can view the outputs fro~ the built 
environment in many ways. For example, they can be classified 
according to their physical form (solid, liquid, gaseous, 
particulate) , or to their type and toxicity, (S02' hydrocarbons, 
mercury compounds, etc.) 
Alternatively, the outputs from the built environment might be 
viewed in relation to their source of generation. For instance, 
outputs from the built environment consist of the following: 
*The by-products, residual substances or 'left-overs' from 
the construction of the built environment e.g. timber off-
cuts, main-tailings, rejects, etc. These are collectable and 
if technically possible they should be either recycled or 
re~v~) otherwise their assimilation and disp?sal into the 
. , : ,. env; ronment wi 11 need to be cons i dered. 
'.' 
*The unavoidable losses from the operation of the designed 
, system e.g. friction losses, thermal losses from processes, 
transmission losses, etc. These are given a separate category 
from the above because these losses are not physically 
. . 
recoverable although their loss could be minimised provided 
the technical means are available. i ._'~~~dk-
t4~ (I~~lJVr'" ~-.~. 
*The designed system itself at the end of its useful life)when . 
its disposal vli11 hav'e to be dealt with e.g. disused,building 
materials, materials from demolition activities, packaging, 
etc. 
. - .". ~ 
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*Other outputs associated with the activity or process 
e.g. the creation of dust by production or handling processes, 
·..:....In -~rigorous ecological approach,-theroute that each output 
. takes within the environment should be examined in all the 
_ophases of the cycle of activities in the designed system so as 
to ensure that they do not cause environmental jmpairment 
. . whether singularly or synergistica11y. 
This categorisation of outputs further brings our attention to 
the lack of comprehensiveness of many of the existing methods 
' of pollution control and planning. Much environmental con-
_tamination may be attributed to the fact that the sUbstance that 
.caused the pollution has not previously been considered as a 
_possible po11ution~roblem. 
We can further consider outputs '. ~ a limiting factor. 
In cases where the outputs need to b~ assimilated into the 
ecosystems, this distinction can facilitate their consideration. 
-A fundamental distinction between tvlO basic types of outputs 
,could be made (in Odum E.P., 1971, p. 75): 
*Thos~that involve an increase in volume or rate of 
. introduction of material and/or energy already present 
in the ecosystems, and 
*Those involving poisons and chemicals that are not 
normally present in the ecosystems. 
8/04 The Management of the Internal-to-Externa1 exchanges 
--from the built environment 
. _As we have mentioned earlier, to design a built environment as 
: : ~ 'completely closed ' system without any exchanges of energy 
. -and materials with its external environment is not possible in 
practice since external environmental interactions are necessary 
attributes of living systems . Accepting the premise that some 
·environmenta1 interactions and exchanges are necessary, design 
" . 
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must initially aim at reducing the generation of outputs, 
since the outputs once produced cannot be easily managed 
. without addition~l expenditure of energy and/or materials 
resources and incurring further environmental burdens. We 
can conclude that an important design task is the reduction 
and anticipation of output generation in the early design 
stages as the above limitations exist once the output is 
"produced. We can define output management here as the decisions 
that have to be made by the designer regarding the pathways 
taken by the outputs; in what form they go through, their 
terminal ·destinationsand the interactionsand the impacts that 
are effected on the ecosystems along the route. These are 
fundamental decisions .that the designer must be aware of and 
must make in his preliminary stages of design. They should 
ideally be the bases behind all output control methods particularly 
when dealing with outputs that are highly po11utive. 
Generally, we need to ensure that each designed system must 
endeavour to eliminate all unfavourable discharg~of outputs 
because our failure to do so will result in the need to create 
further secondary systems to solve subsequent problems of 
disposal which will incur further environmental burdens. The 
management of output must therefore be consider"v-d: at the out-
set as part of our design process. (see Fig. 29 and 30). 
Having established in the design process that some form of 
corrective measure would be needed, our designer would then 
need to determine the possible design strategy that he should 
take. Design should consider the problem as a whole as checked 
against the interactions of the framework. The prevalent use 
of 'quick technological fixes ' by most pollution-engineers 
discourages the consideration of other alternatives. For 
instance, if water poll uti on threatens, the current tendency 
is to use technical solutions to treat the emissions (e.g. by 
diluting the water or treating the wastes) instead of considering 
ways of preventing the emissions. In a" rigorous ecological 
/. 
·1 
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Figure 30 
OUTPUTS FROM THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT AND EXAMPLES 
OF WAYS OF TREATI NG THEM. 
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approach to design, the designer should monitor every emission 
and its respective influence on the ecosystems. In practice 
this is not achievable in absolute terms. Nevertheless, it is 
important that before the form of output management can be 
determined the nature of the outputs that are discharged 
(para. 8/03) must be firmly established and any destructive 
influences anticipated. In order that the effects and importance 
of the disturbance can be assessed, answers to the following 
questionGshould be sought by the designer at the outset, as he 
determines the life-cycle of his proposed design: 
1. What is being discharged? (type, form, source, volume 
of outputs) 
2. Where does it have its effects? (emission sources, the 
spatial location and the range of its impacts) 
3. What effect does it have? (assessment of the type of 
damage, its persistence and complexity of the outputs) 
4. Does this matter? (the importance of the damage, the 
assimilative capacity of the environment and its ability 
to recover) 
' .. ' _- 5. Can it be corrected? (the range of possible solutions, and 
a design measures and an estimate of their effectiveness) 
6. Is it being corrected? (enforcement and/or implementation 
of measures, assessment of their results) 
Ideally, designers should regard the management of outputs as 
something to be handled internally within the built environment 
and allow emission only if that which is not us ~ able internally 
'-" 
and/or which by virtue of its characteristics can be assimilated 
into the ecological ,environmental without contamination and with 
low energy and material costs. 
If we check against our Interactions Framework (chapter 4), our 
design principle should be one in which there is a trade-off of 
these three objectives: minimum import and minimum export of 
net energy and material demands; minimum generation and discharge 
of net outputs; minimum contamination of the ecosystems. 
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Generally, th~ management of outputs requires additional 
expenditure of energy and materials with some added environmental 
tost. The designer should therefore e~sure in the design and 
_planning of the built environment that difficult outputs should 
be minimi~ed or should not be permitted to be generated in the 
first place as their disposal would inevitably have to be 
consi dered. · 
8/05 Notes on Design Strategies to correct the discharge of outputs 
-The design measures for output management can be conceived in 
-the following \'/ays: 
(a) A reduction of the production of outputs at the source 
of generation; 
-(b) The management of outputs after generation; 
(c) The application of final protective me~sures. 
These measures may be related to the pathways taken by the 
outputs, in Fig. :M . 
, ,. -(a) The reduction of outputs at source of gener~_tion 
t 
The designer can either arrange the methods for the han~ing 
of outputs after they have been generated to suit the design 
or else arrange the design to suit the methods of management. 
The first stage in t~e management of outputs is to approach 
the problem at the source of generation reducing the 
generation of outputs and changing their nature and composition. 
This measu~e entails the design modification of the built 
environment and its production processes quantitively and 
qualitatively. Physical attributes could be introduced or 
designed into the system that would achieve the management 
goals. For example, the enclosural system of short-life 
building could be designed to facilitate re-use, recycling, 
regeneration or bio -degradation. Many of these changes can 
-. -. - --be effected by preliminary design decisions. 
.:; .~ , - I 
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MAP OF THE POSSIBLE ROUTES TAKEN BY THE OUTPUTS FROM THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT 
This is a generic model for tracing the flow of outputs from the built 
environment and could be considered asa 'problem definition' tool. No 
equivalent status is accorded -to each of the measures listed. The selection 
of the appropriate form of management for each individual output from a 
system will thus depend on the built system, the form of outputs discharged, 
the operating conditions, the form of the inputs, the state of the environment 
and the interaction of all these factors. (see para. 8/05 for description) 
'. 
' . I , 
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Some of the methods for the reduction in output generation can 
be achieved by some combination of the following changes: 
*Changing the nature of the inputs (or input mix). 
For instance, the inputs to any process can be 
selected in such .a way that the product is tailored 
to its pattern of use or life-span. With existing 
processes, substitute inputs could be used; 
*Changing the nature of the outputs or the final product 
of any process through a change in the product specification, 
e.g. changing the requirements in the design programme; 
*Reducing the levels of consumption by the users of the 
built environment and/or lowering the levels of production 
in a particular product; 
*Changing the nature of the processes which produce the 
output, e.g. changing the production, construction, 
consumption, recovery processes entirely. This would 
include the increasing of the efficiency of the processes 
so as to reduce the production of residuals. The use of 
energy and material in the built environment can be 
improved so as to reduce the generation of waste and 
destructive outputs into the environmept. 
*Increasing the durability and/o~ durability of 
the built systems to conform to their pattern of use or 
life-span. 
*Schedul ing of processes in such a v/ay that the mix of 
outputs/the magnitude of emissions~ithe time and pattern 
of generation are· t ailored to meet the assimilative 
ability of the environment. 
(b) Management of Outputs after Generation 
Once outputs have been generated in an activity, they can be 
leither(modified)before discharge into the environment or 
. after ' ,. discharge\ directly into the environment. 
The following is a discussion of the methods of management 
of outputs after their generation: 
o t" 
:" I ,· 
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A. . . Recovery of outputs 
In some cases, the useful life of an output could be 
extended by recovery. Recovery (as a genera 1 term) may 
be described as making one unit of material (an/or 
energy) serve more than one purpose. The recovery process 
reduces the overall I throughput I of the pr.oducti ve-
consumption system by introducing the recovery component 
into the cycle of activities (see para 5/05, 5/06). By 
reducing the throughput, lesser demands are also laid on 
the assimilative ability of the environment. HOYJever, 
there is a threshold to recovery activity as every act of 
recovery involves expenditure of energy and materials and 
some environmental influences on ecosystems. 
for recovery might be to reduce the treatment. 
Other reasons 
The 
feasibility of the recovery of any output depends on: 
*the technical means for the activity; 
*the product output specification (or the design programme); 
*the availability of a potential use (or demand) for the 
recovered output. 
., 
The types of recovery are: 
Re-Use 
This involves the re-use of the output in the form in which 
it is discharged or involves the partial change in form 
without requiring any additional reprocessing. 
Recycl ing 
This involves the use of output after it has undergone some 
reprocessing accompanied by a complete or partial change 
in form \'Jithout requiring any additional reprocessing. 
Regenerati on 
This involves the partial or total reconstitution of the 
output into its original form prior to use. 
,,' 
" 
~ .. 
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Methods leading to the release and use of energy 
To facil Hate the recovery of the . outputs from the bui 1t 
environment and their cycle of activities, a total conception 
of the pattern of use would have to be reviewed. It could be 
stated that the entire man-made environment needs to be 
restructured so that it can become more efficient in its use 
of energy and material resources by recovering the bulk of 
resources that are within the man-made environment. It is 
generally held that a human life-support system based on a 
recovery pattern of use is the only structure that could 
operate for an indefinite period of time in a finite system. 
B. Pretreatment of outputs 
" I . 
Where the recovery of the output cannot be effected, and where 
its direct discharge into the environment would result in 
ecosystem contamination or degradation, some form of pretreatment 
must be considered before its discharge. 
Pretreatment measures involve the neutralisation of the outputs 
or the modification of the outputs after generation in such a 
manner that they impose a lower effective demand on the assimilative 
ability of the ecosystems in the biosphere. These measures usually 
take the form of physical, chemical or biological methods or 
pretreatment (Tebutt, 1971, p. 79). 
Physical processes are those which depend simply on the physical 
properties of the output, e.g. particle size, specific gravity, 
vi scos ity, etc. 
Chemical processes are dependent on the chemical properties of 
the output or that which utilises the chemical properties of added 
reagents. The choice of reagent in chemical treatment is 
important as the resolution of one problem may result in a far 
worse one. 
Biological processes are those which use the biological properties 
of the ·output or use bio-chemical reactions to; remove soluble or 
colloidal organic impurities. Examples are, biological filtration 
and the activated-sludge process. 
I 
I 
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In most cases, additional expenditure of energy and materials ~ 
necessary to carry out the pretreatment processes and this 
may create other environmental disturbances elsewhere. The 
goal of pretreatment is that the form and/or composition of the 
output will be converted in such a way that it can return to the 
ecosystems without constriction and impairment. The process 
should ideally be tailored to function well below the limits of 
the assimilative ability of the receiving environmental sink. 
Pretreatment does not reduce the total weight of the outputs, 
it rather modifies their form and/or the time and spatial pattern 
of occunance. Pretreatment processes do not solve the contamination 
problem unless accompanying the processes is a non -polluting 
method of disposal; a minimisation of the inputs used in the 
processes; and an understanding of the ecosystems which receive 
the final output. 
C. Detention 
"I, 
',I 
Certain outputs may be stored temporarily until an advantageous 
time (NAS -NRC, 1966). One example of the use of such a method is 
where outputs are retained in a storage system so that their 
discharge may be scheduled to conform more closely with the rate 
of assimilation of the receiving environmental sink. Storage 
hoppers and tanks are sometimes used to segregate one output from 
another until ready for processing (Chappell, 1973; Bolitho, op 
cit) . 
In some cases, outputs are concentrated to reduce their volume 
and then stored until future solutions (for its removal, treatment, 
recovery or its safe environmental discharge) have been devised. 
To permit storage"sites would have to be allocated. 
~
This method for ~ /. of outputs is an incomplete one. 
Generally, it has been used with toxic and hazardous wastes 
e.g. radioactive wastes. 
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Methods of detention on/off site include, for example; 
*containers, bags 
*unconfined 
*controlled atmosphere 
*transfer stations 
*process centre 
*on -site post process 
*compaction 
*refrigeration 
Dispersion 
This method involves the distribution of an output spatially 
over a large area of the environment (i.e. air, land or water) 
so that the concentration of the output is never sufficient to 
cause an acute disturbance to the ecosystems (in Koenig, et al, 
1971). An example of such a method is in the case of industrial 
cv 
gaseous discharges v.Jhere the use of,A higher chimney disperses 
the emissions over a larger environmental receiving area. 
Alternatively, the activities can be located in a dispersed 
":.'pattern so that the total emissions are not concentrated in the 
1,1 
environmental receiving media. A polluting source can be 
located so that the targets that need to be shielded are not 
exposed (Bower, et al, 1968; Holgate, op cit). 
Dispersion could be combined with a regulation of the time 
pattern of generation and/or discharge of outputs (e.g. batch 
di scharge , conti nuous di scharge). 
E. Di 1 ution 
F. 
In this method, the output is diluted with a medium in such a 
way as to augment its volume and the assimilative ability of 
the environmental receiving sink. 
Diversion 
Where outputs are generated in locations whi~h are unsuitable 
for discharge, the outputs can be transported or diverted to 
another location that has more favourable assimilative ability 
f .. ~ ~>~ . 
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or a location which is less contaminated. As suitable 
locations are exhausted, the use of this method must be 
limited. The t~ansportation and diversion would incur 
further expenditure of energy and materials resources as 
inputs. 
The App1dcation of 'Final Protective Me asures' 
In a case where certain components of the ecosystem are of 
particular importance to the designer, the application of 'final 
protective measures' between the ambient conditions and the 
ecosystem's 'components (e.g. humans, animals, plants and inanimate 
objects) could be carried out. These can be in the form of: 
A. Environmental Treatment 
Instead of treating outputs at their source, the environmental 
receiving-sink is treated in order to diminish the effects 
of the outputs. One use of this method could be to prevent 
the synergistic effects of a number of outputs. As pointed 
out earlier, this method should only be carried out when its 
effects are predictable and when it would not cause other 
'f ' indu,ced effects on the ecological environment. Additional 
expenditure of energy and materials are obviously needed. 
Generally the method provides short-term partial effectiveness 
in the control of pollution. Its main uses are for cases of 
accidental discharges e.g. oil spills, etc. The receiving 
environment could in some cases be modified to improve its 
assimilation capacity. At present, the alternatives are few. 
Examples are in water quality management, stream aeration, 
low flow augmen~ation (in Spofford, 1971). 
B. Environmental Desensitisation 
In this method the environmental receiving media and sink 
is desensitised so that the impact of the contaminants are 
not apparent or felt. For example, scent is sprayed on to 
polluted beaches to reduce the odours~ . Included in this 
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approach are protective measures which involve means of 
protecting the receptors (e.g. man, flora~ fauna, etc.) 
from an already degraded envi ronment. The output 'and 
receptors could be separated by a spatial zone. Depending 
on the scale of the operation~ energy and material inputs 
are required. The method should be used for the situations 
where the contamination has reached a point when no other 
measures can be used. 
8/06 Identification of the time, location and pattern of discharge 
All the outputs that are finally discharged into the environment 
make use of the biosphere as a receiving sink and of the biosphere's 
ability to assimilate the outputs. The biological and physical 
constituents of the ecosystems within the biosphere form the final 
receiving sink for the outputs. The receiving sink can be 
considered spatially as consisting of the atmospheric environment; 
the aquatic and marine environments; the terrestia1 environment 
(in para. 2/10). 
T,he ecosystems have a capacity to assimilate to some degree, most 
" I, 
'~ forms and types of residua1s through the natural ecosystem 
mechanisms of transport, transformation and storage. The use of 
the ecosystem as a receiving sink for the outputs could be 
described as the use of the systems' assimilative ability i.e. 
their ability to dissipate, to absorb, to dilute, to degrade, to 
decompose or to modify the outputs (see para. 2/10). 
Ecological imbalance occurs when a discharge results in a 
significant impairment of some of the components or proper- f- l4~..: 
in the ecosystems. In which case the outputs would be termed 
pollutants. Within this frame of reference, pollution can be 
defined as the introduction into, or the presence within the 
ecosystems of materials or forms of energy, deriving from man's 
activities, in the quantities and forms which have destructive 
and unwanted effects on the ecosystems. Usually, these are 
substances which do not occur naturally in the ecosystems or 
occur in different quantities or ratio to what is normally 
present in the ecosystem (c.f. Ashby, 1971). 
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The capacity of the ecosystem to assimilate outputs varies 
from place to place, and from time to time, dependiDg upon 
local conditions, upon the stochastic nature of some of the 
variables of the ecosystem (e.g. streamflow, temperature, 
sunlight, etc.), and upon the nature of the discharge of 
Outputs (see para: 2/07). 
In the majority of cases, a network of I cause-condition-effects I 
takes place when the outputs discharged into the ecological 
environment exceed the limits of the ecosystems to assimilate 
them . As pointed out earlier, excessive damage in one part of 
the biosphere may affect the functioning of another part. The 
pollution of an ecosystem in one locality can be transported 
· by an environmental media to another locality v/hich may modify 
the quality and supply of resources from that location (see 
para. 2/08). 
For an ecosystem that has been upset by an output, a new 
equilibrium must be fOund. When the pollution is not severe, 
the system may restabilise and if the pollution is halted, the 
,". system may ac~ve , a new equilibrium in time. When the 
~ . emission of the output continues unabated and emission exceeds 
what the components of the ecosystem can tolerate, s. ,~vere . __ 1'Z.~ ~6 ~RO~7r-r ., · 
impa i rment of the proces$~s, structure and properti es/-will 
result culminati~g in ~ disorganisation and destruction /ot 
the ecosystem will continue in a state in which only the 
organisms that are able to exist in the impaired conditions will 
be able to flourish. 
To a certain extent, as long as destructive impacts are not 
effected, and the ecosystem balance is maintained, its 
as~imilative properties could be used for the discharge of 
outputs. Since not all outputs can be kept 'in use l within the 
. : built environment without excessive expenditure of energy and 
. . materials, the majority of effluents may have to be discharged 
into the ecological environment. 
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To determine the assimilative capacity of the receiving 
"env;ronrilerit,theb;olog"jcal aridphys;cal " cOristraintsof "the 
"" eCosystem ~theriatureariddischargepatterrisof " the 
""butputsrilUstbekriown. (in para. 8/05) . 
.From the design point of view, it is necessary to be able to 
translate a specified time and location and pattern of 
discharges of outputs into the resulting time and areal 
~attern ~f the ambient environmental concentrations. In most 
~ases, there are multiple sources " of discharge which complicate 
the condi.ti ons. 
There is usually a trade-off of the factors involved. To take 
one extreme, a region which concentrated heavily for electric 
space-heating, electric transportation systems, and wet-scrubbing 
of stack gases (from steam plants and industries), which ground 
up its garbage and delivered it to the sewers and then discharged 
the raw sewage to the water-courses would protect its atmospheric 
environment to an exceptional degree. But this would come at 
"the sacrifice of placing a heavy output load upon the aquatic 
environment. On the other hand, a region which treated municipal 
~ and industrial waste-water streams to a high level and relied 
heavily on the incirieration of sludges and solid-wastes would 
protect its aquatic and terrestial environment at the expense of 
the aerial environment. Finally, a region which practised 
"high -level recovery and recycling of waste materials and 
fostered 10\'1 residual production processes to a far reaching 
extent in each sector of the man-made environment might discharge 
very little residual outputs into any of the environmental media 
but would use excessive inputs of energy and materials to enable 
-the "recovery processes to take place. In all instances, the use 
:of our interactions-framework in the analysis of the pollution 
"problem would identify those aspects that need to be traded off. 
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In anticipating the ecosystem impacts of each output, it ;s 
found that after their discharge into the ecosystems the outputs 
can ecologically undergo only three basic mechanisms or processes 
within and/or between ecosystems (after Bower and Spofford, 1970): 
.Transport, i.e. within the ecosystems by means of 
an environmental media; 
, Transformation or modification i.e. physical, chemical 
or biological conversion from one mix of output 
characteristic to another; 
.Storage or accumulation i.e. its state in the 
atmosphere, in water-courses and sea, on the land 
and in biological systems. 
Generally, in the ecological approach the routes that the outputs 
take in the ecosystems and their impacts on the ecological 
environment must be anticipated before their discharge. For 
instance, even a lOC increase in annual surface temperature of 
an aquatic ecosystem as a result of thermal emissions could 
causes changes in the boundaries between biotic communities 
. '. " (Waggoner, 1966). 
1}' . 
8/07 Summary and Discussion 
a. In this Chapter, we examined in greater detail the interna1-
to·external exchanges of energy and materials from the 
built environment to the ecosystems being its outputs or 
waste products. These consist. of those exchanges of 
- energy and materials which are discharged from the built 
. environment into the ecosystems to be assimilated or 
absorbed into the ecosystem whether with or without some 
form of pretreatment. These represent the internal-to-
external 'transactional interdependencies' of the built 
: . envi ronment. 
The management of outputs from the built environment corresponds 
with disciplines that deal with the handling and disposal of 
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wastes e.g. refuse disposal, recycling technology, pollution 
control, etc. All these however need to be reviewed using 
our interactions-framework. 
b. The total outputs from a designed system are the outputs 
emitted throughout its life-cycle that is, from its production 
phase to construction to operation to the recovery phase. 
The management of these would. need to be evaluated and traded 
off in relation to the net inputs of energy and materials 
used in the process, the spatial impacts on the ecosystem in 
which they are carried out and effects of any discharged 
residues on the ecosystem. 
c. The designet ha~ ·to e~sure that the outputs that are 
discharged during the life-cycle of a built system should 
be inventoried, monitored, their routes traced and their 
effects on the ecosystems evaluated and minimised. Answers 
to the following questions must be sought early on the 
design process: 
.What is being discharged? (type, form, source, volume 
of outputs); 
.Where does it have its effects? (emission sources, 
the spatial location and the range of its impacts); 
.What effect does it have? (~ssessment of the type of 
damage, its persistence and complexity of the outputs); 
.Does this matter? (the importance of the damage, the 
assimilative capacity of the environment and its 
ability to recover); 
.Can it be corrected? (the range of possible solutions, 
the design measures and an estimate or their effectiveness); 
.Is it being corrected? (enforcement and/or implementation 
of measures, assessment of their results). 
d. Design measures for the management of outputs can be 
conceived in the following ways: 
.A reduction.of the production of outputs at the source 
of generations . 
. The management of outputs after generation • 
. The application of final protection measures. 
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. . CHAPTER 'NINE 
9. . . SUMMARY ~ GENERAL DISCUSSION ~ CONCLUS ION 
9/01 Introduction 
To reiterate, we have in Chapter 1 defined environmental problems 
as the changes in ecosystem conditions which arise from the 
stresses caused by a human action or activity (para. 1/02). 
These occur with regard to either one or all of these three 
impacts: the depletion and/or the alteration and/or the 
addition to the earth's ecosystems and resources. An ecological 
architecture would be one which serves to minimise such changes 
to the earth's ecology. Ecological design becomes the design 
process in which the designer comprehensively takes into account 
the anticipated adverse effects that the product of that design 
process has upon the earth's ecosystems and resources, and which 
simultaneously gives priority to the elimination and minimisation 
of these adverse effects. From this starting point, we embarked 
",' upon a programme of inter-disciplinary research into the problem 
if' of ecological design. This dissertation embodies the results of 
our research studies into ecology and architecture and into 
other ' related disciplines that are also concerned with 
the problem: of the protection, conservation and preservation of 
the environment. 
At present , there is no central theory nor commonly acceptable 
concept as to what is ecological architecture; Because of the 
present lack of dev~lopment in this area of study, our research 
efforts have centered largely ~n theoretical development. Our 
immediate objective was to develop a unifying theoretical basis 
and frame of reference for design ." without which any 
effort: at ecological design would remain piecemeal. 
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. Our first priority has been to identify those premises which 
are fundamental to our ecological approach (in 
Chap. 1, 2 & 3). After\'/hich, our research task was directed 
to the synt~esis of a theoretical construct which the 
designer could use to identify ecological considerations for the 
design and planning of the b~ilt environment (in Chap. 4). 
Each of " the interactions of the built erivir6nment 
with the natural environment is discussed is greater detail for 
their design implications (in Chap. 5, 6, 7 & 8). 
In this chapter, we discuss the implications of the 
studies upon current architectural theory and thinking and on 
the making of decisions in the design and planning of the built 
environment. 
9/02 Implications on Current Architectu ~T Theory 
What then, are the implications of this study on the existing 
body of knowledge upon which the practice of architecture rests? 
The research stud If'S contri buti on to thi s area of study are .- ." 
threefold: in the connection of previously unrelated facts, in 
" the development of ne\,1 theory and in the revision of the 
~"traditional view of architecture. 
a. In the connection of previously unrelated facts 
Architecture is more than the art of decorous building. 
It is asocial art where a considerable number of disciplines 
claim a stake in defining its body of knowledge. In this 
study, we propose that ecology holds also a right to this 
claim. Ecology being a natural science is concerned with 
the survival of ffian as a biotic component in the biosphere 
. which he is constantly modifying. His architecture and 
urban development contribute substantially to this ongoing 
process of environmental modification and impairment. If 
designers are able to approach design with a better under-
standing of the relationship and conflicts between 
architecture and ecology, it would likely result in a 
reduction of the present itate 6f environmental impairment. 
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Our existing theoretical bases of architecture must 
therefore be expanded to include the ecological implications 
of its construction, its use and disposal. While the 
need for ecological design has been generally recognised 
to be vital in recent years, (e.g. Moorcraft, 1972, Commoner, 
1971, et al), a connection between architecture and ecology 
has not been satisfactorily and explicitly undertaken 
elsewhere. 
In Chapter 2 is a discussion of those aspects of ecology and 
its concept which have design implications. In Chapter 3 is 
a discussion of those aspects of architecture which have 
ecological implications. In this study, the connection 
between the two disciplines are articulated and 
further structured in the form of an interactions-framework 
(in Chap. 4) . Besides providing designers ~lith a formal 
theoretical basis, our interactions -framework joins together 
holistica11y the other disciplines which share similar concern 
with the problem of environmental protection, preservation 
and conservation (e.g. pollution -control, biological 
,conservation, resource conservation, low-energy consumption, 
recycling, etc.) All these have not been connected elsewhere. 
In the Development of New Theory 
Generally, architectural research at present has centered 
around either the 'spatial I (e.g. Martin, op. cit.) or the 
'climatic' school of architectural research (in Hillier, 
1977). Our ecological approach to design however, 
encompasses both these areas of research. For instance, 
any built form spatially displaces the ecosystem upon which 
it is located by virtue of its physical presence and form. 
Besides this area1 impact, it also modifies the climate 
Which itself is one of the major deternlining factors of an 
ecosystem. The built environment as a Isysteml, and the 
earth with its ecosystems as the 'environment ' must both 
be considered simultaneously in the ecological approach 
to design (see para. 2/02). A further area of architectural 
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research is suggested, being the ecosystemic interactions 
of architecture with its environment. This means that 
in the ecological approach the designer must obligatorily 
be concerned not only with the spatial impacts and 
interactions of his designed system with the ecosystems 
of the project site (discussed in Chap. 5) but also 
systemically with the interactions of the type and 
quantities of energy and materials used in the designed 
system's physical fabric and form (in Chap. 7), its internal 
processes (in Chap. 6), the way they become discharged into 
the en~ironment (in Chap. 8) and the ecosystem response to 
these interactions (in Chap. 5). Our theoretical framework 
provides the designer with a comprehensive and holistic 
theory for ecological design. It is clear that each of its 
four components corresponds with the sets of demands that 
any built environment makes on the earth's ecosystems and 
its resources. Each can also be seen to be connected to 
the other existing disciplines and interests that are also 
concerned with environmental pollution, protection and 
conservation. Therefore our framework provides us with a 
funda~ental basis from which ecological design and all 
prob lems of envi ronmenta 1 impai rment shoul d be appr'oached. 
We can contend that it might be viewed as a new frame of 
reference from which all ecological aspects of our design 
decisions are to be considered •. 
Current architectural education must also be influenced by 
the results of this study. Ecology and environmental 
biology should be disciplines ;.,-~ ,,,,- . .. .. -- _:. taught at 
schools of architecture. In addition to this, the other 
related disciplines such as resource conservation, inputs-
control ', recycling, energy and materials management 
(internalisation), and p.ollution control (outputs control) 
q'~ . 
are pertinent and,{ " _ also be taught ~' some of the 
existing available techniques u~ed in dealing with these 
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consequences of building. However, we should take care 
that these are perceived in the context of the interactions-
framework so ~hat a holistic ecosystem approach is ensured. 
c. In the Revision of Traditional Views of Architecture 
The tradition~l view of architecture would have to be revised 
with our ecological approach. This is summarised in paragraphs 
2/12 and 3/08. The ecologist is concerned more specifically 
with the systemic aspects of architecture than say, with its 
aesthetic or social aspects (even though these aspects might 
remotely be said to possess ecological implications in the 
sense that they affect the behaviour of man being a specieS 
in the ecosystem). The ecologist is more concerned with the 
. ecosystem implications of the built environment's use of 
energy and materials and their flow. He have defined the 
creation of architecture here, to be no more than the management 
of energy and material resources assembled in a transient 
stage in the context of the processes in the bi osphere. In 
effect, we might go further to state that the existing built 
environment can be said to be a potential waste-product whose 
I; 0 re .::::use requi re$ des i gn effort. . In whi ch case, a des i gn is 
seen to be more than just a traditional statement of the 
designer's aesthetic aspirations and user functions, it is a 
statement of the environmental impact of the proposed design 
that has been accepted and anticipated by the designer (in 
para. 4/02) at the point of design. 
Attitudes towards the traditional responsibilities of the 
designer would also need to be reconsidered. For instance, 
if the designer is aware of the ecosystem impl~ the 
forms of energy and materials used in the builtAand the way 
that they are used, then he is obligated to be responsible 
for the total ecosystem impact of his design. This implies 
that the responsibility of th~~~ only during 
creation and constructi~Jbut also prior to its 
construction in his choice of materials and technical systems, 
as well as after its construction in the way that they are 
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used, re-used or disposed of at 'the end of their physical 
life (in Chap. 5). ConsiderablY ,more research ' need~ 
to be done on the ecosystem impact of the 
' energy and material resourc~used in the built environment. 
A system of 
monitoring needs- to be developed to check the 
ecosystem impacts of a designed system throughout its life-
cycle. A cyclic concept of architecture is proposed here in 
that architecture must not be seen to be completed and 
finished with once it is erected on site. In the ecological 
approach, it must be considered in the context of its entire 
life-cycle (in Chap. 6). 
The terms 'ecological design' have previously been used very 
loosely by others (e.g. Moorcraft, op cit, Wells, op cit.) 
to denote any approach for the des i gn wh i ch has some concern ~ov- -the. 
ecosystems in the environment no matter how minor or 
remotely connected. A more explicit explanation has not 
previously been provided. In Chapter 1 of the dissertation, 
we made the following broad assumptions underlying the 
ecological approach: that it is advantageous for man to 
4' keep his environment b40logically viable: that the present 
state of progressive degradation of the environment by 
man's actions and activities is unacceptable: that it is 
necessary to minimise all of man's destructive impacts on 
the ecosystems as far as possible. We defined ecological 
design as the design process which comprehensively takes into 
account the adverse effects that the product of that design 
has on the ecosystems, and which simultaneously gives priority 
to the minimisation of the adverse effects. However, before 
we can attempt to minimise the adverse ecosystem effects, 
we would need to identify those aspects of the designed 
system which will result in these effects. These are discussed 
herein Chapters 2 and 3. In Chapter 4 is our theoretical 
construct which identified four aspects of the built environment 
(and any designed system) to be considered simultaneously in 
the design process. The identification and analysis of these 
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sets of interactions have not been charted out elsewhere. 
A design cannot be considered to be ecological unless it 
takes . into full consideration the fourfold sets of 
interaction in our interactions-framework. 
9/03 The Implications of this study on design decisions 
Throughout the study j examp1es have been given on the design 
implications of the various premises underlying the ecological 
approach (in Chap. 2 to 8). Our tasks in the identification of 
these and in the development of our framework occupy a sUbstantial 
part of the study. In this dissertation, no case study or worked 
example is carried out. Nevertheless it is necessary to discuss 
and to examine how design might theoretically be affected if 
these concepts are to be implemented. We can generally break 
down the conventional design process into three main parts (after 
Markus, 1973), consisting of: analysis, synthesis and appraisal. 
We can discuss the implications of the study on design-decision 
in relation to these stages as follows: 
, ' , 
(:A) Understanding of the Design Problem (Analysis) 
This is the first stage in ~11 design processes and includes 
the gathering of all relevant information and the establishment 
of relationships, constraints, objectives and criteria, i.e. 
the structuring of the design problem. Martin (op. cit) has 
defined design as the establishment of a 'fit' between the 
pattern of needs and use, the pattern of built form, the 
pattern of servicing systems, the technological factors and 
the environmental -factors (in para. 3/02). Taking this as a 
convenient form of description of the built environment, we 
can examine here how each ~ theoretically affected by this 
study. 
1. The pattern of needs and use J~~.- the way in which the 
requirements of the users of the built system are considered 
and organised. Design involves the setting down of standards 
~ 
of comfort (spatial and environmen~ for the users of the 
designed system (in para. 3/02). The size and extent of 
.. ' 
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'spatia1 accomnodation and the quality of environmental 
comfort that is provided in the designed system, affect, 
not only the ecosystem of the project site on which it is 
located but also affect 0 the quantities of energy and 
materials (the earth's resources) that are consumed and 
depleted. These depend on the standard of needs and use 
required by the people who will use the built environment 
or the people who commissioned its design. The higher 
the level of needs and use, the more extensive will be the 
size of the designed system and its sub-systems and 
consequently the more will be its ecosystem impacts. An 
overall reduction in the environmental impacts ·throughout 
the earth can be effected if there is a similar reduction 
in the demand by man for certain needs e.g. shelter, 
comfort, mobility, food-supply, etc. Ultimately the extent 
of impact of a design is a reflection of the society which 
commissioned it and the further that man departs from a 
simple pattern of needs and use, the more increasingly 
complex is the support that must be der~ved from the 
environment and the more that he has to plan for and expect 
environmental impairment. In establishing the pattern of 
needs ,and use, the following decisions would have to be 
made: What · -. . ,. standard of living conditions is 
required? What are users willing to give up or tolerate to 
have it? (see para. 3/02, 3/07(b)). 
2. The pattern of built form is the way in which the building 
spaces are massed and organised. In the ecological approach, 
the built environment must be conceived as an entity 
consisting of not only the built system1s physical substance 
and form, but of 'the operational activity which takes place 
within it. We contend that the environmental impacts of the 
built environment are not only those inherent in the making 
and the erection of the built elements, but include the 
impact~ that the use of these elements, their disposal and 
their recovery will generate. In the ecological approach, 
we must analyse the designed system as an intentional 
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intrusion into the project site's ecosystem with the purpose 
of finding out the extent of changes to the ecosystem1s 
structure and, functioning caused by imposing the man-made 
system or activity upon the ecosystem1s components (in 
Chap. 3 and 5). 
However, because the earth is a closed material~ system with 
a finite mass,a rational use of its ecosystems and materials 
and energy resources is essential. The quantity and quality 
of the inputS to the built environment throughout its life-
cycle must be taken into account in design. These consist 
of nO,t only the energy and material resources which are used 
to synthesise its physical sUbstance and form, but also those 
which are used to operate the built system and to maintain 
it in all the phases of its entire life -cycle (e.g. production, 
construction, operation, recovery). In the process rl (q 1 ife-
cycle, considerable impact~ . on the environment can be inflicted. 
Inherent in the use of each element of energy and material 
in a built system) lies a history of a series of direct and 
indirect impacts on the earth's ecosystems and resources. At 
the same time, the quantity and quality of the output. from 
the buil t en vi ronment throughout its 1 ife-cycle must be taken 
int~ account in design. These consist of those exchanges of 
energy and materials which are discharged from the built 
environment into the ecosystems to be assimilated or absorbed 
into the ecosystems whether with or without some form of 
pretreatment. 
The designer must therefore be concerned not only with the 
extent and range of man1s needs and use of the biosphere's 
ecosystems and ~he earth's resources in his designed system 
(as inputs), but also with the way in which these elements 
are abstracted, storedJassembled, used and finally dispersed 
(or reintroduced) into t~biosphere (as outputs). This 
pattern can be conceived in~form of the designed system1s 
life-cycle, consisting of the following cycle phases: 
production, construction, operation, recovery (in para.6/02 
to 6/06). In ~ffect, we might redefine architectural design 
as the management of energy and material whereupon the earth's 
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intrusion into the project site's ecosystem with the purpose 
of finding out the extent of changes to the ecosystem1s 
structure and. functioning caused by imposing the man-made 
system or activity upon the ecosystem1s components (in 
Chap. 3 and 5). 
However, because the earth is a closed material~ system with 
a finite mass,a rational use of its ecosystems and materials 
and energy resources is essential. The quantity and quality 
of the inputS to the built environment throughout its life-
cycle must be taken into account in design. These consist 
of no~ only the energy and material resources which are used 
to synthesise its physical sUbstance and form, but also those 
which are used to operate the built system and to maintain 
it in all the phases of its entire life-cycle (e.g. production, 
constructi on, operati on, recovery). In the process .rf U;; 1 ife-
cycle, considerable impact'" on the environment can be inflicted. 
Inherent in the use of each element of energy and material 
in a built system) lies a history of a series of direct and 
indirect impacts on the earth's ecosystems and resources. At 
the same time, the quantity and quality of the output, from 
the built environment throughout its life-cycle must be taken 
into )ccount in design. These consist of those exchanges of 
energy and materials which are discharged from the built 
environment into the ecosystems to be assimilated or absorbed 
into the ecosystems whether with or without some form of 
pretreatment. 
The designer must therefore be concerned not only with the 
extent and range of man1s needs and use of the biosphere's 
ecosystems and t~e earth's resources in his designed system 
(as inputs), but also with the way in which these elements 
are abstracted, stored; assembled, used and finally dispersed 
(or reintroduced) into t~biosphere (as outputs). This 
pattern can be conceived in~form of the designed system1s 
life-cycle, consisting of the following cycle phases: 
production, construction, operation, recovery (in para.6/02 
to 6/06). In effect, we might redefine architectural design 
as the management of energy and material whereupon the earth's 
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energy and material resources (biotic and abiotic) are 
managed and assembled by the designer into a temporary 
form (viz. during period of use) and then demolished at 
the end of its period of , intended use to be either 
recycled within the built environment or assimilated into 
the ecosystems. The theoretical framework relates 
and structures these aspects of the built environment with 
ecological consequences into a fourfold structure of sets 
of interactions based on the concept of an "open system". 
A given design can be broken down in terms of these sets 
of interdependent interactions with the ecological 
environment. These interactions are synonymous with the 
"demands" that the design makes on the ecosystems and on 
the earth's resources. 
The ecological considerations in any design problem can be 
said to consist of the environmental effects that result 
from the following; 
.The e~ternal- i~ternal exchanges of energy and materials, 
or the impacts caused by the supply of inputs to the 
designed system in its life-cycle; 
.The IMternal- e?t.ternal exchanges of energy and materials, 
or the impacts caused by the discharges of outputs from 
the designed system during its life-cycle; 
.The internal interdependencies of the system, or the 
impacts caused by the actions and activities in the life-
cycle of designed system, its operation, and by the users 
of the designed systems; and 
.The external ,' _ interdependencies of the system, or 
the influences on the ecosystems of the geographical 
location of the designed system and its activities, on 
other ecosystems within the biosphere and on the earth's 
resources. These provide the context for the above to 
. take place. 
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Impacts fr~' the production of t~e 
building elements <lnd component'; 
(incuding extrao::tion, ~'Lellar<.tion, 
manJf IcturLlg proc~ss~~, etc.) 
+ 
Impacts from distribution, 
storage, trans port to site. 
+ 
Impac ts from construction, and 
modi fieat ion. +:~----------------~ 
Impacts fr)m operation of built \ 
system, m~int e n~nce , ecosystem 
protection measures, system 
modificat ions ,etc. 
+ [!.lIlpacts from remova l, dentol ish.'·~ : 
.. 
Impacts trom pre paration for 
recycling, r e -'I se, r econst ituticl ., 
and/or ci s posal a nj safe discll a rge. 
into the env j rOll.llcnt 
~ 
I'IIpacts from ' re co::.,e-;y p:oc~;;~--J 
+ 
Imp'"" f.,.'. ,"" <" h,b(! ".'Uo~.~ ~I 
rccolonisation by species, site 
recovery. ___ . __ _ 
-....,, ' .. ~-... . .~ !-.'" . " l--
Fi gure 32 
IMPACTS IN THE LIFE-CYCLE OF A DESIGNED SYSTEM 
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In the same v/ay that the ecosystem concept in ecology, 
has provided a conceptual framework for environmental 
investigations, our interactions ~frameworkprovides a 
similar conceptual framework for perceiving the inter-
actions between a designed system and the ecologi'cal 
environment. ' For example, to determine the ecological 
consequences of a de~ign, the designed system (or the 
contents of its built form) has to be broken down into , 
its building elements and servicing systems which we can 
then re 1 ate t to the sets of interactions within our 
framework. A specific-building can therefore be seen in 
terms of the interactions in its life-cycle and their 
respective influence on the ecosystems. 
The total ecological consequence of a built artifact must 
be seen in relation to the phases in its life-cycle (in 
Fig. 32 ). For each of the phases tabulated in this 
structure, the environmental interaction of each activity 
should be examined in accordance with our framework (i.e.the 
inputs to that activity, the outputs discharged, the spatial 
. ecosystem impacts of the operation, the sum effect- on the 
ecological systems. It is necessary to be aware of the 
interactions in each of the phases so that the overall 
consequences can be minimised. Alternative design solutions 
may be compared for their impacts over their life-cycles. 
For instance, the construction impacts of one design may 
be less than another alternative design which however may 
have a larger operational impact. Simultaneously, 'the 
pattern of the built form must be seen not as a static 
pattern (as previously) but as a pattern that changes over 
time (in Chap. 6). 
3. The pattern of Servicing Systems 
The pattern of servi ci ng systems ~; , the waY' in whi ch the 
bui It envi ronment support-systems 't6'. phys i ca lly organi sed. 
Thtis, affects the operati ona 1 pattern of fl ciw 'Of energy and 
materials through the built environment. The pattern of 
" 
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flow includes not only the servicing systems but also the 
designed systems own physical form; The value scale upon 
which designers have previously operated ha~ been narrow 
in that they consider only a small portion of the total 
scale of the cause and effect relationships which they 
• generate. Reflected in the design of every artifact /$ , 
the designerls particular conception of the relation (or 
the lack of relation) of that object to the biosphere. 
We . find that much of existing design has been based on the 
wrong .assumption that the earth is an infinite source of 
resources (i.e. raw materials, fossil fuel, land, etc~) and 
an infinite sink for the disposal of all the wastes 
generated. Such relationship: that presently exists is an 
open-ended linear relationship. This existing pattern might 
be described as a linear lonce-throughl pattern where 
resources are used at one end of the system, and wastes are 
discharged at the other end. The realm of consideration of 
the designer has been directed mainly at the point of use. 
It might be suggested that just as the application of 
technologies may have inadvertently exploited the biosphere, 
so 20uld technologies employed with a fuller understanding 
of the ecological systems develop ways in which man could 
live in a better balance with the ecological environment. 
We identify here four possible design strategies of the 
patterri of use of energy and materials in the built form 
and within the built form through its servicing systems. 
These are: once~through design; open circuit 
circuit design~ combined openi~rr~uit design. 
th t$€l.1lre represented in Fi g. 33 . 
design; close 
Morph~gi ca lly, 
11 
The existing system in the man-made environment is the once-
through system. Here, the resources are used/based on the 
assumption that there is an infinite resource,·-base. The 
outputs are thrown into the environment without consideration 
given to their effects, the routes that they take and their 
final sink. 
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Fig 33 
Close-circuit 
system 
Patterns of use of energy and materials in the 
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The open-circuit system is where the design makes full use 
of the resil~ence of the environment to provide the receiving 
sink for the residues. Although this is similar to the 
once-through system, the open-circuit system is done within 
the ~imits of the assimilative abilities of the ecosystems. 
This threshold if exceeded will result in environmental 
impairment. Present methods of open-circuit design ~carried 
out by means of geographical location and pretreatment 
processes (in Holdgate, 1972). For instance, industries are 
located in enVironments wh ('~ are still relatively unpolluted 
and uncontaminated. This system makes the assumption that 
land resources available for such purposes are unlimited . 
. Provided proper environmental evaluation is carried out on 
the location, open-circuit design is often possible in 
relatively unmodified locations. 
The close -circuit system is where the majority of the processes 
of the system are internalised. In principle, a close-circuit 
design would reduce all impacts on a location to a minimum. 
This is true so far as its outputs are concerned. A completely 
closed system is not possible as some outputs would invariably 
need to be discharged . If the system is to survive in the 
long-term, then it must interact with its environment as with 
all living systems. External energy sources would still be 
required to maintain the internalised processes. 
The close-circuit system should be used as far as possible in 
combination with open -circuit systems based on a 
knowledge of the bio -physical constraints of the ecosystems 
of the location. 
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The broad preference is that the designed systems must be 
based on internalised processes in as far as possible without 
having to externalise any problems on surrounding ecosystems 
or communities except by mutual arrangement. A combined 
open/closed circuit system would reduce the environmental 
impacts of a once-through system while at the same tilDe, US V"j . 
the as?imilative abilities of the ecological environment 
(see Chap. 8 for discussion on outputs control and Chap. 5 
on the use of the ecosystem's assimilation abilities). 
These patterns that we have identified here, represent the 
range of assumptions that might be held by the designer 
regarding the relation of the built-artifact to the biosphere 
i.e. whether it is part of a once-through system, an open-
circuit syste~ a closed circuit system or a combined open/ 
closed system. The designer needs to design the built environment 
and its servicing system such that they make the least demands 
on the ecosystem and on the earth's resources. 
4. The Technological Factors 
" I r 
'.' 
Design is constrained by certain technological factors e.g. 
availability of certain materials and forms of construction, 
existing technological means and their cost, present technical 
limitation to design invention, availability of present 
techniques for data collection and evaluation, etc. Many of 
the design strategies that are proposed in this study may not 
be justified in short-term financial returns or may be 
presently restricted by a narrow availability of 
technical means. A table of the possible technological 
applications is shown in Fig. 34 • 
5. The Environmental Factors 
These are the factors pertaining to the environment of the 
" 
built form which ' are influenced by the built form and which 
in turn influence the operation of the built form itself. In 
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Ecological criteria to be 
evaluated 
(ref: interacticrtS-frCl!re'lIOt'k 
• depleticn of energy and 
material resources used in 
that material anil\ fann of 
construction • 
• the ecosystem inpacts of that 
material and fonn of 
constructim on the project 
site. 
• the outputs emitted in 
IM.king available that material 
and in the constructim. 
• the range of acticns and 
activities involved in making 
available that watcrial and 
fonn of cmstruction and this 
inpact on the ecosystems. 
others 
• depletim of energy and 
material resources in their 
prcx:1ucticn, cmstructim, 
operatim and disposal 
• discharges of outputs in tilei.r 
life-cycle 
• . spatial ircpacts m the 
ecosystems of the project site 
• ecosystem inpacts caused in 
the actim and activities in 
their life-cycle. 
... I , • otl1e.rs 
• impacts en the ecosystem of 
the project site 
• impacts in the reh.abilJtaticn 
of the site after Ule useful 
life of the built fonn 
• ecological properties of the 
ecosystem of the project site 
e.g. assimilative ability to 
absorb outputs 
• inpacts during the life-cycle 
of the designed system 
irnpacts of other htmm acticns, 
activities and develcprent 
enco.rraged Dj the designed 
system 
• others 
Exa!rples Of design strategies 
to be ccnsidered 
• use local =ce of 
materials 
design for ease of reuse in 
sarre physical state within 
the built environrrent 
• design for long~life and 
nrulti-purpose use to avoid 
short-term replacerent. 
design for reuse in a lOHer-
grade fonn of use 
design for reuse else\olhere in 
sarre state 
design for assimilatim into 
the ecosystans 
others 
• use ambient sources of energy 
and materials 
• reduce overall standard of user 
needs and confort and reduce 
overall ccnsUlTpticn levels. 
• q>timise 00 use of energy and 
material inputs 
• assimilate o..ltputs into the 
ecosystems 
• recycle within tile roilt 
env.i.ralIrent 
others 
• design m location m a site 
of least ecological .t.npact 
e1..iminate the designed system 
from the site COlipletely 
inte·.grate with the local 
pattern of l a.'ldscape and 
ecosysten factors 
• respond to Ule properties of 
the local ecosysten 
Exarrples of technological 
applications and inventions 
needed 
L.. 
derountable structures and 
systems to pennit further 
reuse 
• materials derived from 
rene\oJable resources 
recycle Il\c,terials 
• biodegradable materials which 
canrassllllilated into the 
ecosystans 
develcprcnt of 10.-1 energy 
consU1ption and la ...... pollutive 
forms of materials . 
• others 
• ambient energy so..trces e.g. 
. solar ellergy I wind-poHeX' 
• more effici~lt technical 
systen 
close the 'circuit' in the 
systEr.1S l:r.i r.-cans of reuse and 
recycling systal1s 
design system which have a 
symbiotic relaticnship with 
the eCOGystens 
others 
ecosyston analysis of site 
prior to location and erecticn 
system of Ilnnitoring of designed 
system and the ecosyste ns 
~-------------~----------------------------------------~--~-------
Figure 34 
EXAMPLES OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS 
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Ecological, criteria to be 
evaluated 
(ref: interacti=- frart'ei.Qrk 
Exanples Of design strategies 
to be ccnsidered 
Exarrples of technological 
applications and inventicii.s 
needed 
'----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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bUilding 
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C(XlStructien 
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• depletien of energy and 
material resources used in 
that material ~ fmm of 
construction • 
• the eccsystem inpacts of that 
material and form of 
constructien on the project 
site. 
• the outputs emitted in 
making available that material 
and in the amstructien. 
the range of actiens and 
activities involved in making 
available that waterial and 
form of ccrlstruction and this 
inpact en the ecosys tans. 
• others 
• use local soorce of 
materials 
• design for ease of reuse in 
same physical state within 
the built environrrent 
• design for long~life and 
multi-purp:>Se use to avoid 
short-term replacerrent. 
design for reuse in a lC7Her-
grade form of use 
design for reuse else<.oihere in 
sarre state 
design for assimilatien into 
the ecosystems, 
• others 
dem:l\.Intable structures and 
systems to pennit further 
reuse 
• materials derived from 
rene<.oTclble resources 
recycle IMterials 
biodegrad<lble IMterials I·Mch 
can:rasSilllilated into tile 
ecosyst:ans 
develq:xrent of 10.-1 energy 
CCJ'lSmption and lcr...-pollutive 
forms of ma terials 
others 
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• depletien of energy and 
material resources in their 
productien, ccrlS tructien, 
operatien and disp:>Sal 
discharges of outputs in their 
life-cycle 
• ' spatial ircpacts en the 
ecosysteros of the project site 
• e=system inpacts caused in 
the actien and activities in 
their life-cycle. 
.. I , • otllers 
inpacts en the ecosystem of 
the project site 
• inpacts in the rehabili.tatien 
of the site after tile useful 
life of the built form 
• eoological properties of t!le 
ecosystem of tile project site 
e.g. assimilative ability to 
absorb outputs 
inpacts during the life-cycle 
of the designed system 
lnpacts of otiler hum:m acticn.s, 
activities and develq:rrent 
encooraged VI the designed 
system 
• others 
Figure 34 
use ambient sources of energy 
and materials 
• reduce overall standard of user 
needs and confort and reduce 
overall consunptien levels. 
optlmise en use of energy and 
material inputs 
ass:lrnilate ootputs into the 
e=syst.ems 
recycle within tile built 
envi.rrnment 
• others 
design en location Q'1 a site 
of least ecolcgical inpact 
eliminate the designed system 
from the site COllpletely 
inte::grate witil tl1e local 
pattern of l andscape curl 
eoosystem factors 
• respond to tilE' prcperties of 
the local ecosystem 
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EXAMPLES OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS 
• 'ambient energy sources e.g. 
. solar energy, wind-pa.~ 
• more effici~lt technical 
system 
• close the 'circuit' in the 
systans U,i m2ans of reuse and 
recycling ~ysb:,ms 
design systE..-n which have a 
symbiotic relationship with 
the eCXlGystems 
• others 
ecosyston analysis of site 
prior to location and erectien 
• system of lrc.nitoring of designed. 
system and the ecosystans 
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the ecological approach the designer must see the environment 
in which the designed system is to be located as being more 
than just a spatial zone with physical, climatic and , 
aesthetic features. It exists as part of an ecosystem unit 
whose abiotic and biotic components and ' ~ processes must 
be taken into account in the design (see Chap. 5 for methods 
of description). The systemic properties of the ecosystems 
must be taken into account in the design. In the ecological 
approach, changed emphasis is made on site investigation 
(see para. 2/02) where importance is laid upon those 
ecosystem properties of the project site which could influence 
design synthesis. The layout and location of the built system 
also depend upon the environmental factor. In addition to 
these considerations, attitudes to the environment as an 
infinite source of resources and sink for waste. has to be 
changed to acknowledge its limitations. The designer has to 
be more critical of the influence: of the ecosystem on his 
design proceSs and on his designed system. 
(8) Producing a Design Solution (Synthesis) 
, . , 
'! This ,study and its results are not a substitute for design 
invention. Invariably in any designed programme, the designer 
has still to synthesise the selected set of considerations 
into a physical form. In this proce ss~\ynthesis, the 
theoretical framework and the structural models described here 
. . 
are useful in determining their ecological interactions. 
There exists at present, a large body of literature (e.g. 
Jones, C, 1967 et al) suggesting a variety of 
rational, intuitive, ordered and random processes for design 
synthesis which may be appropriate to different problems and 
different personalities. The process may result in a single 
design, a variety of designs or a cluster of variants of a 
basic type. Every design problem represents a particular 
balance in the dimensions of the relative importance of its 
principal elements and the demands arising from each. The 
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development in each case bf a design that is related to that 
balance would appear to be the effective way of d~signing 
an ecologically responsive built environment. Different 
design methods might be viewed as alternatives which are 
used advantageously depending on the design problem that is 
'. bei ng 'j nvesti gated. Our objecti ves were not to try to 
predetermine a set of standard solutions for design as no 
single solution or set of solutions could be sketched out 
that will allow an immediate correction of all environmental 
problems. The research aim should not be to provide a 
. panacea for design, but to provide the designer with insight 
into the aspect of environmental impairment by the built 
environment. In some instances, solutions may arise which 
do not require the synthesis of a physical system. 
All that one could predict would be the kind of 
design decisions and evaluations that any designer would have 
to make regarding the proposed design's ecological interactions 
in the process of creating the built environment. ihe 
importance of th~~nitial design decisions should be stressed, 
for they determine the extent of initial ecosystem degradation 
and affect the extent of future corrective or preventive 
action 
As the fi na 1 impact. of a des i gn wi 11 depend to a 1 a rge extent 
upon the designer getting to grips with the environmental 
interactions associated with the design problem in the correct 
manner from the start, a framework for design might be described 
here as an approach rather than a set route. Before any design 
is turned into form, the designer might make explicit maps of 
the problem structure using the interactions-framework. These 
maps serve the purpose of diagramming the relationships which 
need to be understood in grasping the nature of the design 
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problem. Activities, relationships, events, situations could -,J --' 
be expressed graphically in a form that contains their 
essential attributes, and then combined -to show the relationships 
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(e.g. congruent with one another, se~arated by a barrier, 
excluding an activity etc.). These need also to be 
represented in a form which is sufficiently generalised 
that it may fit several or all concrete cases (viz. 
interpretations) in the 'real' world. Such morphological 
analyses would emphasise fundamental differences and/or 
similarities rather than functional or performance features. 
Our frame\'/ork takes the form of a general i sed map of the 
problem structure. For a given design programme, the 
interactions-framework gives a way of structuring the intake 
of information in which all the relevant factors are allowed 
to play their appropriate part of determining the final 
design. The identification of the sets of interactions in 
the form of a structure provides no more than a map of the 
design problem. The route that the designer takes across it 
becomes a variable according to the designer and to the 
design context, provided that in the course of designing the 
designer takes into account each of the main components of 
the framework, the interactions within it and the interactions 
between the components. Each designer or group of designers 
If' will traverse the map in his or their own way according to 
the circumstances. 
(C) Establishing the Performance of the Design Solution (Appraisal) 
In the conventional design process, this stage of appraisal is 
a retrospective act by which the designer establishes the 
quality of his solution. There are three basic steps in 
conventional process of appraisal (after Markus, op. cit.) .. 
They consist o'f: 
.representation: The solution is modelled in 
any suitable way e.g. verbal, mathematical, 
visual or even full-scale (in this sense a 
bU;lding-in-use is a full and complete 'model 
of a design). 
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.measurement: This is a neutral activity in which 
the performance of the model is obtained on as 
wide a variety of counts as necessary e.g. costs, 
environmental conditions, flexibility, space 
~tilisation, human response . 
. evaluatioh: The measured results are evaluated 
e.g. subjective value judgements, comparison with 
ideal average or statutory performance standards 
found in the analysis, conformity to constraints 
recorded in the analysis, etc. 
In order to enable effective desig~ appraisal and evaluation, 
further development of the interactions-framework would be in 
the development of appropriate quantitative data. These 
consist of (Fig. 35): 
1. Inputs criteria: 
2. 
*Quantities of energy and materials used in the 
designed system; 
*The availability of the energy and material resources 
(rates of depletion) ; 
*The ecosystem consequences of each input used. 
Outputs criteria : 
*The permissible quantities of outputs discharged by 
the designed system; 
*The routes taken by the outputs after discharge and 
their ecosystem consequences; 
*The energy and material cost of management of the 
output; 
*The ecosystem consequences of output managements. 
3. System criteria: 
*The extent of the pattern of needs and use; 
*The efficiency of the system proces~es; 
*The extent of internalisation of the system processes; 
*The ecosystem consequences of the realisation of the c:tes;gl'led 
system . 
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The qual)ti fi cati on of these provi de no more than a statement 
of the extent of impact (interactions) that a designed 
system has on the earth1s ecosystems and its resources which 
" need to be directed towards ~UrJ minimisation. 
The design task becomes one of the integration of the 
designed systemJs features/processes and their functibning 
with the ecosystem with the purpose of minimising the un-
desirable impacts;and through design invention, to achieve 
a steady-state relationship with the ecosystems. The fact 
that man alters the ecosystems by his activities need not 
be held to be intrinsically undesirable or negative. Ecological 
design does not imply that the entire biosphere should be 
preserved entirely from human intervention say, as a nature 
reserve. Neither is it to prevent all changes from taking 
place since all ecosystems will change regardless of human 
action. The ecological design objective is therefore not how 
to keep the biosphere and the ecosystems from being influenced 
or changed by man, but of how to relate man1s activities in 
the least destructive way to be within the inherent limitations 
of the ecosystems, and in a way which is most advantageous to 
the ecosystems. It should be possible in principle to design 
the built environment to have beneficial ecological impacts. 
The critical design issues are how, when and where that these 
changes are executed. 
Conclusion 
It is acknowledged here that this study is not exhaustive of the 
field of research and that it suffices firstly to define and to 
map the ecological problems encountered in design and secondly to 
propose a theoretical frame of reference in which these considerations 
could be incorporated in the design and planning of the built , 
environment. 
An organised and directed application of ecological principles to 
design is still in its infancy. In many instances, much of the 
desired information~ principles, mathematics and problem definition 
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is- not yet available for ready application. For example, the 
collection of ecological data will remain a long process because 
most ecological phenomena are attuned to the seasons. Ecosystem 
modification by building activity has been for the most part 
poorly understood and often unforseen. It is essential that more 
attempts are made to achieve more understanding of environmental 
repercussions, to collect the data in a form commensurate to design 
analysis, and to anticipate them as a regular part of the design dn~ 
planning decision-process. 
Ne "'; ertheless, this lack of absolute environmental data should 
not hinder incorporating ecological considerations in design. 
Although in some cases the data cannot be accurately quantified, 
indices should be used (e.g. water-quality index). As more 
empirical studies are undeY'\'lay, more accurate data should be 
forthcoming. Monitoring systems coul d be estab 1 i shed as essenti a 1 
components of environmental protection systems. The limitations, 
however, are that many polluting agents which are potentially 
detrimental have not yet been recognised as such. More reliable 
dat~ is also needed on the fourfold components of the interactions-
framework (i.e. the inputs of the built environment; its outputs; 
",the life-span and life-cycle of its elements; the ecological 
4' system ' s components and processes and their interactions with the 
built environment). As we have me nti6ned earlier (i~ para. 3/02) 
the designer can design with the strategy of 'buying time ' firstly 
for the necessary adjustments to be made by society to a more 
ecologically responsive social - ' consumption habit, living 
pattern and values; and secondly to enable the development of the 
appropriate environmentally-responsive technologies. 
Although certain 'alternative-technical/systems have been suggested 
by some (Moorcraft, 1972;:Seed, 1976; Baggs, 1978; Morgan, 1979), 
these remain still in the experimental stages and further development 
is necessary. It has been suggested that 'bionics ' or the design 
of systems based on biological systems may provide solutions (in 
Yeang 1974c). This approach provides one basis for design 
generation by means of biological analogy;and : ;$- potentially) 
a rich source for design invention (e.g. Herte1, 1966). 
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A 1. APPENDI X I 
Review of previous published work in the subject and of related literature 
1. Introduction 
" . 
Any review of literature in this area of study will serve to 
illustrate the inadequacy of what is available. In fact, very 
little literature is available on ecological design per se. The 
concepts and ideas developed in the d'jssertation are therefore 
derived from the author's own independent consideration and from 
a selective and culminative examination of literature from a 
wide range of sources that are found to be related to the problems 
of environmental protection and conservation and which bear design 
implications. 
The obvious sources are firstly from the disciplines of architecture. 
town planning and ecology. However, even within these sources 
( 
there L-) insufficient pertinent literature. Although the tenn: , 
'ecological design' ha ~ been used very loosely e.g. McHarg, 1968; 
Cain, 1971; McKillop, 1972; Beckman, & Weidt, 1973;, nm er· ~ 
~ proposed a comprehensive approach to ecological design that is 
inclusive of all the fourfold sets of interactions outlined here 
in the interactions ~framework (in Chap. 4). 
Generally, the ecological approach is important not only for the 
design of the built environment, but also as a basis for all of 
man's activities that affect the environment. These include 
agriculture, conservation, nature preservation, land drainage, 
range management and others. Literature on the ecological approach 
is available from varied sources, most of which are usually 
outside the normal confines of architectural design and planning. 
Because of the abundance of literature, this review is not 
exhaustive but relates only to the areas that bear 
relevance to design. 
The major l il.. di fferences among a 11 th~ approac,)( 11 e primarily 
at three level s: differences in the principles upon 
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which they are based; differences in their organisation; and 
differences in their implementation or technical differences. 
(a) Design and the Ecological Debate 
-
The concern over the impairment of the ecosystems within 
It/ J-
the bio.sphere has elicited a variety of standpoints. Design 
in relation to ecological problems refers to the future and 
is therefore at one and the same time prognostic and 
hypothetical. On the one hand everyone is affected by the 
debate on these problems as they refer to the future; and 
on the other it is difficult to form a clear and final 
judgement because in the last resort this might be verified 
or proven wrong in the future. 
Extreme attitudes are being taken. There are some who 
predict a I doomsday I future (e.g. Erlich and Erlich, 1970; 
Commoner, 1971; Meadows et al, 1972). Whereas there are 
some who would claim that one should have more faith in 
technology in solving the environmental problems and more 
confidence in the adaptabil ity of the biosphere and of man 
(in Enzenberger, 1974; Kalm, 1977). The verification of 
these opinions remains to be demonstrated. A large volume 
h' of literature of a general nature has been written describing 
. these environmental problems (e.g. Carson, 1962; Arvill, 1967; 
Nicholson, 1970; Dav;l1, 1971; Goldsmith, 1973; Lovins, 1977). 
These ~r provi de us vii th a broad context to thi s area 
of study. 
In addition to the two opposing viewpoints, there are those 
who acknowl edge that they do not knolt' but then draw the 
conclusion that more research is needed before taking any 
action to\IJards resolving any environmental problem. When 
this view is held by those concerned with the erection of the 
'built environment, it provides an excuse to do nothing when 
confronted with the environmental consequences of building. 
In applied ecology and its related disciplines, a vast body 
of knowledge already exists wherein preventive and corrective 
measures could have been taken but in the majority of 
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situations were not (Fraser Darling, 1972). It is commonly 
agreed that research must go on and it should be acknowledged 
that m~ny of the ecological systems and processes are too 
complex to be quantified and represented in totQ. However, 
at the same time everyday design decisions at various levels 
of magriitude have to be made and action needs to be taken 
on the basis of the information that is presently available. 
It is essential that the present inadequate state of knowledge 
should not be permitted to stand as a reason for the evasion 
of preventive or corrective action and of the responsibility 
for the environmental impact of building projects. 
The significance of taking design action based on a proper 
understanding of ecological criteria is apparent. Design and 
planning decisions that are made at the present time not only 
have an immediate effect on human society, but also could 
influence the environmental quality for subsequent generations. 
It follows that assessment and guidelines should be provided 
on the basis of \vhat is already known rather than on the 
ignorance or the exclusion of environmental considerations. 
" ,' (b) Environmental Engineering 
.t!' 
Of those that are involved in seeking technical solutions to 
environmental impairment, the most powerful might be the 
'technocrats' who at all levels of the state apparatus and of 
industry are busy seeking and implementing quick engineering 
solutions to specific environmental problems. These solutions 
have been termed as 'technological fixes'. Their belief is 
simply that where there is an environmental problem. a 
technical solution could and would be found to resolve it. 
The common assumption is that the environment is a vast 
mechariical assembly of interchangeable parts. If some parts 
become worn out, they will simply and swiftly be replaced by 
other parts, just as in an automobile, and without any serious 
ecological consequences. 
" , 
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Examples might be seen in the pollution control industry, 
the solid-waste disposal technology, the power-production 
industry and others. In most cases the research development 
and implementation of any solution to an environmental 
problem would be undertaken only when there is considerable 
potential for economic or political conflict i.e. on the 
grounds of self-interest. For instance, recycling already 
exists in some industries but only where the process has 
commercial significance (e.g. copper recycling, plastics 
production process) (in Tearle, op cit.). 
In design terms, the environmental engineering approach has 
been largely of an incremental or piecemeal nature and d~not 
take into consideration the full set, of related ecological 
interactions. Technical solutions are sought to handle 
specific parts of problems within parochial contexts rather 
than considering the problems as a whole. For example, many 
present pollution control methods are used to treat the 
pollutants after they have been emitted in such a way that 
they become less injurious to the environment as against an 
approach that would attempt to alter the source of the 
po~lutants. Even though this additive approach involves a . 
continuing or long-term expense for treatment facilities, it 
offers the short-term economic advantages of allowing 
production to continue; and it does not require costly 
revamping of industrial equipment and processes. However, 
other consequences must be considered. The production and 
operation of pollution control devices are frequently energy 
intensive and also use up other resources (i.e. inputs). 
Many of the devices are little more than a 'cosmetic' -
they simply render the pollutants 'invisible' and therefore 
'clean' . (Noorcraft, 1972). This exemplifies an incomplete 
approach to environmental problems \oJhich consider5only the 
"output' component of the system at th~ exclusion of the 
other components (see Chap. 4). 
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Undoubtedly there might be examples where these environmental 
engineering systems have achieved some degree of ~ffectiveness. 
but they do little more than lessen impacts of the existing 
system. The only justification for their use might be as 
short-term measures where immediate and urgent action to the 
more pressing of the environmental problems would be needed 
to prevent undesirable consequences. Therefore it must be 
stressed that because approaches are basically incremental, 
they provide no more than a partial solution to the whole 
problem of environmental impairment and they provide only 
temporary measures until a more sati s factory sol uti on is 
found. 
Many of these approaches have been develop,~ and implemented 
. in ignorance or with only a partial understanding of the 
ecological systems. This does not entirely invalidate the 
work done in this area. An ecological approach does not mean 
that there should be wholesale discarding of existing 
technologies (which could result in considerable waste 
production and increase this use of resources), but rather 
a shifting and further redesigning and redevelopment of 
technology along ecological principles. An important area 
of research would be into the ways in which the existing stock 
of technology and technological skills could be adapted to and 
applied in an ecologically responsive fashion. For instance, 
an a~know1edgement of fundamental biological and ecological ' 
cycles (i.e. external interdependencies) could help considerab"ly 
in the design of agricultural techniques that would have a 
less destructive impact on ecological systems (Dickson, 1974). 
Some efforts ar~ being presently made to evaluate the impacts 
of engineering sistems on the environment in the design stage. 
These have been termed as 'technology assessment l (Brooks and 
Bowers, -1970; Sinclair, 1973; Flajser and Porter, 1974). The 
categories used in technology assessment depend on how one 
wishes to aggregate the effects - by substantive area or level 
of aggregation. For example, the MITRE Corporation assessment 
methodology (in Jones, 1971) involves six impact areas: values; 
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envi ronmcnt; demography; economoj cs; soc;iety; instituti ons. 
Simil ariti es coul d obv 'j ous ly be drawn vlith the preparation 
of Environmental Impact Statements (E.I.S.). 
The main criticism ~the environmental engineering approach 
is its tendency to resolve environmental problems by technology 
alone. The ~ethods that are used towards resolving environmental 
problems are based ~n the same framework of technology which 
caused the problem in the first place (Zwicky, 1967). This 
approach accepts all the premises of the existing economy which 
remain still unchallenged. Because many bf the solutions are 
pi ecemea 1, they do not focus· on the defects in the technology 
that created the set-up where these problems could arise (i.e. 
the internal interdependencies). For example, energy and 
resources are committed to treat pollution rather than to 
consider the reasons why it has occurred in the first place 
and/or hovl to reduce it. For example, the recycling of metals 
requires large imputs of energy and it makes little sense if 
the resultant materials are used to manufacture worthless 
items. These technologies need to be reviewed using the 
interaction -framework. 
(c) Small-Scale Technology 
Many of the present efforts at ecological design have been 
directed towards the design of small-scale technical systems. 
These have been sometimes referred to under such terms as 
'alternative technology' (Harper, 1974), 'low-impact 
technology' (McKillop, 1972), 'autonomous technology' and 
others. Involvement with it has been sufficiently widespread 
to,,7describe4 ' as a 'movement' 
The aspiratiomof the groups involved consist of a broad 
mixture of social, political, ecological and technical 
objectives. In assessing the criteria of these groups it is 
sometimes found that their aspirations are so inte 'grated 
v 
with each other that one criterion depends on the others to 
an extent that makes fragmentation of function meaningless 
(after Dickson, op cit). A list of criteria of what is 
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'H.lrd ' tcchnolol}Y sociery 
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2 l;u 'J ~ ene rl)Y ,"pur 
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4 non·r evcnlbl~ use of materials 
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5 functior. J I for limited time unly 
6 mass p t O~\ICf .on 
7 hifj:-' sp~cl.,):lz.lli()n 
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16 highl '/ c.'s{tuCl!vC 10 other 
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21 r~nlr ., l il l 
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with size 
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Industry 
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Figure 36 
COMPARISON OF 
TECHNOLOGY 
'HARD' TECHNOLOGY WITH 
(CLARKE )~',J 972) 
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termed as Isoft technologyl has been prepared by Clarke (1972). 
This has been prepared to give an indication of the type of 
characteristics that might distinguish the alternative 
technology from the technology that is presently in existence 
(in Fl g. 36 ) • 
. In design terms, the aim is towards a 'closed loop' materials 
servicing of buildings and communities. This has been done 
in some cases with a high degree of internal small-scale 
engineering hardware. Technically, the influence could be 
traced, in part, back to the concept of the lautonomous house ' 
(Fuller, 1952), Banham's concept of a mobile dwelling 
servicing -system (Banham, 1965) and the aerospace industry 
(Konecci, 1964 et al). The life-support system of a space-
capsule bears a resemblance to such built systems in the 
sense that the air, water, food, waste and energy production 
need to be self-sufficient (McHarg, 1969; Odum, E.P., 1971). 
The term • autonomy' is l'Jrongly used in some cases to refer 
to 'self-sufficiency' in terms of energy, materials and food 
production (Thring, 1973). The correct description would be 
'autarkic' (Pawley, 1974). In other cases the description is 
used more correctly with reference to political control 
(Modrcraft, 1973). 
The built systems have been referred to as gadgets (Harper, op 
cit) and generally involve; the use of renewable forms of 
energy (e.g. solar flat-plate collectors, wind-generators, 
water-wheels, methane-generation, etc.); the use of local 
building materials (e.g. on-site compacted earth walls); 
waste-recycling schemes (e.g. bio-digestors, composting); 
, . 
local food production (e.g. hydroponics, green house cultivation) 
(in Szezelkun, 1973; Moorcraft, op cit). Examples of these 
gadgets assembled as a dwelling are Caine (1971), Vale (1972), 
orteg~tal (1972), Seed (1976), Baggs (1977), Morgan (1979). 
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Although the systems are generally 'closed-loop' in operation, 
their existence is still linked to existing mass production. 
For example, the components of a w~nd-generator come from an 
industrial production line. It might be stated that the 
emphasis is on the technology of 'coMsumption' rather than 
the technology .of 'production' and 'recovery'. Inadequate 
consideration is given to the total patterns of the built 
Lyvtt~ 
systems; the energy and materi a 1 s used \' "manufacture ' \ and 
disposa l or recovery. It has been pointed out that the 
small-scale community model fails to recognise the extent to 
which . human life in nations is dependent on the nation-wide 
. and international complexes (Istock, 1971). 
Few of these design approaches appear to have been well worked 
out or examined rigorously along ecological lines. Theoretically 
a ' completely closed-system (viz. an isolated system) is 
impossible to achieve and neither would it be desirable in all 
cases, as all living systems need to interact with their 
environment. A more appropriate concept would likely be one 
of a cyclic flow of materials, minimisation of waste of energy/ 
materials and a reduction of spatial ecological impacts that 
exceed the boundaries of the geographical locale of the built 
system. 
The planning concept linked to these systems is usually one of 
decentralisation. However~ the widespread replacement of 
centialised systems by dispersed . systems could mean in a 
majority of cases the replacement of one form of impact on the 
ecological environment by another. For example, more land 
would need to be used for building purposes which could mean 
building over forested land or agriculturally productive soil. 
Whether this form of planning is more deleterious than the 
other' remains to be demonstrated. Furthermore, the replacement 
of one system by another would involve a high degree of waste 
in the process. 
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. Because these systems provide what appears to be immediate 
alternative technological solutions towards the reduction 
of environment~l problems, they have been readily picked up 
and accepted as the only design solutions. Consequently, 
(Jlf O 
they have been regarded as the alternative solutions to the 
existing systems (held to blame for the impairment) without 
any vigorous examination of the ecologicaJ premises for their 
use. The common element of these systems is that they usually 
arise from totally technical preoccupations. t 
~ 
These systems have been wrongly termed by some as 'ecological ! 
. technology'. This is over simplifying the situation. More 
emphasis is laid by their designers on the systems themselves 
than on the ecology of the location in which they are erected 
(e.g. the site's flora, fauna, soils, water regime, etc.). 
In many cases the planning and design relationship between 
the form, type and scale of the projects have not been related 
to the ecological constraints and interactions of their 
geographical location (e.g. Ortega, 1973 /; C1arke, op cit; 
et a1). 
It is also clear that in the present stage of development, the 
'alte-rnative technology' cannot be totally transferred into 
a typical building-servicing situation and still provide all 
the basic amenities reliably, at similar standards (and at 
similar cost). They are only practicable in conjunction with 
other changes, of life-styles, standards of consumption, 
spatial organisation, standards of comfort, etc. 
The contributions of these systems are primarily as essential 
experiments towards what may in future be possible solutions. 
Because of the lack of theoretical development in this field, 
it is premature and over1y deterministic to insist that an 
ecological design should consist only of certain systems and 
exclude other considerations. 
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(d) Design Paradigms 
Efforts have been made to formulate paradigms which are 
applicable to design. One such paradigm is the 'long life/ 
loose fit/low energy' concept that has been introduced as 
a framework for investigating the ecological aspects of 
architecture (in the RIBA conference on 'Designing for 
Survival', 1972). Literally interpreted, it would mean a 
building with a long life (so as to reduce obsolescence), 
loose fit (so as to cope with future change of use), low 
energy (so as to reduce its demands on fossil-fuel resources). 
Design interpretations of the paradigm are ambiguous. A 
number of conflicting solutions could appear. Nowhere are ~ 
of the components of the paradigm demonstrated to be 
compatible with each other. Translating it into design terms 
could simply mean a building with reinforced concrete frame 
and brick infill constructions, a uniform building plan with 
large spaces (loose fit), small windows, better insulation 
and a more efficient heating system (low energy). The design 
is not significantly different from many of the existing stock 
of buildings without any ecological considerations in their 
des-i gn. 
It is probable that the paradigm was introduced because it 
I 
appears to be easily translatable int6 the existing practic~ , ~ 
architectural work. The implementation only requires minor 
modifications to the existing design process and could be 
justified to the building client on simple economic grounds. 
Simply stated, the paradigm does not represent a threat to the 
exi sting , : architectural profession. 
It is unlikely that an ecologically responsive solution could 
be prescribed by a simple formula for design. For example, 
the alternative solution to a wasteful design with high 
obsolescence would not necessarily be a building that would 
last indefinitely on its site. Certain advantages could be 
gained from buildings that can simply be dismantled by hand 
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and moved to a new ~ite. Other design possibilities may lie 
in solutions with a high recovery potential or which are 
biologically degradable. 
Even if it is not taken literally, the paradigm does not 
bring into discussion ecological considerations to any 
. depth. 
In contrast to this might be Commoner's simple reduction of 
ecological principles into his 'four laws of ecology'. These 
are: everything is connected to everything else, everything 
must go somewhere, nature knows best, there is no such thing 
as a free lunch. 
Although their interpretation by designers could be equally 
ambiguous, the 'laws' may have some simple analytic uses. 
As an exceedingly simplified frame of reference, they provide 
a brief checklist for looking at design problems. An example 
of their use in a planning context is shown by Atkins et al 
(1972) where an inventory of ecological data on a regional 
scale are checked against the 'four laws'. There are 
interpreted as: 
1. Everything is connected to everything else - any location 
is a web of interconnections and relationships. Action 
in one part of an ecosystem affects life in a distant 
part. 
2. Everything must go somewhere - nothing disappears, it 
simply moves from place to place. 
3. Nature knows best - there is a delicate balance in 
natural systems. A natural system that is changed by 
man's activities is almost certain to be damaged rather 
than improved. 
4. There is no such thing as a free lunch - in the natural 
world every gain is won at some cost. Payment of this 
cost cannot be avoided, it can only be delayed. 
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These laws are largely generalisations and caution needs to 
be exercised when applied to specific situations to avoid 
simplification of ecological complexities. These paradigms 
do not offer a comprehensive approach to ecological design 
but rather offer insights. 
Ecological Criteria in Planning 
In "regional land use planning and in landscape architecture, 
the application of ecological critera is well established 
(in Graham, 1944; G1ickson, 1953; McHarg, 1966; Hackett, 1966 
et al). This approach to the study of the problems in the 
planning of sites and regions can be described as 'the taking 
into considered account of the major features of the 
environment and the nature and distribution of all forms of 
life within their environment; the analysing of the principal 
factors and features of the ecosystem and most of all, the 
piecing together of all available evidence in order to interpret 
the potentialities of the problem inhertt in any undertaking' 
1\ (in Philips, 1968). 
The technique is basically an ada~ion of the 'sieve map' 
method (Keeble, 1952; Alexander and Mannheim, 1962). (see 
Fi g. 37 ). 
The data of a locality is inventoried and assembled in the 
form of maps. The maps include subject areas such as solids 
geology, drift geology, land forms, soil characteristics, 
vegetation, mineral life and others (e.g. in McHarg, 1969). 
In the assessment of the data mentioned, the desirability 
of each unit ~f the land for each parameter is mapped by a 
shade or graphic value ranging from very light to very dark 
depending on the planner's attitude. All the parameters 
are so mapped and the maps overlaid or otherwise combined. 
In the composite map the areas that are the lightest are the 
most desirable and the darkest the least desirable. The 
technique has been termed as 'composite analytic photography' 
(Zwicky, 1967). 
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Many examples can be found of the application of this 
technique to environmental systems inventory and analysis 
. that place a priority on the protection of natural 
features determined to be of value because of their scarcity, 
uniqueness, historical significance, or importance to 
sustaining other processes or elements. Subtle variations 
to this approach have been developed. Hills (in Belknap, et 
al, 1967) has used the technique to evaluate and distinguish 
between the land's potential (capability), its existing 
condition (suitability) and its existing socio-economic 
condition (feasibility). 
Lewis (1967) has developed a system whereby he seeks to 
identify, preserve, protect and enhance the most outstanding 
intricate values of the natural quality resources of the 
location and what main man-made values are developed in 
harmony with those natUl~al quality resources. An example· of 
an application of his system is where all recreational 
resources are inventoried by a landscape perceptual survey 
which covers all important components including highways, 
buildings, vegetation and important vlstas (in Lewis, 1969). 
In his soil survey in the same study, he determines 
'! recreational and associated uses that are best suited for 
each soil pattern and after completion of the resources 
survey, the individual inventories are analysed graphically 
using the sieve map method. Intrinsic natural patterns of 
topography, rivers, lakes and wetlands are also mapped and 
the three emerging natural resource patterns are combined 
into a single pattern termed the 'environmental corridor'. 
The corridor provides a means of mapping large areas and 
establishes a geographical framework for urban development 
growth patterns and 'public awareness I (in Lovejoy, 1973). 
Other approaches to environmental systems inventory and 
analysis differ primarily in the degree of integration of the 
separate natural systems into an ecoloaical whole with a 
, v 
greater or lesse: stress on the biological components. In 
its simplest terms, the ecosystem concept states that the 
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earth operates as a series of interrelated systems within 
which all of the components, living and non-living are linked 
with one another in complex ways so that a change in anyone 
component will bring about some corresponding change in the 
oper~tion of the whole system. An ecosystemic approach to 
environmental inventory stresses the interrelationships among 
components rather than treating each natural phenomenon as a 
separate characteristic of the landscape. One of the more 
significant aspects of ecosystems in land use planning is that 
they could be thought of as functional units which can be 
identified on the ground. Thus they form logical operating 
units for an environmental plan or guidance system. 
"( l A;, 
This approach (in McHarg et al, 1967, 1969 a, b, etc.) may be 
said to be based on the ' respect for the 'natural system and 
their processes' as constraints, restraints and opportunities 
for landscape planning (in Redding et al, 1973). Ecological 
concepts are used as a framework for identifying the parameters 
of the region being planned. For example, parameters such 
as climate, bedrock geology, surficial geology, physiography, 
hydrology, soils, plant ecology, animal ecology, limnology 
an~ land use might be mapped as phenomenon and then reviewed 
in terms of historic and dynamic processes and their inter-
actions to form an ecological model. 
The majot' envi ronmenta 1 systems that are i'nventori ed may be 
evaluated with respect to suitability for four major land use 
groUps, each of which includes several related land uses 
(in McHarg et al 1969, b): 
1: Production 
Land use's having the primary purpose ,of production ~ 
" the land include; agriculture, forestry, 
wildlife, propagation, mineral extractive industries. 
2. Protection 
Land uses having the ,primary purpose \ ot preserv1~ 
prote~vand conserv.h'hose' elements of the ecological 
environment considered to be unique, scarce, or 
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..... 
vulnerable. Under this group may be included those 
elements which constitute a hazard to human life and 
health .e.g. erodible slopes, flood plains, ground . 
water recharge areas. 
3. . Recreation 
Land uses with the primary purposes of constructive 
use of leisure time in an active or passive manner. 
4. Urbanisation 
Land uses related to residential, commercial, 
institutional and industrial developments. 
The model could be used for descriptive, predictive and 
prescriptive purposes . . It allows the prediction of the 
result of any interaction in the ecological components of 
the study areas. Such an approach has been described as the 
ecological method of landscape architecture and regional 
planning. Generally, the sieve map technique for planning 
is ideal in a situation where limited information is 
available (e.g. in the absence of an adequate dynamic 
ecosystem model of the location). 
The method has also certain technical difficulties of a 
normative nature e.g. that of the ranking of the parameters, 
the introduction of arbitrary judgements in making the maps, 
the showing of differences in the maps in a visually sharp 
way, etc. (in Grant, et al, 1970). For example, difficulties 
have been encountered in preparing a sufficiently accurate 
slope map (in McHarg and Berger, 1973). The accuracy of the 
environmental data and the appropriateness of dat~ collection 
scale of this method has been questioned (Kaiser et al, 1974). 
In general, it ap'pears that most inventories rely on the ' 
best data available regardless of scale or accuracy and 
simply attempt to 'make do'. 
It is also difficult to evaluate from composite maps (used 
in the technique) which are the most constraining factors; 
nor is the method well suited to the evaluation of relatively 
small sites. Its effectiveness has remained largely at the 
territorial level (in Weddle and Pickard, 1969). 
" , 
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The extension of the ecological planning approach to the 
level of project design (i.e. of built systems) has not 
been sufficiently developed. Subsequently, to the 
environmental designer using the method, a clear gap 
exists bebAJeen the ecological data provided at the 
terr'itorial level and the site criteria needed to carry 
out detail design of the built system. 
In some cases, an indication of the external form of the 
built systems could be derived from an examination of the 
location 'genius loci ' (McHarg, 1969, b). It is held that 
in every region there is a 'genius loci ' which must be 
discovered and capitalised upon. This is the fundamental 
essence of the region which should guide and dominate 
planning and design forms. However, it has nbt been shown 
that this could provide sufficient guidelines 'for the 
design of the internal support functions of the built 
systems. This limitation is readily apparent to the 
designers and planners using the method. Its extension 
for detail design application needs further development. 
The preoccupation with the inventory of th~ environmental data 
of the project site has not been accompanied by an adequate 
conceptual basis for detail design. For example, the built 
systems have previously been considered as static systems. 
Inadequate consideration has been given to the interactions 
of the built environment during its lifespan. This aspect 
has often been disregarded and in many cases the design 
problem has been wrongly deemed solved once the built systems 
have been sited and constructed. 
Given the limitations of the method, its techniques and the 
limitations of available ecological data, it has to be stated 
that no other method exists that can achieve a similar level 
of results in using ecological parameters for planning. In 
which case, an ecologically based plan is better than one 
that is not. This approach to the inventory of environmental 
data and land use planning is in the early stages of 
development. Its emphasis on biological interrelationships, 
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interdependencies of physical and biological systems and 
a holistic view of the entire planning area make it a 
valuable approach. 
The method might be used to provide a baseline of environmental 
data which could then be adapted to include other models and 
conceptual bases for design. 
A recent extension of the method has been to develop a 
'human ecological model' (McHarg and Berger, op cit). A 
-technique using cultural anthropology, community medicine 
and socio-economic forecasting has been used to construct 
such a model for the Hazleton study area. Further development 
of this model is required before it could be used for 
regional planning. 
In the 'Pardisian' project (McHarg, et al, 1973), it is 
found that in addition to the ecological parameters of the 
locality, a systemic investigation had been carried out of 
some of the building's servicing systems in relation to the 
site's constraints. In this project, an analysis is carried 
out on the in~ut/output budget of the water through the 
building in relation to the site's microclimate and 
hydrological characteristics. However, the analysis of the 
built-system's water budget is not further reflected in the 
des i gn of its 1 ife-support system. Al\.9ther exampl e, ' \, re 1 ati~ 
ecological criteria to design is in the Amelia Island study 
(McH a rg, 1971). 
A much quoted example is the Sea Ranch Project which has been 
termed as an 'ecological organic architecture' (Halprin, et al, 
1966). The main contribution of the project to the field has 
been in the integration of the local bio ~climatic data with 
the ecological parameters of the site into design. The bio-
-climatic considerations are the micro-climatic effects on the 
uses of the built systems by solar-wind-ve1ocities, rainfall, 
humidity, etc. (cf. Geiger, 1971). The influence of these 
in this project have largely been on the external aspects of 
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the built systems (i.e. their built form) as against their 
internal aspects (their life-support systems). In this 
scheme, the bui It form \vas consi dered to have been aero-', . 
dynamically derived from a study of the inclination of the 
surrounding dune vegetation (i.e. hedgerows) as affected 
by the action of the h"igh vJind velocity characteristic of 
the locality. The final designs are however, of a rustic 
vernacular and do not attempt to integrate other environmenta) 
parameters into the design of the built systems. As a 
baseline of ecological and other environmental data of a 
location, this method of inventoring ecological data has been 
applied with a certain degree of effectiveness in the 
preparation of environmental impact statements (E.I.S.) 
(see N.E.P.A., 1970). Numerous methods of preparing 
environmental impact assessments have been developed (e.g. 
Leopo1d, et al, 1971; Sharkawy et al, 1971; Dee et al, 1972; 
Seddon et al, 1973; Sorenson, 1973; ~~alton, 1973, et all. 
It would appear that one of the most effective uses of the 
ecological land use planning method would be for the purposes 
of providing the baseline of ecological criteria of a location 
in which the intervention and impacts of a built environment's 
design, location, construction, operation, modification and 
recovery could be monitored (viz. the external interdependencise 
of the built environment (in Chap. 4». Further development 
in relating the ecological data to detail architecture design 
is needed. 
(f) Network Models 
Although efforts have been directed to developing a 
comprehensive ecosystem model which could be used for 
planning purposes (e.g. Watt, 1967; Odum E.P., 1969; 
Odum H.T., 1972; Koenig et al, op cit) these have remained 
at present largely at the abstract (mathematical or 
symbolic) level of consideration. 
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In particular H.T. Odum and Peterson (1972) have extended 
the environmental system inventory method with the use of 
'energy circuit' diagrams of the ecosystem components. 
These diagrams trace the inter-relationships that occur 
betw~en the parameters inventoried by the method. The 
diagrams provide a broad analytical basis for looking at 
a situation but suffers firstly from an over-involvement 
(). ! '2. f 
with detail in some areas and secondly from the difficulties 
of trying to describe a complex dynamic situation symbolically 
(see Fi g. 38 ) . 
Although these diagrams are useful for analysing the inter-
relationships and for simulation, their use for design 
purposes has not been demonstrated. One example of the use 
of such models for planning purposes is shown in the South 
West Florida Planning Study (SWFPS) (in Odum H.T., et al, 
1971). In this study, some general guidelines for setting 
out urban layouts have been suggested (e.g. spatial 
implications). 
As the method involves mapping techniques, other similar 
methods could be adapted or incorporated into the system. 
,~. For example, the simple method developed by Tubbs and 
Blackwood (1971) of evaluating land in terms of the relative 
variety and species-diversity of the habitats present in a 
location (in the South Hampshire Plan) could be incorporate'd. 
In essence the Tubbs and Blackwood method consists of 
subdividing an area into what are termed 'ecological zones' 
to each of which is assigned a value according to specified 
variety. These models have not been structured in such a 
way that their design implications can be elicited. 
(9) Ecological Analogies for Design 
Analogies have been drawn bebJeen processes in ecosystems 
with those of human systems (in Whittaker, 1953; Odum H.T.; 
op cit; Marga1ef, 1963; Ho1ling & Orian, 1971; Wilen, 1973 
et a1). As an analytical tool, the approach is useful in 
identifying the processes and consequences that appear when 
the analogy is applied to the man-made environment. 
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One simplified example might be the Albuquerque-Bennalillio Plan 
(1972) which sugg~sts that urban development follows the maxim 
'Do as well as a tree'. This would mean the adoption of a 
building and subdivision code designed to 'improve the environment 
as a result of land development based on oxygen generation 
r~quirement (clean air), soil development objectives, water 
purification code, geological specifications, micro-climate 
modification goals, and an energy use and replenishment plan'. 
Wells (1972) uses a loose analogy between the systemic properties 
of a built environment with that of a 'natural system'. A 
framework is developed for comparing the properties of a built 
system against a set of ecological properties that it should have. 
Although the criteria that is used is largely normative, Wells 
has abstracted certain of the properties of ecosystems that have 
design implications and presents these simply as an easily 
comprehensive list (cf. Commoner, op cit). In comparing the 
'works of man' with that of the 'wilderness' Wells holds that an 
ecological architecture should have the following properties: 
creates pure air, creates pure water, stores rain water, produces 
its 'own food, creates rich soil, uses solar energy, stores solar 
';', energy, creates silence, consumes its own wastes, maintains 
itself, matches natu~e's pace, provides vli~t~, habitat, provides 
human habitat, moderates climate and weather'A~autiful. While 
these properti es may appear arbitrary, they correlate \vith some 
of the interactions in o~r theoretical framework. 
The criticism of such a simplified list is both of its exclusive 
and its inclusive nature. By presenting a finite and simplistic 
set of properties, the model excludes some design solutions that 
may lie outside it. ' The model might not be applicable to all 
design situations. Although its interpretation would be less 
ambiguous than that of the RIBA long life/loose fit/low energy 
conflicting interpretations could still arise. It also suggests 
the use of small-scale technology systems e.g. the use of solar 
energy collectors, rain water collection etc. 
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The contribution of this work is as a useful indication of what 
an ecologically responsive architecture might have. That is to 
say, it suggests certain design solutions \vhich need to be 
further evaluated against ecological criteria. The extension 
of this use of biological analogies for design may be done 
using .the techniques of bionics (in Yeang, 1972; 1974c) and 
in the context of the interactions-framework. 
(h) Low Resource Consumption Design 
Some design approaches have been developed to minimise the 
consumptfon of non - renewable resources (e.g. Fuller, 1963; 
Yeang, 1974a; Villeco, 1974 et a1; Lovins, 1977). 
Villeco et a1 (op cit) uses a framework consisting of: 
1. World's inventory of resources 
2. Source acquisition 
3~ Conversion and distribution 
4. End-point consumption 
5. Environmental exchanges 
I, 
The first step is an inventory of the global resources which seem 
to be made up of the biosphere's capital and current income 
accounts (cf. McHale, 1972). The second is an examination of 
source acquisition, which includes mines, dams, and oil wells. 
The thil'd is an examination of conversion and distribution, which 
involves electrical generating plants, oil refineries, pipelines, 
electrical transmission lines, etc~ The fourth is an examination 
of end-point consumption which includes the heating and cooling 
of buildings, the operation of industrial machinery, etc. The 
last is an examination of the environmental exchanges or the 
residual effects of obtaining, processing and using energy. This 
. approach is promising (although emphasis has been laid on energy 
resources). Inadequate consideration has been given to material 
consumption, other human activities which do not involve the 
use of fossil-fuels, and ecological consequence~ of the 
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consumption processes. Besides these broad categories, the 
approach has not been deY~loped further. 
Other approaches which have considered only the energy aspects 
of the design of the built environment include: Windheim, 1973; 
Rosen, 1974; Du bin, 1974; G.S.A., 1974; Stein, 1974; Sabel, 
1975) . . 
The most comprehensive approach is that of Beckman and Weidt 
(1973) who have developed a structure for looking at 'environmental 
costs' of buildings. The structure includes an examination of 
the following environmental impacts of the built environment: 
*first cost 
*functional costs 
*life costs 
*interactive costs 
*support costs 
*institutional costs 
The study includes an analysis of the inputs and outputs of the 
materials used in the built environment but has an inadequate 
consideration of the spatial impacts of the activities associated 
';,with the inputs and outputs. This approach coincides with our 
'.' 
life-cycle concept (in Chap. 5). Although the life -cycle of the 
built environment is suggested (termed in study as 'structural 
life') this is not further elaborated. Nevertheless, this 
study is one of the few that attempt to view the use of materials 
by the built environment in an ecological perspective. The 
emphasis of Beckman and Weidt's study is on the inputs and 
insufficient consideration is given to the other components of 
the interactions-framework e.g. outputs, ecosystems, etc. 
(i) Economic Models 
Planning on a larger scale (e.g. national . planning) and much 
building development have tended to place priority on economic 
criteria over others. It is believed by many environmentalists ' 
that much of the environmental damage has be~n a consequence 
of economic planners having a general disregard for the 
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non-market elements of the biosphere, i.e. the 'common'elements 
which have no economic property rights in the market place. For 
example, in building development, the externalities of a project 
(i.e. the actions which affect the welfare of another and the 
effect goes unpriced in the market) are neither considered as 
part of the design criteria nor as part of the building programne. 
This failure to appreciate the external effects of human actions 
and activities has led to the excessive abuse of the biospherels 
Ise1f-repair and assimi1ative l ability. As a result, these 
abilities are pushed in certain locations (e.g. in industrial 
locations) to their operational limits. Fraser Darling (1969) 
has defined pollution as getting rid of wastes at the least 
possible cost. 
Furthermore, it is held that many of the non-market elements in 
the ecological environment cannot be taken into account within 
the economic framework of externalities. The traditional 
economist thus operates best when disregarding all the elements 
of the environment which do not fit his model. 
Moorcraft (op cit) points out that I ... when design is tied to 
,sales rather than to product function ... and when marketing 
I~ 'strategy is based on frequent style changes, there are certain 
almost inevitable results; a tendency to the use of inferior 
materials; short-cuts in time necessary for sound product 
development; and a neglect of quality and adequate inspection. 
The effect , of such built-in obsolescence is a disguised price 
increase to the consumer in the form of shortened product 
1 ife .... I 
However, a number of attempts have been made to define and to 
indicate the possibl~ welfare solutions to the pollution problem 
within the context of economic theory (Lee, 1972; Norton and 
Parlour, 1972). Studies are based on the four possible costs 
that may be incurred through pollution effects (in Dales, 1968). 
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These are: pollution prevention costs; public expenditure to 1· = 
prevent pollution damage; private expenditure to prevent pollution I· 
damage; monetary equivalent of reduced welfare caused by 
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pollution. The more soph;sticated~he economic methods of 
damage estimation, commonly involve;\and morbidity costs, 
painting and cleaning expenses, etc. in terms of differences 
in pollution levels using multiple regression techniques. The 
causes of these observed variations are frequently quite 
numerous, and the isolation of the pollution effects without 
any real understanding of the other biological and physical 
variables at work can lead to many e[oneous conclusions. 
Some recent attempts have been made to develop input-output 
models for studying economic and environmental interactions 
(e.g. Victor, 1972). 
Having rejected the conventional discrete model formulations as 
a means of accounting for the pervasive effects of environmental 
pollution, Ayres and Kneese (1969) proposed a more comprehensive 
model that augments the traditional Walren-Casse1 general 
equilibrium model by including final consumption and environmental 
sectors. In this way the flow of materials (entering the economic 
system as resources and leaving in the form of waste products 
associated with the production and consumption processes) can 
t~eoretica11y be expressed within the framework of an economic 
motfe1. T~is model ,(as pointed out by Norton and Parlour, 1972), 
is based on static conceptions of the pollution problem and 15 -
subject to severe limitations even at this pragmatic. level. 
Ayres and Kneese do not consider what happens to the material once 
returned to the environment except when they point out that the 
assimilative capacity of the environment is limited and in some 
instances these limits have been reached. A complete economic-
environment model would have to take into account the ecologic 
production functions as well as the economic ones. 
Other examples of economic input-output models are: Cumberland, 
(1966), Da1y(1972), Isard (1972), Koenig (1973), and others. 
Although the application of such models could provide a 
resolution to some welfare problems associated with production, 
consumption and pollution externalities, this will only be true 
in a short-run context. No long - run solutions to these problems 
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is likely to emerge until serious efforts are made to redefine 
the socio-economic ~bjectives. 
While economic measures forenvironmental protection may prove 
to be successful in reducing and restricting pollution, ~ 
strengths and weaknesses lie in the fact that economics is not 
a design science. In other words, it may stimulate change in a 
system but does not design the change. Nevertheless, it might 
be capable of directing economic activity so as to compensate 
for the pervasive effects of environmental pollution as a 
short-term measure. 
However, it is argued by many that the final decisions regarding 
any major building programme would most probably be of an 
economic or political nature (that is within the framework of 
the existing enconomy) and that attempts to resolve technically 
complex environmental problems are further complicated by 
human variables. 
Although man and his activities may be limited by political 
boundaries, it should be stressed that ecological processes are 
not. Thus States which may be autonomous politically are 
t~' ecologic-iilly interdependent. Pollution of the atmosphere, or 
lithosphere or hydrosphere must be dealt with in ecological 
rather than political framework. Koenig (1971) suggests that 
the economic and political systems being man -made instruments 
of society, it should be possible, at least in principle, to 
structure them as co-ordinated instruments to integrate the 
relationship with the environment towards 'ecologically sound' 
states. 
While these economic models are useful descriptive models, 
they need to be adapted for evaluative uses in the design of 
the built environment. 
(j) Other Ecological Literature and Related Work 
It is possible to give only a broad review of the very extensive 
literature and the work that has been carried out in ecology 
which bea~relevance to design. Particularly few studies have 
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considered specifically the ecol.ogical aspects of building design 
or the ecological problems encountered in the design and planning 
of the built environment. Some exceptions have been: Halprin et 
al, 1966; V.I.A. l(University of Pennsylvania), 1968; McHarg, 
1969a; Celekovsky, 1970; Wells, 1972; Beckman and Weidt, op cit. 
These have suggested some ecological implications of design but 
remain largely at the periphery of the field of study. Considerable 
further development is necessary, e.g. in the ecological implications 
of the use of energy and materials by the built environment (as 
inputs) the pattern of servicing of the built environment (closed-
circuit design), etc. 
Van Dyne (1966) points out that I ••• knowledge about the entire 
ecosystem has become so important that ecologists can no longer 
be satisfied to be concerned with specific individuals, species or 
populations in the ecosystem. In addition to plant ecologists, 
animal ecologists, microbial ecologists, etc. we must train more 
and more young ecologists to confront the entire complexity of 
the ecosystem l • Work in the co-ordination and correlation of 
ecological research is exemplified in the International Biological 
Programme (in Newbould, 1964; IBP, 1972; Nicholson, 1973). 
Collectively, the assembly of related ecological research provides 
l~ • 
the basis of applied ecology. This includes: wildlife management 
game management, park systems protecti on, agri culture, forestry, 
fisheries, etc. 
In view of the absence of an adequate ecological basis for design, 
a careful examination is necessary of ecological literature 
(applied and theoretical) in relation to the task of the design 
of the built environment. For example, little is known of the 
ecological impact of modifications to ecosystems as a result of 
building construction and operation. With some exceptions, little 
work has been done on applying global and general ecological 
thought to human environmental problems (e.g. Istock, 1974). 
Much of the present work carried out in applied ecology provides 
some general guidelines regarding the ecological implications of 
interaction into ecosystems by building, e.g. C.iriacy-Wanthrup 
et al, (1967); Van Dyne (op cit); Stamp, (1969); Ehrenfield (op cit); 
Poore (1972); Dasman et a1 (op cit); Hutchinson (op cit). 
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Th~ studies carried out on the examination of the impact of 
human activities (e.g. trampling, recreation) on the ecological 
environment could "provide the bases for determining the eCblogical 
consequences of building siting, building-user activities etc. 
Examples of sUch work ~re Willard and Marr 1970; Tubbs and 
Blackwood, op cit, et al. In addition, ecological studies of 
specific locations provide bases for planning, landscaping, 
erosion control, land rehabilitation, etc. 
The extensive literature on the ecological aspects of pollution 
(e.g. Diamant, 1967, 1971; Mellanby, 1972; Turk and Hittes, op 
c"it; Holdgate, 1972; Hodges 1973; Tearle, 1973; et al) could be 
related to th e control of the emissions 7the built environment 
and their assimilation. 
General studies of man/ecosystem interactions provide a broad 
basis for an alysing th e design requirements of a built environment, 
(e.g. H.T. Odum, 1963; Dnlon, R"ip"ley and Buechner, 1967; Holling 
and Orian, op cit; House and Willi ams, op cit; Huges, op citJ. 
Studies on aerospace-ecosystems (containing man) provide some 
guidelines for the design of the life -support systems of the 
b,uilt environment(e.g. Odum H.T., op cit; Cooke et al, 1968; 
~t al; Konecci, 1964; Konecci et al,1966.). 
In order to devi se criteri a for des"i gn it woul d be necessary to 
have both a reconsideration of general and global ecological 
principles and concepts in relation to the problems of environmental 
design; and a re-assessment of the functions, processes, components 
and interactions of the man-made environment in relation to its 
ecological context. 
(k) Conclusion 
From the review of the existing work and literature, it is broadly 
concluded that ... 
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none have comprehensively incorporated all the considerations 
identified in our interactions-framework nor have been 
related to a common theoretical basis. Thus using the 
interactions-framework as an analytical and unifying tool, 
the designer can combine and review the existing methods and 
approaches towards a more comprenensive and synoptic effort 
for ecological design. Our interaction-framework brings 
attention to the disciplines which share similar objectives 
in the protection and conservation of the natural environments. 
We can classify the sources from other related disciplines into 
the following categories: 
(a) · The ecological environment (the external interdependencies) 
, ' . 
.general literature on environmental crises and on the 
ecological debate; 
.planning literature which dea~with ecological land-use 
planning; 
.literature on environmental impact assessments; 
.management of natural resources; 
.ecological studies on the effects of urbanisation and 
human action on ecosystems. 
(b) The built environment (the internal interdependencies) 
.literature on environmental engineering and pollution 
control; 
.small-scale technologies; 
.ecological design paradigms; 
.ecosystem network models; 
.ecological analogies for design; 
.economic input-output ecologic models. 
(c) Inputs into the built environment~e external to 
internal interdependencies) 
.current efforts at low resource consumption design and 
low energy design; 
.literature on conservation of resources. 
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. (d) Outputs from the built environment (the internal to 
- externalihtetdepehdehCies) 
, ' 
'.' 
.literature on waste disposal~ 
.recycling technology; 
.envi~onmental pollution; 
.reuse of waste materials. 
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